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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Despite the large amount of research done on terrorism of all stripes, an overall 

theoretical framework of terrorism has not yet been developed. Political terrorism is a 

vastly complicated and politically sensitive phenomenon; as a result, the overall state of 

the literature is incomplete, making any attempts to develop such a model unlikely and 

possibly even undesirable. Even basic definitions, assumptions, and relational models are 

still a matter of intensive debate. This study examines two dominant approaches to 

terrorism analysis, the instrumental/strategic model and the organizational/incentive 

framework. It contains a breakdown of existing theoretical perspectives on terrorism and 

applies the instrumental and organizational frameworks to intensive case studies of three 

prominent militia-type terrorist organizations – the Provisional IRA, the Islamic 

Resistance Movement Hamas, and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. An analysis of 

these case studies reveals that the assumptions of the organizational framework are more 

accurate in examining and analyzing domestic militia-type terrorist organizations. This 

study does not claim to advance a unified theory of terrorism. Instead, through studying 

and problematizing the major theoretical perspectives of terrorism, this project will 
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contribute to future attempts to create more realistic analytical assumptions within 

terrorism theory and thus the findings have direct implications for policymakers and 

security officials. 
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“Victory in pieces is an enormous obstacle to those who are 

inclined to analyze in absolutes.” 

 

                                 -J. Bowyer Bell, 2005 
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Chapter 1 
 

As the World Burns: An Introduction Into  
The World of Political Terrorism 

 
 

On February 25th, 1996, a young Palestinian man named Majdi Abu Wardah 

boarded a No. 18 bus in Jerusalem along Jaffa Road. To the other passengers, he seemed 

unassuming – clean-shaven, dressed like an Israeli, quiet and unsuspicious. No one 

suspected that he was, in fact, carrying a 10-kilogram bomb filled with nails, ball-

bearings, and live ammunition, designed to be well-concealed in an army kit bag. As the 

bus passed the Jerusalem Central Bus Station, Wardah pulled a hidden trigger. The 

subsequent explosion killed him and twenty-six passengers, injured 48 others, and 

reduced the bus to a smoking, charred skeleton. 45 minutes later another suicide bomb 

destroyed a hitchhiking post in Ashqelon, killing another man. 

 Exactly one week later, a similar attack ripped another No. 18 bus, killing 

nineteen people. The attacks were the deadliest acts of coordinated terrorism ever 

launched against Israel. In the space of little over a week, the unprecedented attacks 

killed 46 civilians in the heart of the Zionist homeland and wounded over fifty others, 

striking unexpectedly and disastrously inside the heavily protected Green Line which 

marked the boundary between the State of Israel and the Occupied Territories 

surrounding it. Who could have done such a thing? 

Two years previous to the day, an Israeli settler named Baruch Goldstein, a 

member of the far-right Israeli Kach movement, had arrived at the Cave of the Patriarchs, 
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one of the holiest sites in both Judaism and Islam. Kach was devoted to the forced ethnic 

cleansing of all Israeli Arabs and the military take-over of all occupied lands in historic 

Palestine. Wearing an army uniform and carrying an automatic rifle, Goldstein walked 

past the military guards without a second look. Minutes later, he entered the section of the 

cave designated as a mosque for Palestinian worshippers. He then opened fire upon the 

packed crowd, slaughtering 29 innocent members of the congregation and wounding 

nearly 125, and was beaten to death by the furious crowd after a man threw a fire 

extinguisher at his head. In the subsequent chaos, the Israeli guards, fearing for their life, 

may have fired into the panicked crowd fleeing the mosque (Hedge 1994). The massacre 

– a flagrant act of political terrorism – enraged the Arab population. The resulting riots 

ended in nearly twenty Palestinian deaths. On the day of the Jaffa attacks two years later, 

a muffled and frantic-sounding man speaking Arabic telephoned in to Israel Radio 

International claiming that the organization Hamas, the Islamist faction of the Palestinian 

resistance in the Occupied Territories, was responsible for the bombings. Referring to the 

suicide attackers as heroes and martyrs, the caller claimed that the bombings were a 

commemoration of that horrible day in the Cave of the Patriarchs. They were also, he 

said, retaliation for the killing of Hamas bombmaker Yahya Ayyash on January 5th. 

Promising future violence, the man made no demands. 

Raised in the poor village of Rafat, the West Bank commander of Hamas, Yahya 

Ayyash, had become interested in politics and religion at an early age. He changed his 

appearance daily and rarely slept in the same location more than once, always wary that 

the full might of the Israeli intelligence establishment was clamoring for his head. 

Ayyash’s elaborate disguises and sporadic patterns of movements served a growing sense 
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of paranoia in the Occupied Territories. Israeli informers were seemingly everywhere, 

and their security agencies were feared for a long-standing assassination campaign of 

Hamas leaders. Ayyash was well-known for developing sophisticated explosive devices, 

and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak had once remarked in Parliament, “I am afraid he 

might be sitting between us here in the Knesset” (Chehab 2007, 55). Known amongst his 

fellow cadres as The Engineer for his personal supervision of Hamas’s explosive-making 

facilities, Ayyash paradoxically led preparations for the suicide campaigns later dedicated 

to his memory. Perhaps noting the irony, Israeli intelligence killed Ayyash by 

maneuvering a helicopter close enough to his home to detonate a sophisticated bomb 

cleverly concealed in a functional cell phone.  

In many ways, the bomb had become the primary method of communication 

between Palestinians and Israelis. Deteriorating relations between the State of Israel and 

the Palestinians languishing in poverty in the Occupied Territories had led extremists on 

both sides to engage in wanton acts of destructive violence. The massacre at the Cave of 

the Patriarchs and the explosions on the road in Jaffa were two sides of the same coin – a 

conflict between groups of extremists claiming exclusive ethno-nationalist domination 

over their perceived homeland. Caught in the middle and increasingly ignored were 

civilians and moderates who simply desired an end to the bloodshed. 

 

What is Terrorism? 

 

As Charles Tilly, a prominent American sociologist and political scientist, 

observed, “some vivid terms serve political and normative ends admirably despite 
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hindering description and explanation of the social phenomena at which they point” 

(2004, 5). Terrorism is one such word. It functions as a catch-all for a wide and varied 

degree of violent episodes and organizations, and in doing so risks becoming analytically 

useless. The word terrorism rarely provides a useful theoretical or academic viewpoint 

from which to approach a careful investigation of the situations to which it is applied. As 

a classification, it serves in many ways to negate and stifle accurate comparisons amongst 

the phenomena of political violence by non-state actors. 

Politics often stifles a serious academic discussion of terrorism. Indeed, much of 

the research on terrorism ignores key systematic components of the underlying causes of 

political violence. The research itself is highly ideological and tends to myopically focus 

on terrorism as a kind of “causally coherent phenomenon” (Tilly 2004, 12), when in 

reality, many organizations labeled as terrorists share only a reliance on terror tactics 

which ranges from occasional to frequent – and their strategies and use of terror tactics 

do not mesh together in a cohesive way. 

Attempts to define terrorism have resulted in a far-ranging typology, consisting of 

many definitions which often conflict and contradict each other. The State Department, 

for example, defines terrorism as “politically motivated violence perpetrated against 

noncombatant targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to 

influence an audience” (Ruby 2002). Taken at face value, this classification of terrorism 

would encompass every subnational group that does or has targeted civilians – it would, 

in essence, include phenomena ranging from the communists in the Russian Revolution 

to the Sicilian mafia's wars for control of local governments in the early 1900s. It groups 

a wide degree of phenomena together which often have little to do with one another. The 
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increasing use of terrorism as a pejorative serves as a convenient label to avoid 

descriptive analyses that could reveal unpleasant truths about the structural and 

socioeconomic origins of political violence. Many of the organizations labeled under the 

common designation of ‘terrorism’ have different organizational structures, political 

motivations, and strategies. Some, such as Hamas, are even widely accepted amongst 

their local populations as legitimate security forces and act in conjunction with political 

wings that serve as localized substitutes for political administration. As Tilly comments, 

in many struggles involving terror tactics, “participants – often including the so-called 

terrorists – are engaging simultaneously or successively in other more routine varieties of 

political claim making” (2004, 6). It certainly does not help that the label is regularly 

applied for a political effect, as a tool to undermine and combat the efforts of groups 

opposed to powerful interests. 

Tilly, for his part, does not attempt to define terrorism. Rather, he emphasizes that 

terror constitutes a unique tactic that is deployed by all manner of actors, not merely 

those commonly thought of as classic terrorist organizations. In fact, he states quite 

clearly that terror as a strategy of coercion occurs in a wide variety of environments and 

is often utilized by security forces or criminal organizations in much the same manner as 

underground groups. Terrorism has some structural characteristics which can be 

identified and analyzed, but its study cannot be approached from a unilateral perspective. 

This simple analysis is important to establishing a basic framework from which analysts 

can launch a study of terrorism. Two major distinguishing features of groups are their 

degree of organizational capacity or specialization in the use of violence and the 

territorial focus of their attacks. Using these two dimensions, one can classify terrorist 
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groups as being militias, conspirators, autonomists, or zealots, each possessing distinct 

relatable characteristics defined by their basic qualities (see Figure 1.1). Terrorist militias 

are groups that use terror tactics domestically and orient themselves within a planned 

organizational structure. Their operatives are generally trained specialists in coercion, 

composing an ideologically, politically, or otherwise motivated group that is trained to 

use strategically and tactically informed methodology in its application of terror in the 

pursuit of long-term objectives. Although these various terrorist subtypes often interact, 

the four generally retain distinct organizational characteristics. 

FIGURE 1.1: Types of Terrorist Organizations 

 

(Reprinted from Tilly 2004, 11) 
 

This thesis consists of three case studies of terrorist militias across the globe – the 

Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA), Hamas, and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 

Eelam (LTTE). The PIRA waged a secessionary war in British-occupied Northern Ireland 

with the dream of defeating the English colonial forces and re-integrating with Ireland. 
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Hamas is a revolutionary Islamist organization desiring the destruction of the State of 

Israel and the establishment of a Palestinian caliphate, or religious theocracy, which will 

expand to encompass the entire Muslim world. The LTTE launched a vicious terrorist, 

then guerilla, war against the state security forces of Sri Lanka and the ethnic majority 

Sinhalese, becoming famous for their pioneering suicide tactics and ruthless devotion to 

the creation of a separate Tamil homeland. Of these three groups, the PIRA demobilized 

and entered politics under the sister organization Sinn Fein, Hamas became the elected 

government of the Gaza Strip but continues terrorist and paramilitary activity against 

Israel, and the LTTE refused to disarm, instead defending to nearly the last fighter in an 

apocalyptic battle against the Sri Lankan military. 

Each of these groups has very different ideological, ethnic, and organizational 

qualities. Ethno-nationalism expert David Rapoport outlines the four successive waves of 

terrorism as Anarchist, anti-colonial, New Left, and Religious (2004, 47). Of these, the 

modern Provisional IRA is most closely associated with the anti-colonial movement, but 

also absorbed characteristics of the New Left groups which combined “radicalism and 

nationalism;” (56). Hamas and the LTTE are respectively proponents of and reactionaries 

against fourth-wave religious ideology, wherein theology possesses “a vastly different 

significance, supplying justifications and organizing principles for a state” (61). Despite 

this, they can be comparatively analyzed based on several correlating criteria. All three 

became highly specialized in their usage of coercion. Their operational locus is or was 

almost entirely domestic, with all three committing no or very few international acts of 

terrorism. Importantly, all three are ethno-nationalist despite their varying degrees of 

religious hue; the PIRA, Hamas, and LTTE are all organizations that utilize ethnic 
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incitement and nationalist devotion as a primary motivator of violence. 

As will be seen, distinct theoretical frameworks can be applied to these case 

studies in the pursuit of effective analysis. The instrumental and organizational schools of 

terrorism research are the most prominent in political science and are the main focus of 

this paper, although research from psychological and sociological perspectives is also 

taken into account. This study aims to problematize and investigate these academic 

viewpoints with the hope of clarifying which frameworks are most suited to studying the 

complicated phenomena of terrorism. 

Questions that will be investigated by this study include: how do these groups 

maintain constituent support while simultaneously enacting domestic terror campaigns? 

How do their targeting strategies relate to support within their claimed constituent 

communities? Which qualities of terrorist organizations contribute to political success or 

defeat, demobilization, or enhanced likelihood of successful negotiations or the entrance 

of a terrorist group into mainstream politics? Finally, why do some militia organizations, 

such as the LTTE, refuse to evolve beyond the adoption of new strategies of terrorism? 

What systematic factors contribute to a suicidal 'fight to the last'? 

Despite lingering popular perceptions, the debate on terrorism is not a simple 

conflict between terrorist sympathizers and those who fight against them. Without a 

deeper understanding of terrorism that pays particular attention to its root causes and the 

way in which paramilitary organizations mobilize internally counter-terrorism is doomed 

not only to short-term defeat, but also to replicating mistakes on a fundamental level. 

Recommendations based on faulty analytical perspectives can encourage the 

development of terror-wielding networks on a systematic level. This thesis seeks to 
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identify problematic methodologies of counter-terrorism analysis with the hopes of 

advancing towards a more coherent and functionally useful model of terrorism. With any 

luck, the explanation advanced will come to useful conclusions about the historic context 

of how militia-type terrorist organizations mobilized support, conducted campaigns, 

incentivized and utilized their operatives, and interacted with the larger political arena. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Theoretical Frameworks of Terrorism 
 
 

Overall methodological work towards a theory of terrorism is hampered by two 

problems. The first is relatively simple: terrorism is an exceptionally complex 

phenomena. Perspectives ranging from political realism, rational choice theory, 

psychology, and organizational process theory can be applied, but the general body of 

knowledge that derives from these analyses has not yet coalesced into a widely accepted 

overall theoretical framework of terrorism. Terrorism is so extraordinarily complicated 

and discursively frustrating that, in fact, it has been exceptionally difficult to reach a 

generally agreed-upon academic definition of terrorism. This debate is muddled by the 

political, rather than academic, debate surrounding how to define terrorism. As Charles 

Tilly comments, “no one owns the definitions of terror, terrorism, or terrorists. Any 

working definition of terror excludes some candidate actions and events” (2005, 18). The 

second problem is that, due to these factors, “scant research examines state or system 

causes of terrorists activity in spite of the plethora of media and popular attention to these 

types of conditions” (Callaway 2006, 681). Much of the research within political science 

has migrated to game theory modeling and case studies on the strategy and tactics of 

specific groups. This research often pokes at systemic causes of terrorism, but it tends to 

focus on limited case studies that do not always shed light on the ways in which terrorist 

groups interact with larger systematic influences within the political realm. O'Brien states 

that “scholarly research on the causes of international terrorism has all but escaped 
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rigorous empirical analysis” (Callaway 2006, 681). Additionally, political scientists often 

argue that psychological or sociological theories do not explain terrorism in the manner 

needed to accurately analyze systemic traits of terrorism – but, in contrast, these studies 

also often provide an organizational and social perspective sorely lacked by much of the 

rationalist literature on terror. 

To study the phenomena of political violence, it is important to choose a 

definition of terrorism. Merari claims that without some degree of specificity terrorism 

“simply becomes a synonym for violent intimidation in a political context and is thus 

reduced to an unflattering term,” and thus for practicality's sake, subnational or insurgent 

violence is the main component of terrorism (1993, 37). American sociologist Charles 

Tilly quotes the author of Terror in the Name of God, Jessica Stern, who defines terrorism 

as “an act or threat of violence against noncombatants with the objective of exacting 

revenge, intimidating, or otherwise influencing an audience” - differing from the State 

Department's definition mainly in that it includes terror perpetrated by governments 

(2005, 12). A somewhat more concise definition is proposed by Robert A. Pape, a 

specialist in suicide bombing and counter-terrorism, who defines it as “the use of 

violence by an organization other than a national government to intimidate or frighten a 

target audience” (2005, 9). Many key elements are commonly used amongst these 

varying definitions (Agnew 2010, 132). For the purposes of this study, we will use Pape's 

definition, although with a disclaimer that the term is sometimes misapplied or misused 

to categorize groups that utilize the terror strategy. It should also be noted that terrorism 

is also utilized by governments as a method of political subjugation and control; however, 

state terrorism is analytically distinct in its methods and strategy. 
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Schools of Analysis in Counter-Terrorism 

 

Martha Crenshaw's 1987 article “Theories of Terrorism: Instrumental and 

Organizational Approaches” identifies a key debate about the nature of terrorism and 

contrasts two fundamental analytical views of terrorism. The instrumental or strategic 

perspective, grounded in theories of political realism, assumes that terrorism is a response 

to external stimuli. Crenshaw claims that "in this perspective violence is seen as 

intentional. Terrorism is a means to a political end” (1987, 12). She emphasizes, 

importantly, that within the instrumental framework “terrorism is par excellence a 

strategy of surprise” (14), and that explanations of why terrorism  occurs and why it is 

such an effective tactic depend as much on the defender's lack of preparation as on the 

capacity and power of terrorist organizations. Decisions to attack or not are primarily 

determined by paramilitary groups’ perceptions of political usefulness and short-range 

opportunity. When a group experiences notable internal dissent, “the instrumental model 

would interpret it in terms of disagreement over political goals or strategy” (15). Ideology 

exists primarily as a guide to intent and actions. The government may respond either 

through deterrence or punishment strategies. Since defense may be impossible due to an 

insurmountable array of weak links in the security apparatus, punishment is more 

credible. Policy responses based on the instrumental perspective include denying 

opportunities for terrorism and reducing incentives to use it (18). 

Contrastingly, the organizational perspective is based on the idea that “the 

fundamental purpose of any political organization is to maintain itself” (Crenshaw 1987, 

19). Terrorism is mostly the result of internal group dynamics, not strategic action or 
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primarily as a response to external pressures. Crenshaw also explains that most terror 

groups recruit members based on a variety of incentives, not just ideological conviction. 

Therefore, strategies to counter terrorism that view it as deliberate and rational strategy 

may miss important group dynamics. Importantly, she notes that where “purposive 

incentives are overshadowed by others such as social relationships or financial reward, 

terrorism becomes self-sustaining,” with the stated political goals of the group becoming 

subordinate to momentum built around terror as purpose rather than as strategy 

(Crenshaw 1987, 22). Thereby, "the task of the government is to encourage disintegration 

without provoking the escalation of violence" (Crenshaw 1987, 24), because escalation is 

almost certainly a benefit (and maybe even an objective) to the terror organization. 

Escalation promotes fear and confusion within the disenfranchised population, and 

implies the terrorists have more power than they actually possess. This effectively helps 

terrorist organizations by promoting a conception that the population is under attack and 

that the terrorists alone have the capacity to fight them. The role of an effective counter-

terrorism strategy then must be to use internal group dynamics to dissolve the group, as 

the response of the population to escalating security measures is unhelpful to maintaining 

stability. Crenshaw concludes that the organizational perspective is more useful in 

disaggregating group intentions and values, and that policy makers should be cautious 

that alternate explanations of terror based on different analytical techniques can yield 

very different explanations and policy recommendations. Other analysts, such as Ozgur 

Özdamar disagree, claiming that the instrumental framework is more analytically 

coherent and fulfills more criteria of effective research (2008, 89-101).  

Sociological and anthropological theories of terrorism examine the cultural and 
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social environmental factors that lead to terrorist activity. Robert Agnew, for example, 

poses a general strain theory of terrorism, which proposes that a range of collective 

'strains' (or events or conditions that are perceived as unjust or suboptimal) ranging from 

“absolute and relative material deprivation” (2010, 132), “territorial, ethnic, and religious 

disputes resulting from post-colonial efforts at nation-building,” displacement and 

repression, to “severe challenges to group identity... [such as] 'identicide'” are the causes 

of terrorism (133). However, this method of study has failed to provide conclusive links 

between strains or 'grievances' and terrorism. Agnew identifies three weaknesses in 

academic research on strain theories: that they fail to describe how core characteristics of 

strains differ across case studies; that they do not explain why strains increase terrorism; 

and finally, that they fail to explain why only a small proportion of individuals turn to 

violence (134). Agnew's general strain theory of terrorism (GST) seeks to describe the 

radical and collective nature of terrorism as opposed to strain theory's application to more 

mundane cases of criminal activity. The theory proposed that collective strains, or those 

high in magnitude with widespread civilian victimization, those that are “frequent, of 

long duration, and expected to continue into the future,” and especially those that are 

perceived to come from powerful 'others' are the most likely to result in terrorist activity 

(137). Explaining groups such as left-wing 'Red' terrorist organizations in Western 

Europe, which did not exist in populations experiencing considerable strains, Agnew 

states it is perception of strain that motivates terrorist activity. GST also emphasizes that 

it is likely members of the groups were under specifically objective strains such as 

government crackdowns on student protests or a dearth of skilled work for graduates. 

Agnew's GST seeks to correct the primary failure of previous strain theorists to measure 
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“subjective interpretation of strain” within disenfranchised communities as well as “key 

dimensions of strain, including magnitude, injustice, and the nature of the source” (149). 

Alternatively, psychological theories of terrorism focus on the psychological 

aspects of both individual terrorists and terrorist groups. Although early psychological 

research into terrorism emphasized the psychopathology of individual terrorists (the 

motivation for this type of research stemming from many policy makers' desire to create 

a 'terrorist profile'), most contemporary psychological research into terrorism emphasizes 

that the specific type of political violence embodied by terrorist activity is “typically not  

the  result  of  psychopathology  or  a single personality type,” rather it stems from shared 

ideological commitment and solidarity within the movement (Crenshaw 2000, 409). 

Modern psychological theory focuses primarily on identifying the types of individuals 

that are likely to be drawn into terrorist organizations and the psychology of group 

decision-making within covert terror networks. Psychological research into political 

violence is not limited to investigating the motives and psychological processes of 

terrorists, either. Crenshaw refers to Holyoak and Thagard, whose psychological research 

argues that “'mental leaps' occur when an individual is confronted by an unfamiliar 

situation, when the environment seems disordered and confused” (Crenshaw 2000, 416). 

This can lead to overreactions in counter-terrorist policy when the threat is surprising and 

seems relatively urgent – for example, the Clinton administration’s response to the 1998 

bombings of embassies in East Africa may have been a result of this psychological 

mechanism (2000, 416). However, psychological theory is generally regarded as a 

complementary rather than central perspective in terrorism research, since it cannot 

examine systemic causes of terrorism directly. The research of some experts, such as 
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Marc Sageman (2004), suggests that psychological research may have more applicability 

in international conspiratorial networks such as al-Qaeda due to their nontraditional 

structures. 

From the instrumental perspective, Kydd and Walter chart a variety of terrorist 

research to identify five fundamental strategies of terrorist organizations. The core of 

their argument is that terrorism is a “form of costly signaling” (2006, 50). Since terrorists 

are weak and cannot make credible threats, their only option is to publicly demonstrate 

the extremes they are willing to go to in order to achieve their goals. The first identified 

strategy is attrition. Hamas bombmaker Yahya Ayyash narrated this strategy closely as a 

way to “make the cost of the occupation that much more expensive in human lives, that 

much more unbearable” by attacking symbolic and political targets relentlessly (60). The 

second strategy is intimidation, which works by demonstrating that the terrorists have the 

ability to punish whoever they want and the government is unable to stop them (66). 

While a strategy of intimidation must appear discriminating, it may in fact be highly 

indiscriminate, e.g., the Provisional IRA's pub-boming campaign in the 1970s and 1980s. 

The appearance of discriminancy is important because it implies the victims were 

selected on the basis of their opposition to the terrorist organization. Another strategy is 

provocation, or the use of indiscriminate violence to provoke the government into an 

indiscriminate response which radicalizes sections of the population (this idea is explored 

further in several articles). Provocation is intended to induce escalation in the manner 

Crenshaw implies is a net benefit for most terror organizations. The two remaining 

strategies are spoiling – “persuading the enemy that moderates on the terrorists' side 

cannot be trusted to abide by a peace deal” (73) – and outbidding – “signaling that a 
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group has the will to continue the armed struggle despite its costs” in order to gain 

support over a rival organization (76). These two strategies are used to weaken the ability 

of moderates to assume primacy both in public support and during negotiations. All of 

these strategies are said to be signaling techniques based on incomplete information on 

both sides; the form a terrorist attack takes is determined by rational calculation and 

analysis of whatever data is available. 

Ethan Bueno de Mesquita and Eric Dickson’s research develops the idea of 

provocation to demonstrate “that if the government has the ability to carry out a 

discriminating response to terrorism but chooses an undiscriminating one, it reveals itself 

to be unconcerned with the welfare of the country's citizens” (Kydd and Walter 2006, 70). 

A discriminating response is one where the focus of counter-terrorism strategy is 

minimizing harm to the citizenry, while an undiscriminating one is unduly harsh, 

promoting the (sometimes accurate) view that the government is targeting the civilian 

population as a potential or realized base of support for terror. The study uses a similar 

perspective to Kydd and Walter’s in that it views terrorism as a form of political 

signaling. Bueno de Mesquita and Dickson propose a game theoretical model that 

correlates the level of economic damage caused by government counter-terrorism 

responses with information about the nature of government – signals that the population 

can read, understand, and use to make choices about their affiliation with the government 

and terrorist groups. The two causal mechanisms shaping terrorist mobilization are the 

information about the nature of their government revealed to citizens depending on 

whether their response is catered to minimizing the suffering of civilians, and the 

economic damage that results, which lowers the cost threshold for terrorism, since when 
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the population becomes increasingly marginalized, terrorism becomes a more appealing 

low-cost option to signify their discontent (Bueno de Mesquita and Dickson 2005, 3). 

The study reaches several conclusions, including that when governments are able to 

mount discriminating counter-terrorism campaigns, it is likely to reduce mobilization. 

But when any type of government is unwilling to negotiate, even when mounting 

discriminating counter-terror campaigns, the damage caused is likely to outweigh 

learning the government cares, increasing mobilization. Indiscriminate responses are a 

net win for the terrorists, increasing terrorist mobilization in virtually every scenario. 

A discriminate strategy of response comes from analyst Peter Sederberg who 

proposes a strategy of conciliation as counter-terrorism. Building on Israeli Prime 

Minister Yitzhak Rabin's assertion that “You don't make peace with friends. You make 

peace with enemies,” he claims that by considering terrorism as just one of the strategies 

used by challenger groups in political struggles, we push the question of response back 

into the political arena where it belongs in the first place (1995, 295). Sederberg, although 

critical of instrumental and realist perspectives, utilizes arguments from both to promote 

the idea of conciliation as a counter-terrorist strategy. Prominent in these perspectives is 

the war model, which posits terrorism as a limited war against the government. Although 

conventional wisdom suggests the proper response to war is a harsh response (300), 

Sederberg notes that terrorist organizations in a war model seek to seize control of some 

form of territory. He claims terrorists “hope to inherit the body politic. They benefit little 

if it is a corpse” (300). The argument emphasizes the role of contenders in realizing that 

the war is unwinnable as an absolute victory. By engaging the enemy in a process of 

negotiation, the contenders are forced to acknowledge they are fighting for limited 
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objectives with limited means. Assuming rationality on the part of both actors, Sederberg 

argues in such a scenario rebel groups must acknowledge that the war, in order to be 

successful, is forced to end in a process of accomodation (301). The second model 

Sederberg uses is the rational actor model. Typical uses of this argument hold that 

terrorists use cost and benefit analyses heavily to produce their strategies. A typical 

rational-choice argument concludes that negotiations embolden terrorists by 

demonstrating to them that the benefits of terrorist activity are rising. Sederberg claims 

that by using negotiations, the government can in fact lure the opposition into a position 

where negotiation is more effective than terrorism (305). Using concessions aimed at the 

underlying basis of discontent that produces terror, rather than conceding to direct 

demands, the government is able to undermine recruitment and resource pools. Strategies 

such as amnesty and officially recognizing moderate groups push the group back towards 

normal politics by weakening its stranglehold on local populations.  He states that when 

using conciliation to weaken terrorist organizations, “the combined strategic objective 

involves transforming the more moderate leadership while promoting the isolation and 

disintegration of the remaining extremist faction” (307). A corollary of this premise, 

however, is that radical groups with sincerely held extremist ideology are the least 

susceptible to this kind of strategy and may warrant a response conditioned around the 

use of force. Therefore, it is likely that the process of conciliation must be carried out 

with carrots and sticks. It is plausible to argue that these strategies could push groups 

whose social dominance is threatened by the negotiation process even further away from 

it, but Sederberg’s overriding emphasis is put upon the dissolution of the group's 

organizational coherence by promoting moderate factions to break off from more hardline 
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ones. 

Many of these analyses examine the phenomena of terrorism using assumptions 

heavily underlying instrumentalist perspectives on terrorism – rationality, terrorism acting 

specifically as a tool for achieving political goals, and relations between the state and 

terror groups determined by levels of power and information. However, they also utilize 

theoretical insights stemming from organizational theory, which acts within these studies 

as a way to examine the interior dynamics of terrorist organizations. Despite the 

analytical advantages of organizational theory, cost-benefit analyses and assumptions of 

rationality still heavily underlay most modern terrorist theory. To some extent, this is 

appropriate since terrorists, like all actors, must act rationally in order to fulfill political 

and tactical objectives, but it is clearly insufficient to explain the great degree of 

complexity and variation in the structure and strategies of organizations that utilize terror 

strategies. Heryanto comments that the degree of complexity inherent in studying 

terrorism will “render any rational-instrumentalist view of political violence too 

simplistic;” for example, “state terrorism is a purposeful act, not reckless spontaneity; but 

the actual operation and outcome are usually other than the state's intention, if not 

actually against its own interest” (2005, 168). The same logic applies to non-state 

terrorism. As Crenshaw notes, “perhaps the organizational theory is one way of 

completing strategic theory by determining what the values of opponents are, how 

preferences are determined, and how intensely they are held” (1987, 29). However, the 

organizational school’s reliance on analysis of the incentive structure of terrorist 

organizations is also able to encompass much of the discussion typically assigned to the 

instrumental analysis because it is able to integrate political concerns as one of many 
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individual and group-level incentives. 

Useful analytic models of terrorism must delve much more deeply than rationalist 

models, lest important explanatory variables be left out of the study, but they must also be 

sure not to focus too myopically on the individual facets of each case, or the study may 

cease to investigate useful systemic or relational implications. Tilly attacks dispositional 

accounts of terrorism, criticizing, for example, Stern’s hypothesis that religiously 

motivated terrorists “seek to simplify and purify their own lives by participating in heroic 

acts that will simplify and purify the whole world” (2005, 12). He singles out her view of 

“relational processes not as direct causes but as factors that promote or inhibit the central 

cause of terrorism” (20). To Tilly, terror is simply a strategy that “involves interactions 

among political actors... we have no choice but to analyze it as part of the political 

process” (21). Terrorism occurs within a wider sociopolitical context and it is necessary 

to analyze the adoption of the terror tactic as just one of many processes within a given 

political arena. 

In the article “How al-Qaeda Ends: The Decline and Demise of Terrorist Groups,” 

terrorism specialist Audrey Cronin identifies the primary ways in which terrorist 

organizations collapse. Nearly 90% of terrorist organizations disappear within a year of 

their formation and, of those that survive, well more than half collapse inside of a decade 

(Cronin 2006, 13). Using organizational, developmental, and social movement theory, 

Cronin outlines seven broad factors that cause the collapse of terrorist movements. 

(1) capture or killing of the leader, (2) failure to transition to the next generation, (3) 
achievement of the group’s aims, (4) transition to a legitimate political process, (5) 
undermining of popular support, (6) repression, and (7) transition from terrorism to 
other forms of violence. (2006, 17-18) 
 
Notably, this list includes a variety of factors that are related to the ability of an 
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terrorist group to achieve political goals, but it also details other conditions that hint at 

social or internal factors as being highly prominent in the dissolution of a terrorist group. 

For example the “organizational decentralization” of right-wing American terrorists in the 

1990s, who operated within a network of loosely linked independent cells, fought 

“against truly effective generational transition,” since it impeded recruitment and 

organizational evolution (Cronin 2006, 24). Factors such as the popular revulsion 

inspired by large-scale attacks on civilians, increasing disinterest in ideology, or offering 

supporters or members of terrorist groups better personal social and economic options 

can also play an important role in undermining constituent community support (28-29). 

Transitions to other forms of violence have occurred in the Filipino Abu Sayyaf 

organization and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), where both 

groups have switched from political terrorism to lucrative criminal activity such as 

kidnapping, extortion, and drug smuggling. Cronin notes this as an example of actors 

within terrorist organizations switching their “primary emphasis on collecting resources 

as a means of pursuing political ends toward acquiring material goods and profit that 

become ends in themselves” (31).  

Analyst Max Abrahms directly criticizes the instrumental model, identifying 

deficiencies stemming from three of its assumptions: that “terrorists are motivated by 

relatively stable and consistent political preferences,” that they “evaluate the expected 

political payoffs of their available options,” and lastly, that the adoption of terrorism 

comes from the calculation that it will derive the largest political returns (2008, 79). He 

posits that at least seven ‘puzzles’ or behavioral characteristics of terrorist organization 

defy these implicit assumptions of the strategic model: 
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(1) terrorist organizations do not achieve their stated political goals by attacking 
civilians; (2) terrorist organizations never use terrorism as a last resort and seldom 
seize opportunities to become productive nonviolent political parties; (3) terrorist 
organizations reflexively reject compromise proposals offering significant policy 
concessions… (4) [they] have protean political platforms; (5) terrorist organizations 
generally carry out anonymous attacks, precluding… policy concessions; (6) terrorist 
organizations with identical political platforms routinely attack each other more than 
their mutually professed enemy; (7) [terrorists] resist disbanding when they 
consistently fail to achieve their political platforms or when their stated political 
grievances have been resolved and hence are moot. (82) 
 
Abrahm’s critiques are not universally applicable, but together they form a 

thoroughly consistent picture of the analytical incompleteness of the strategic terrorism 

framework. Most terrorist organizations seem to fulfill at least one of these 

characteristics; several, such as the resistance to demobilization and infighting between 

politically identical terrorist organizations are particularly major problems since they 

directly contradict assumptions that terrorism is used primarily to maximize political 

utility. At the very least these tendencies indicate that terrorist groups often have ulterior 

internal motives that are only loosely related to their political platforms.  

One important analytical component of these ‘puzzles’ is recognizing militia-type 

terrorism as the armed wing of a wider rejectionist network than the terrorists themselves, 

or what Sadri calls “anti-movements” (2007, 40). A partial framework for examining 

these alternate networks of social and political organization comes from Ignacio Sánchez-

Cuenca, who uses a modified version of Petersen's scale of rebellious behavior to identify 

three degrees of supporters for terrorist organizations: those who disagree with armed 

struggle and the killing of innocents but “vaguely sympathise” with their ends, those who 

vote for parties associated with terrorist groups and participate in social movements that 

develop around them, and those who directly assist the organization by providing 

resources or engaging in lesser political violence (2004, 22). While support from the third 

group is usually implicit, Sánchez-Cuenca claims that a major issue facing terrorist 
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groups is that they require the tacit assistance and sympathy of the secondary support 

community as well as “ultimately, at least the non-rejection” of tertiary supporters (2004, 

22). Thus, they provide a combination of incentives for support and disincentives for 

cooperation with the authorities. Domestic militia-type terrorists in particular cannot 

narrowly pursue political goals at any expense because they are highly reliant on 

constituent support. 

 
Testing the Instrumental and Organizational Frameworks 

 

Terrorist organizations use a variety of strategies to accomplish both tactical 

objectives and long-term goals, and these strategies involve interactions with a variety of 

political actors and with a multitude of political processes. However, instrumentalist 

rationality is just one part of the overall picture. Organizational process theory may 

provide another perspective that can solve some of the analytical shortcomings of 

instrumentalist approaches. Since it focuses on a plurality of incentives rather than 

strategic logic, organizational process theory can accommodate a variety of theoretical 

perspectives. It is also compatible with a range of explanations and schools of analysis 

outside the boundaries of political science. For example, the cultural approach to 

terrorism which “features disparate ideological enclaves identified as 'extremist 

subcultures' or 'anti-movements', primed by real or perceived events such as external 

domination or internal oppression, provide a relational environment” wherein local norms 

acquire a “radicalized and rejectionist guise,” culminating in terrorism organizations and 

their respective ideologies could be used as a complementary anthropological perspective 

within the organizational framework (Sadri 2007, 34). Agnew claims that  terrorists 
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“model terrorism; differentially reinforce terrorism – usually with social approval/status; 

promote the adoption of beliefs favorable to terrorism; and diffuse responsibility for 

terrorist acts” (2010, 143). Terrorist organizations form from the compounded influence 

of many different social grievances, and work openly towards the reinforcement of 

attitudes that support terrorist actions and goals. They form a network of primary and 

secondary supporters that can persist even when terrorism does not seem to be achieving 

stated political objectives, which complicates the nature of the government response. 

Terrorist groups can accomplish this because they and their associated support networks 

“allow for the alleviation of a range of individual strains” (Agnew 2010, 143), providing 

material, social, and identity benefits that contribute to a sense of solidarity with militant 

organizations. This challenge is compounded because when “purposive incentives are 

overshadowed by others such as social relationships or financial reward, terrorism 

becomes self-sustaining” (Crenshaw 1987, 22). As a result, these networks persist beyond 

repeated political failures. Terrorist groups and support networks are likely to be 

important in determining the preferences, strategies, and weaknesses of militia 

organizations, because the latter rely on a domestic constituency and must support a high 

degree of specialization among their members. Additionally, organizational process 

theory is an invaluable part of terrorism research since it is able to link important 

individual variables which affect the process of collective action. 

This focus [on organizations] is appropriate because the groups that [comprise a 
movement are] actually the arenas in which individual participation became 
collective action. Concerns about organization -- i.e. about whether it is open or 
closed, hierarchical or associative, democratic or authoritarian, effective or not -- are 
really concerns about the structures and processes that enhance, submerge, or alter 
individual goals and actions in the pursuit of collective goals through collective 
action. (Hicks 1996, 94) 
 
Thus, there is strong theoretical support for the organizational framework as 
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opposed to the instrumental or strategic model. Domestic militias, as separate from 

international-conspiratorial, international-zealot, or autonomist terrorists, provide an ideal 

arena to compare the strategic and organizational models. First, paramilitary 

organizations can be better placed than alternate forms of non-state terrorism within a 

political science framework since domestic militias are organizationally complex, large in 

size, and intensively interlinked with local political and social groups. Despite the lack of 

a unified model of terrorism, the three terrorist organizations comprising our case studies 

have been intensively examined by a spectrum of analysts. There is also a high amount of 

useful analytical data, since the IRA, Hamas, and LTTE are all very prominent 

organizations. All three groups have built an alternate social and political network for 

disenfranchised populations – a situation defined by H. Edward Price Jr. as early as 1977 

as internal colonialism, where “the population of the territory is divided ethnically or 

racially, and one of the two major groups is in full political and economic control” (55). 

These case studies thus constitute a comparable data set, whose variations should prove 

illuminating, particularly given their different outcomes to date. Through examining the 

history and development of each organization, it should be possible to decide which 

model of terrorism is better suited for analyzing militia-type terrorists. At the same time, 

the use of more than one model will help to highlight more potential explanations for the 

rise and fall of militia terrorism. 

This thesis will attempt to address serious questions in the field of counter-

terrorism. What are the root causes of domestic terrorism? How do paramilitary 

movements structure themselves and motivate operatives to perform acts of terror? What, 

exactly, is the particular importance of ethnic identity and nationalism, and how does this 
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inform the targeting and form of violence? Why do some terrorist groups, such as the 

Provisional IRA or Hamas, enter politics? Do political transition processes reflect 

organizational learning on how to provide new ways to mobilize support communities, or 

is politics war by other means? Finally, what organizational factors motivate a completely 

counter-productive and suicidal ‘fight to the last’, as happened in 2009 during the 

containment and destruction of the last organized remnants of Tamil resistance? Can the 

organizational perspective on terror act as a way to explain why the terror strategy does 

not always result in the outcomes that might be expected by instrumentalists? By 

studying the literature surrounding the cases, useful correlations will hopefully emerge 

which can help develop the theoretical framework of terrorism. 
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Chapter 3 
 

The Irish Troubles and the Provisional IRA 
 
 

They think that they have pacified Ireland. They think that they have purchased half 
of us and intimidated the other half. They think that they have foreseen everything, 
think that they have provided against everything; but the fools, the fools, the fools! 
 
They have left us our Fenian dead, and while Ireland holds these graves, Ireland 
unfree shall never be at peace. 

-Patrick Pearse  
 
Making peace, I have found, is much harder than making war. 

-Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams 
 
 

Shortly before 3:10 PM on 15 August, 1998, a Spanish tourist paused to have his 

picture taken on a sunny day in central Omagh, County Tyrone, in Northern Ireland. The 

resulting photo’s unremarkable look makes it all the more chilling. His child sat on his 

shoulders; in the background, shoppers can be seen milling around a long line of cars 

waiting at an intersection. Just to the man’s right, a red Vauxhill Cavalier is illegally 

parked. Its two occupants had just left, walking off down the road. They had just set the 

timer on a 300-lb fertilizer-based explosive attached to a semtex trigger concealed, 

unbeknownst to the shoppers, in the car. 

Mere minutes later, 29 innocent people were dead. Over 220 were injured. The 

Omagh bomb was so powerful it blew massive holes in the street, flooding the area with 

water from severed water mains. Gigantic sprays of shrapnel shredded nearby buildings 

beyond recognition; days later, an engineer attempting to verify the structural integrity of 

a nearby restaurant for the forensics team recalled… 
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There were some very obvious structural cracks. And that, again, is a memory that 
will always be with me as we walked through the building... the rain was coming 
through the roof. We scanned the torch - it was a very, very eerie feeling. Maybe 20 
to 30 tables with lunches, cups of coffee - exactly the way they had been when the 
bomb went off. And that particular building was packed at that stage. 
 
And then you felt a stickiness on your feet, and as I turned the torch down I realised I 
was walking on blood the whole way along the building. So you can only imagine 
what it must have been like at the time for the people in there. (Quoted in Johnson 
2008) 
 
The men responsible for this shocking act were unidentified operatives of the Real 

Irish Republican Army (RIRA). The RIRA, in turn, was a splinter group of the 

Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA), which had fought a 30-year war of attrition 

against the British government, the British military, and average Britons to liberate the 

six northeastern counties of the Irish province of Ulster, which had remained part of the 

United Kingdom following Irish independence in 1922 due to its high population of pro-

British Protestants. The PIRA had in 1998 accepted the terms of the Good Friday 

Agreement (GFA) that established a Northern Irish Assembly with devolved legislative 

powers in the hopes of bringing an end to the conflict, known as The Troubles. The 

Troubles had claimed thousands of lives despite little hope of either side reaching victory; 

it caused such destruction and social upheaval that life in Belfast was sometimes 

compared to London during the Blitz. The RIRA men that set the Omagh bomb had 

hoped that its detonation would derail the peace process and plunge Northern Ireland 

back into a state of protracted insurgency. They were wrong. The events in Omagh sealed 

the fate of terrorism in Northern Ireland; after the weariness of 30 years of terror, even 

the most recalcitrant Irish republicans and unionists sought the relief offered by the GFA. 

The Troubles had started some 30 years earlier in August 1969. Growing unrest 

with the British government, spurred on by a British response centered mainly around the 

repression of Irish Catholic communities, was weakening the United Kingdom’s hold on 
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Northern Ireland. Eventually, the British military was called in to maintain order after a 

large-scale communal riot in Derry, known as the Battle of the Bogside, broke out. 

Rioting Irish republican nationalists had clashed Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) 

officers following an aggressive demonstration by the loyalist Apprentice Boys 

organization. Many, including some old-guard republicans, “saw the British army sent 

into the province in 1969 to maintain order as a temporary savior;” despite the UK’s 

policy of empowerment of and collaboration with the Protestant community to retain 

British control, most Irish thought the military presence was intended to force both sides 

into stability (Bell 2000, 79). They were sorely disappointed when the British army, led 

into the province with an unclear mandate and given a bewildering free hand to maintain 

order in any way possible, sided with loyalist Protestants. Catholic neighborhoods were 

surrounded, tear-gassed, and illegally searched by soldiers looking for subversives. Areas 

of Republican support were regarded as military targets and patrolled by soldiers who 

were poorly trained or misinformed in civilian codes of justice or procedures, leading to 

indiscriminate policing and brutality. The initial welcome given to the British forces, who 

had once been cautiously regarded as potential saviors, quickly soured as they failed to 

reverse the flawed and violent policies of the Royal Ulster Constabulary, or RUC. 

 The end of 1969 “found a situation of rampant internal disarray and a split 

developed in the Irish Republican Army ranks” (Bell 2000, 78). A coalition 

predominantly composed of those from mainland Ireland voted to adopt political activism 

as a replacement for the failed policy of violence, which sparked a vicious and bitter split 

between the “Official” (but commonly called the “Old”) IRA or OIRA, and the 

“Provisional” IRA or PIRA. The PIRA, led by Sean McStiofain, promoted a policy of 
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independence and reunification which could only be achieved under armed insurrection. 

The Provisional IRA would soon command the loyalty of the vast majority of active IRA 

units within Northern Ireland. Unlike the OIRA, which styled itself as a revolutionary 

vanguard, the Provisionals had no such illusions as to the willingness of Northern Ireland 

to openly rebel. As prominent IRA historian J. Bowyer Bell states, they could count on 

the support of the nationalist republicans but “the gun implied enormous risks and the 

Irish, as a people, were more apt to resist by less compelling means” (2000, 59). Their 

mode of force would be more attuned to the times. Armed with both an incontestable 

claim to Northern Irish heritage and fortuitous timing – the 1960s had marked the 

beginning of the end for the slow decline of the British Empire – the Provisionals set 

forth to force out the British armed presence in Northern Ireland in a war of attrition in 

which both sides aimed to destroy the others' political will. For the British, this was an 

aggressive policy of militarized policing and support of politically friendly loyalists 

aimed at crippling the capacity of the IRA to continue operations. The Provisionals would 

use terrorism to inflict disproportionate casualties on British forces and their loyalist 

minions in the RUC. The PIRA was highly successful and by the mid-1970s the OIRA 

had essentially ceased to exist, the term IRA almost exclusively referred to the PIRA, and 

by the mid 1980s Sinn Fein, the OIRA's political party, was largely absorbed into the 

Provisional movement and termed the “political wing.” 

 The IRA first attempted a strategy of defense – waves of fresh and inexperienced 

recruits angered by the British presence and loyalist aggression were armed and sent out 

to patrol Republican neighborhoods. There was a struggle for dominance within 

ethnically divided communities as republican and loyalist paramilitaries attempted to 
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force each other out, especially in cities such as Belfast and Londonderry. Then “would 

come IRA provocation against a British army that the volunteers saw as the primary 

opponent” (Bell 2000, 80), followed by a war, anticipated to be long in length, heavy in 

casualties, but, as the militant PIRA preached, certain in victory. 

 The chaos of the early 1970s caught the British government off-guard. By the end 

of 1970, 153 bombs or incendiary devices had been detonated in Protestant businesses in 

the six counties (Simonsen and Spindlove 2000, 80). In 1971, internment – the arbitrary 

arrest and imprisonment of all “known or suspected IRA members” (Bell 2000, 81) – was 

imposed in all six counties and over 350 people were arrested. The civil rights movement 

continued to march. On January 30th, 1972, fourteen civilian protestors were shot in 

Derry as they confronted a military barricade on Bloody Sunday, an event which 

promoted and sustained already-high IRA recruitment and symbolized British oppression 

for years. The loyalist-controlled Stormont government was deposed in March of that 

year and replaced with direct rule under the British Government's Northern Ireland 

Office, infuriating loyalists and further alienating republicans. The IRA entered secret 

direct talks with the British government under Mac Stíofáin, in which he severely 

overplayed his hand in demanding a three-year timeline for complete withdrawal from 

Northern Ireland. In 1973, the Northern Ireland Emergency Provisions Act was passed; 

seen as “draconian,” it gave the security services unprecedented power. Among other 

things, prohibited bail, allowed the police to hold suspects for 72 hours, reversed the 

standard of guilt for those arrested for weapons possession, and allowed for direct 

detention orders from the Secretary of State (Bell 2000, 82). These measures resulted in 

the further social and economic disintegration of the devolved Ulster region, and political 
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progress towards a solution to the impasse was slow and tortured. 

The British government attempted to form a consociational Northern Ireland 

Assembly three times – the failed 1973 Sunningdale Agreement, an unsuccessful 1982-

1986 Assembly, and the ultimately successful Belfast or Good Friday Agreement (GFA) 

of 1998. Each attempt served as a checkpoint in the progression of the IRA from a purely 

paramilitary organization to one increasingly involved in the direct political process. A 

series of prominent hunger strikes by imprisoned IRA activists in 1980 and 1981 thrust 

the Provisionals into an unaccustomed arena: politics. The second strike in particular 

raised media interest after one of the ten protestors who perished, Danny Sands, was 

elected as a Member of the British Parliament following a daring political showdown 

with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. A Sinn Fein organizer, Danny Morrison, 

famously stated : 

Who here really believes we can win the war through the ballot box? But will anyone 
here object if, with a ballot paper in this hand and an Armalite in the other, we take 
power in Ireland? 
 
 The Armalite and ballot box strategy, as it was known, was the first major 

change in IRA policy since the beginning of the modern Provisional campaign. It entailed 

a major, albeit slow, change in the nature of the IRA, and was one of the turning points of 

the conflict. Sinn Fein increasingly became the primary focus of the Republican 

movement, and the political arm of the movement eventually was the key force behind 

IRA endorsement of the Good Friday Agreement which today promotes the best chance 

of peace that Northern Ireland has possessed in decades. 
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Context of the Irish Struggle 

 

In an indispensable article for analysts of the IRA, historian Charles Townshend 

lays out the historic forces which shaped the modern paramilitary crisis in Northern 

Ireland. Townshend argues persuasively that conflict in the six counties of the contested 

zone is conditioned by a centuries-old tradition of republicanism merged with a political 

and social doctrine of physical force. The periodicity of conflict in Northern Ireland and 

its continual failure to realize full Irish unity is “noiselessly repaired by the deep and 

steady force of republican sentiment, historically armored against the shock of failure” 

(317).  

Townshend traces the nationalist 'mandate' claimed by the PIRA to stem from 

three historical conflicts; first, “an attenuated projection” of the Irish Civil War of 1922-

23, in which the IRA fought against the Dublin government and its acceptance of the 

Anglo-Irish treaty; second, a “communal battle” to assert nationalist supremacy in the 

face of illegitimate Protestant rule in the North; and third, the 1916-21 Irish War of 

Independence against British rule (1995, 350). The merger of the political and social 

character of these conflicts molded the mandate of the Provisionals and provided a clear 

theater of action within which to pursue goals. Political ends were inextricably entwined 

and identified with an authoritarian view of social and cultural 'Irishness'. Republicanism 

was not merely the political objectives sought by the freedom fighters of the IRA – in the 

eyes of hard-line nationalists, it was Ireland. Intransigence to both Protestant and British 

military dominance withstood innumerable failures to become what the IRA supposed to 

be a cultural mandate. This view, characterized by Jonathan Tonge as the colonialist 
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theory of the Northern Ireland conflict, was claimed by J. Bowyer Bell to cause 

republicanism to be the “dominant dream on the island” (Tonge 2006, 14). A 2000 study 

found that the major political gains delivered by IRA violence from 1972, “historic 

communal emnity,” and “exposure to political violence,” were major determining factors 

in the public's future support of paramilitarism (Hayes and McAllister 2001, 919). These 

factors led successive generations of young Irishmen towards violence and complicated 

political ends for an end to the conflict. These results are backed by a study on IRA 

recruitment and mobilization by Robert White (1989), who conducted a series of 

interviews with Northern Irish political activists and analyzed levels of violence in 

several Irish communities, supporting these findings. White found that while the level of 

unemployment was connected to rioting in Northern Ireland, the amount of terrorist 

activity was not. Instead, “IRA activity increased significantly in months following 

incidents in which the security forces shot down civilians... and in which the state was 

engaged in organized repression (internment)” (White 1989, 1288). As a young 

nationalist activist said, 

You  saw  the  RUC  coming  into  the  area – they  used to  invade  areas  and they'd  
break  down  doors  and  they'd  go  into  people's houses  and  they'd beat  them  up. 
… then there  was  no problem  with  rioting... [we] took it sometimes one step 
further... we would actually go along and entice the cops into ambush situations. 
(Quoted in White 1989, 1290-1291) 
 
White found clear evidence that riots started as a result of high discrimination, but 

that the subsequent justification of increasingly violent tactics such as terrorism was 

primarily the result of the experience of repression. He also noted that “people experience 

emotions and still act rationally, determining consciously whether violence is the proper 

response to the situation;” thus, the choice to engage in violence is the end of a process of 

“cognitive liberation” that follows a logical process (1989, 1297). Taken together with 
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Hayes and McAllister's data, the implication is clear: initial rioting following the failure 

of the civil rights marches was primarily motivated by factors of deprivation, but 

subsequent repression and exposure to violence generated a spiral wherein support for 

terrorism became a much more easily justifiable option, lowering the opportunity costs 

for terrorist activity and encouraging its cyclical nature. In this light, both the decision of 

the military to side with loyalists and the imposition of internment seem like huge 

mistakes. Traditional military strategic logic treated the IRA like an enemy that could be 

defeated through harsh repressive measures and overwhelming force. In the early 1970s 

the IRA sought to escalate, while the British sought to use their superior military, 

political, and operational assets (Bell 2000, 266).  The indiscriminance of repression, 

however, acted as predicted in de Mesquita and Dickson's study of signaling – it left “the 

population with the impression that the government is unconcerned with their welfare, 

increasing the appeal of armed conflict” (2005, 30). In the short term this strategy planted 

the seeds of militancy in Irish youth, and in the long term it ensured that the number of 

recruits was always enough to supply the IRA's relatively low operational needs. An 

underestimation of the IRA's capabilities to strike back – especially their ability to utilize 

accumulated experience in increasingly cunning and vicious operations – also meant that 

oftentimes the huge security presence simply guaranteed a ready supply of sitting ducks. 

Furthermore, the entire premise of military intervention was poorly thought-out at 

the start. British commanders assumed entering British soldiers were being deployed to 

defend what was essentially a British territory from secessionary ethnic divisions – a 

colonial war. It was as if that “the problem was a divided society, an ethnic quarrel, not 

that they, as the republicans insisted, were the problem” (Bell 2000, 273). The British 
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response was a fundamental and disastrous miscalculation because this logic assumed 

that republicans and their base of support in the Catholic community could be defeated 

militarily and that the loyalist community could be counted upon for support. The British 

approach did not consider that the internal debate within Northern Ireland was very much 

Irish, “neither side was 'British', no matter what their slogans and banners claimed” 

(White 2002, 88). Thus, siding with the loyalists instead of acting as a force of neutrality 

accelerated the decline of the social fabric of the six counties and prevented peaceful 

steps toward the resolution of Irish identity. It allowed the Provisionals to paint the 

British army as preserving the same illegitimate power structure in the same unsavory 

ways as the RUC and the B-Specials and thus severely escalated the conflict. A self-

perception of the nationalist community as victims was not dissuaded by accidental 

killings, indiscriminate arrests, and the general tone of martial law imposed by the British 

as a matter of policy. The functionally institutionalized 'above the law' status for loyalist 

paramilitaries set the tone for revenge killings and sectarian slayings – and since their 

political objectives were being pursued by the British army, the loyalist groups were able 

to pursue internecine violence freely. All this contributed to a siege mentality in Northern 

Ireland, where “when the English relaxed any visible grip, made any accommodation 

with Irish interests, it was because compromise or concession served a greater purpose... 

let the Irish feel free or prosperous when they were only less Irish” (Bell 2000, 291). The 

Provisionals were suddenly free to pursue their agenda with uncompromising ends with 

the guaranteed degree of support it required to pursue them, if not accomplish them, and 

their faith in this particular interpretation of Irish history encouraged incalcitrance and 

resistance to the very end.  
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British Dereliction and the Weakness of the Containment Strategy 

 

Townshend claims that reasonable skeptics may assume the case of Northern 

Ireland resisted British politicization because of two factors: none of the major political 

parties in Britain wanted to take responsibility for resolving the crisis, and the military 

did not wish to impose order of its own volition. According to Byrne, “the British 

government was reluctant to increase its involvement in Northern Ireland, but had to 

when international media attention turned on its illicit political position” (2001, 334). 

From this viewpoint, the six counties represent an unwilling burden on British rule. 

The outcome has been nearly twenty years of political paralysis in which 
administrative policy has been determined by the civil service in the Northern Ireland 
Office and the security of the state has rested directly on the army. As an alternative 
to internment without trial, the judicial system has been redefined to obviate the need 
for witnesses or juries. The army has looked in vain for clear definition of the order it 
has been committed to restore and for formal powers to impose it. 
(Townshend 1995, 348).  
 

 Bryne and Carter agree, and comment that the impact of British indecisiveness on 

the Irish dimension was to “[encourage] the political violence of the PIRA while 

solidifying the siege mentality of Protestants” (1996). British indecisiveness gave the IRA 

a lasting idea that terrorism would increase the salience of the British public with respect 

to Northern Ireland and force a withdrawal based on the high political costs of the 

intervention as opposed to its low material benefits. This, in return, made the loyalist 

community respond with paranoia and fear, resulting in further radicalization. The net 

result of this process was “intensified polarization between communities, frustrating 

attempts of elite accommodation” (Byrne and Carter, 1996). 
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 Following the abolition of the Stormont government in 1972, the British and Irish 

governments attempted to impose a consociational form of governance upon Northern 

Ireland. Consociationalism is loosely defined as a form of power-sharing wherein 

politically elite brokers rule on the behalf of their respective ethnic communities. In order 

for a consociational settlement to attain political stability in a region of intense conflict, 

“political elites must be willing to compromise without alienating their followers” (Byrne 

2001, 328).  The 1972 consociational agreement replaced the Loyalist-controlled 

Stormont government with a shared executive power which attempted to quell nationalist 

violence by guaranteeing “their aspirations towards Irish unity... institutional recognition” 

(Byrne 2001, 335). However, for this agreement to work, it required a political will for 

hard bargaining involving mutual compromise and a willingness to work together for 

political cohesion. The new government failed disastrously to end insurgent violence in 

Northern Ireland or resolve inter-community ethnic tensions. Byrne attributes this to the 

fragmented, “competitive and adversarial” (2001, 334) nature of the Northern Irish 

political culture, in which terrorist action had already considerably reduced the ability of 

elites to assuage paranoia over rival factions' political aims, and “the ability of the state to 

remain inclusive [was] challenged” (Byrne and Carter,1996).  

 Repeated attempts towards consociationalism during the next couple of decades 

failed as Northern Irish political elites and the British government were unable to agree 

upon a functional framework for power-sharing in the six counties. For example, the 

1973-75 Sunningdale Agreement, which attempted to administer Northern Ireland, failed 

due to Britain's extreme reluctance to support an “executive that would have fallen due to 

the SDLP’s insistence on an Irish dimension” [direct Republic of Ireland involvement in 
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administration] for which Irish political will was in the early 1970s considerably lacking 

(Byrne 2001, 335). It is important to note that none of these arrangements were intended 

to be permanent. However, the aversion of the main external political actors – the UK and 

Ireland – to a deep political commitment on managing Northern Ireland's political affairs 

led to weak and contradictory arrangements which repeatedly failed to deliver concrete 

results. An already bad situation was exacerbated because the British policy at this time 

was one of limiting costs and deliberately ignoring a detailed understanding of the 

conflict in order to limit their involvement. The existence of a 'double minority', in which 

both Protestant and Catholic communities feared brutal dominance by the other party, 

meant that the tepid response fueled fears of unrestricted reprisals unconstrained by a 

weak security policy. Illegitimately but pragmatically, loyalists and nationalists saw “little 

alternative but to resort to violence as the result of the gross ineptitude or dereliction of 

the state” (Wilkinson 1986, 39). 

 The result was the continued tweaking of similar consociational agreements in the 

hopes of finding one that would work, a low-cost solution which limited constructive 

engagement and alienated both Loyalist and Nationalist communities as the security 

situation worsened. Byrne suggests that a centrifugal democratic model, in which 

adversarial elites compete for power in an artificially imposed political structure backed 

by “external ethno-guarantors,” was a better prism through which to accurately 

understand Northern Ireland's politics at this stage of development (2001, 334). By 1985 

and the signing of the Anglo-Irish Agreement (AIA), the British government accepted the 

need for a so-called Irish dimension to Northern Ireland, which allowed for the 

institutionalized right of consultation of the Irish government on affairs which concerned 
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the six counties. This arrangement meant that the two governments “successfully 

collaborated to coerce the political elites of both ethnic blocs to negotiate with each 

other,” but they again failed to promote intercommunal consensus or the accommodation 

of community differences (336). However, the AIA did lay the foundations and 

framework through which future agreements, such as the more successful Good Friday 

Agreement, could be negotiated. Therefore, it cannot be discounted as a stop-gap measure 

which avoided further disintegration of Northern Irish political culture. 

 Pruitt examines the development of the Good Friday Agreement using readiness 

theory, which he defines as a “revision and elaboration of ripeness theory” (2007, 1524). 

Readiness is a characteristic of an organization reflecting the opinion of its top leaders 

with regard to an adversarial party. It has two components: “motivation” to end the 

conflict (stemming from either a conviction that the conflict is unwinnable or pressure 

from a third party) and “optimism” (lowered aspirations, working trust, and perceived 

light at the end of the tunnel) about the outcome of a conciliation process (1529). They 

can compensate for each other, but both factors must be present for “any conciliatory 

behavior to be enacted” (1525). 

 Pruitt claims that Northern Ireland's conflict with terrorism and the negotiation of 

the GFA can be understood by analyzing the four tactics available to elites: continue the 

status quo of mutual hostile action, escalate, seek allies, and explore negotiation (2007, 

1525). The first three are unilateral tactics meant to win a conflict and dominated the 

IRA's strategy for the first two and a half decades of the conflict. The last is a bilateral 

tactic which requires the cooperation of an adversary. Readiness theory predicts that 

when motivation rises high enough in opposition to continued conflict, unilateral actions 
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become untenable and must be abandoned. Analyzing both British and IRA actions 

during the end phase of the conflict, Pruitt concludes that behavioral factors which 

influence motivation very strongly pushed actors away from unilateral tactics. For 

example, loyalist paramilitaries were coerced to join talks in the late 1990s for fear that 

failure to do so would leave Northern Irish representation solely in the hands of 

nationalists, and in particular, Sinn Fein (1537). Likewise, the growing popularity of the 

more moderate SDLP threatened the organizational coherence and popular support of 

both the IRA and Sinn Fein, which forced leadership to enter the talks under a mutual 

coalition. 

 Pruitt concludes that “optimism about the viability of negotiation grew steadily on 

both sides from 1988 onward” (2007, 1530). A generalized version of readiness theory 

called central coalition theory predicts that by the time parties enter negotiation, “they are 

motivated to end the conflict and optimistic about what can be achieved from 

negotiation” (1531). It predicts that when hawks on one side are well-armed, the broader 

any coalition on that side must be broad enough to include the bulk of the extremists, 

otherwise spoiler tactics and sabotage will destabilize negotiations. Thus, negotiation 

with the PIRA was a necessary and crucial point which allowed the agreements to be 

discussed and legitimized in the first place (1538). Both the IRA and the British and Irish 

governments then had incentives to enter negotiation, which in the end forced Loyalists 

to join as well, notwithstanding the exit of the unionist Democratic Ulster Party (DUP). 

 Although the Good Friday Agreement has managed to deliver a modicum of 

peace to the region, Northern Ireland remains to a large extent a failed political entity. It 

was only “the promise of external economic aid in the event of a peace process, war 
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weariness, reciprocal ceasefires by the paramilitaries, and a recognition by the PIRA that 

it could not defeat the British government militarily” which allowed the Good Friday 

Agreement to function, not a magical realignment in which consociationalist political 

structures suddenly worked (Byrne 2001, 338). This outcome partially vindicates the 

instrumentalist viewpoint; violence wound down because it was failing to produce the 

goals of either the IRA or loyalist paramilitary opposition. Northern Ireland's political 

structure remains unstable, unable to effectively administer the region, and has been 

unable to produce a dramatic improvement in the everyday lives of Irish citizens beyond 

the cessation of major terrorist activity. The economy remained stagnant and growth did 

not accelerate following the accords; according to Tonge, Northern Ireland has “been 

described as having 'an economy more collectivized than Stalin's Russia, more corporatist 

than Mussolini's and more quangoized than Wilson and Heath's United Kingdom 

governments” (2006, 213). 

 The conflict drew down not as a result of effective peacemaking but because both 

nationalist and loyalist communities had reached the end of their political will to see 

pointless violence continue without major changes to the devolved administrative 

structure of the six counties. As Pruitt observes, “by 1986, Adams was writing, “‘there is 

a realization . . . in republican circles that armed struggle on its own is inadequate’” 

(2007, 1527). Violence was faltering primarily because armed struggle had failed to 

produce the strategic aims desired by the IRA – and this failure was brewing internal 

dissent. The same logic applied to moderate members of the Loyalist paramilitaries, even 

though the ultraconservative Democratic Unionist Party, led by church minister Ian 

Paisley, walked out of the Good Friday Agreements. Pruitt claims that the agreements 
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“took the form of a conciliatory spiral—a benevolent circle—in contrast to the conflict 

spiral that so often underlies the escalation of conflict” (2007, 1524). The IRA and 

Loyalist paramilitaries were forced to moderate their stances and reach agreement on the 

conflict primarily because faltering support for violence was resulting in the slow death 

of their organizational capacity to wage violence, not because the power-sharing 

agreement was an ideal form of Northern Irish governance. This interpretation is backed 

up by poll numbers which demonstrate that, by 2004, Adams had “accepted the view 

articulated by Tony Blair that the IRA was now an impediment to political progress” and 

had “became increasingly explicit concerning the prospect of disbandment of the 

organization” (Tonge 2006, 62). 

Byrne contends that Northern Ireland remains an “optimal case where the external 

ethno-guarantors have successfully worked together to contain and regulate the conflict” 

(2001, 341). Tonge agrees that consociationalism was able to manage the conflict and 

keep it within reasonable boundaries, but it also ensured “a dependency culture that the 

peace and political processes have not lifted” (2006, 213). In any case, it seems that the 

consociational agreement is simply a continuation of longstanding British and Irish 

policy to manage, rather than transform, Northern Irish political culture, and keep 

violence and instability within acceptable parameters. The result has not been a radical 

reformation of the six counties but simply containment in the hopes that ethno-nationalist 

conflict will die a slow death as paramilitary organizations are slowly choked of popular 

support and material resources. It may be that following the depth and viciousness of the 

cleavage of political and social institutions across Northern Ireland, this is the best that 

can be hoped for the near future. Byrne argues that eventually, the long-term hope for 
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Northern Ireland may be the creation of a new communal identity organized and 

supported by the “supranational identity of a postmodern EU” (2001, 342). 

 
Emergence, Effectiveness, and Strategic Logic of Violence in  

Northern Ireland 
 

 The reason that political violence has persisted with such tenacity in Irish political 

culture is because it has proved hugely effective – the “primary condition of its adoption, 

readoption, legitimation, and containment” (Townshend 1995, 339). In the political 

vacuum that  characterized The Troubles, violence took on a particularly salient role. This 

was not one-sided. Tonge comments that the list of abuses committed by the British 

government in maintaining order was “hardly a paradigm of liberal democracy” (2006, 

15). The normalization of violence in the region led to increased use of thoroughly 

illegitimate and dirty tactics on both sides, exacerbated by hard-liners on both sides of the 

conflict. Tonge is correct to ask, somewhat sarcastically, ”what would have happened if 

such altruism and selflessness had been replaced by partisanship?” (2006, 15) Policies 

such as internment, and the initial unofficial loyalist alliance, seemed to make short-run 

strategic sense, but ultimately strengthened and legitimized IRA support, particularly in 

economically and politically deprived nationalist communities. The use of violence itself 

was a major factor in determining support for paramilitarism. 

 Violence served the interest of both sides and arguably replaced the legitimacy of 

political action, especially in the early stages of the conflict. Hayes and McAllister (2000) 

identify three primary conflicts operating concurrently in Northern Ireland (see Figure 

3.1). The first was the low-level war between the Provisional IRA and the security forces; 

over the years of 1969-1998, this conflict was responsible for the vast majority of deaths, 
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with the security forces suffering 1,031 casualties and the IRA 145. During the Troubles, 

the security forces were also responsible for roughly 188 civilian casualties. The second 

major conflict was an unabashedly sectarian slaughter waged by loyalists against mainly 

civilian Catholics, largely in a mid-1970s effort to halt the IRA campaign. These attacks 

resulted in 781 deaths of innocents. The third dimension is the deaths inflicted by the IRA 

upon civilians. In the 1970s and 1980s, the deaths caused were “largely unintended 

consequences” of car bombings and other terrorist acts, but later consisted of a low-level 

reprisal campaign against loyalist terrorism. This side of the conflict claimed 613 lives. 

The authors note that one of the most significant aspects of the Troubles was the low 

level of violence inflicted by paramilitary organizations against rival terrorists; in fact, 

“republicans killed four times more of their own” than they killed loyalists (see Figure 

3.2). These internal killings were the result of several factors, not the least of which were 

the abrupt termination of suspected informants, but also the victims also included 

deserters and those who had severely mishandled operations.  

Figure 3.1: Three Dimensions of the Irish Conflict, 1969-98 

    

Arrows represent inflicted casualties over time in Northern Ireland. 
(Reprinted from Hayes and McAllister 2001, 906) 
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Figure 3.2: Organizations Responsible for Deaths from Political Violence, 1969-98 

 

(Reprinted from Hayes and McAllister 2001, 904) 
 
 Instrumental counter-terrorism theorists interpret the level of violence as simply 

the adoption of the most effective tactic for signaling political and social positions as well 

as demanding concessions and action from opposition groups. Organizational theory and 

cultural approaches to ethno-nationalist terrorism, on the other hand, suggest that the 

internecine nature of the conflict led to a spiral in which elites were unable to broker 

political action in the shattered political climate, and social and cultural forces propelled 

various political actors towards violence as the result of growing and mutual inter-

community anger. Rank-and-file members of the organization played a crucial role in the 

early phase of the conflict by both lobbying within the IRA for increased violent action 

and by engaging in oft-unauthorized action by themselves, which regardless of leadership 

views on the issue, bred further retributive violence as both nationalist and loyalist 
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militiamen felt compelled to defend their ethnic enclaves against opposition. This view 

almost certainly has credence in explaining the early phase of struggle and the initial 

violent 'spiral' in the early 1970s; “in those early days there was a real struggle for 

supremacy in the housing districts and ghettos of West Belfast; the feuding was partly 

ideological and partly material in that they were fighting for control of the rackets in 

Belfast and Londonderry” (Simonsen and Spindlove 2000, 80). Organizational theory 

then would seem to predict that violence would start with acts of random violence until 

the movement could be co-opted by elites, leading to a stage in which more conventional 

strategic logic might be increasingly applied. In fact, this is exactly what happened. The 

low level of violence directed against rival paramilitaries is partly a consequence of this 

effect; nationalist paramilitaries, particularly the IRA, were encouraged to act 

professionally for their public image, limiting the degree to which their violence was 

sectarian. As time went on and IRA attacks became more sophisticated, the level of 

civilian casualties dropped and attacks became more successful at targeting security 

forces. This pattern does not imply the IRA leadership was above making mistakes, 

though theirs were largely the result of political miscalculation rather than social 

pressures for retributive violence. These massive errors in judgment were shown most 

aptly in 1996, when the IRA abandoned negotiations in an attempt to “convince the 

British public that the government was to blame for the breakdown of negotiations”; the 

result of this policy, particularly the London Canary Wharf blast which killed two and 

injured hundreds, was that 89% of the public blamed the IRA for wrecking the peace 

process (Hoffman 1998, 147-148). This incident in particular demonstrates how the IRA 
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needed to carefully balance its use of violence with political gains in coordination with 

Sinn Fein. 

 

Attrition and Constraints 

 

 Ignacio Sánchez-Cuenca (2004) has adapted the game theoretical model of a “War 

of Attrition” – a situation in which neither combatant can win – into a framework that can 

explain the way in which the Provisionals waged their campaign of terror. Attrition 

strategies, as designated in the previous chapter, are designed to inflict maximum 

political cost upon the state actor and its civilian base of support, which lends itself 

uniquely suits terrorist organizations. In the Irish context, this meant terrorism as a tool to 

frighten and horrify British voters as well as destroy loyalist community support. This 

strategy was well-promulgated throughout even rank-and-file members of the IRA, as 

demonstrated by one quote from a Provisional activist : 

“I hadn’t a political thought in my head other than I knew what we were doing was 
right because it was to get the ‘Brits’ out of Ireland. The more you hurt them, I 
thought, the more fed up they’ll get and want to get out.” (Sánchez-Cuenca 2004, 18) 

 The initial failure of IRA operations in the mid-1970s to force the British out did 

not create the attrition strategy as suggested by many theorists; rather, the 'long war' that 

resulted was merely a leadership-driven “rational updating of the initial beliefs about the 

British exit rule” (Sánchez-Cuenca 2004, 17).  

Throughout the 1970s debate amongst the IRA leadership (and within the rank-

and-file) had entrenched the idea that escalation of operations would provide the key to 

ending British political determination to remain in an occupying role. According to 

Sánchez-Cuenca, “terrorist organizations operate under constraints in a war of attrition” 
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(2004, 2). Three important dimensions of conflict become political and social support, 

financing, and the ability of the organization to withstand external attacks by the 

government. Sánchez-Cuenca suggests that the relatively moderate degree of support for 

the IRA, as well as his statistical model that proves that arrests rose dramatically in the 

wake of indiscriminate attacks, proved a major constraining factor on the ability of the 

IRA to launch increasingly bloody and vicious attacks. When IRA attacks involved 

horrific numbers of civilians, such as the 1974 Birmingham pub bombings that killed 19 

and wounded 182 or the 11 deaths of the 1987 Enniskillen bombing, they were quick to 

deny responsibility (Sánchez-Cuenca 2004,19). Similarly, when an IRA-conducted 

“bungled robbery” in 1996 in Adare killed one Gardai detective (Irish policemen were 

generally considered political 'no-go' targets by the IRA) and wounded another, the 

“PIRA acted swiftly to distance themselves from the shooting” (Horgan and Taylor 1999, 

14); moreover, the “leadership took the unprecedented step of changing the command and 

functional structures of the organization” by instituting stricter regional commands under 

the firm control of trusted long-time IRA brigadiers (18). These incidents reveal 

constraints that forced the IRA to balance potential political risk against the need to take 

action. As the peace process progressed, the IRA leadership became much quicker to 

institute tight controls directed by leadership in order to minimize both initial fallout and 

the risk of recurrence. This change signified the end of an era where “local units had 

considerable operational freedom,” which had allowed “the pace of events to be 

determined for the most narrow operational reasons” (Bell 2000, 142). 

 As Hoffman notes, ethno-nationalist or separatist groups such as the IRA 

recognize the need to maintain both internal and external sympathy; this requirement 
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means that a terrorist attack must always convey that the violence was “both purposeful 

and deliberate, sustained and omnipresent” (1998, 161). The IRA's biggest failures were 

always actions that failed to signal these qualities. Since “the crucial question about the 

process of terror is not how much damage was caused? but What message did the damage 

convey?” (Townshend 1995, 339), incidents such as the Canary Wharf Attack and Adare 

demonstrate how terrorist signaling failures can come from both leadership and the 

paramilitary membership themselves. Thus, it is improper to conclude that terrorist 

patterns can be fully understood through politically-oriented strategic logic; in addition to 

the miscalculations made from the top-down, individual members of the organization 

possess a capacity to disrupt the patterns of the group at large. It is also important to 

understand that “consensus and local initiative play a very large role in IRA tactics” (Bell 

2000, 142). Although this quality of the IRA faded considerably with the rise of more 

elaborate peace processes such as those that led to the GFA, in the two decades preceding 

“no one was going to be able with any effect to tell the Republicans of South Armagh to 

restrain themselves” (Bell 2005,142). Generally local officers were free to organize 

operations and there were only serious changes to a consensus-based IRA command 

structure when internal problems became very serious. Often, then, it becomes difficult to 

separate individual ambition and the intent of local operations from the trajectory of the 

organization as a whole. Consensus at the top level explains the remarkable continuity of 

the Provisionals and the lack of serious splits other than major defections in 1986 to form 

the Continuity IRA. A foundational aspect of the IRA was “an agreement not to split: all 

began with a consensus to continue” (Bell 2005, 143). Thus the leadership did not so 
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much lead but represent IRA consensus as it transitioned in and out of various phases of 

conflict. 

 Bell claims that despite numerous setbacks, “the IRA perception discounts visible 

assets in contrast to the power of the dream: history and justice will triumph over the 

orthodox army or the power of sterling” (2005, 20). It is notable that Bell claims that the 

IRA's most lasting asset was always “the energy of the dream... [which] parallels to a 

degree the conventions of a church, can run with minimal financing, and cannot 

guarantee anything but the persistence of the struggle” (30). The Provisionals would 

always conservatively readjust their tactics and organization to the detriment of 

transformational goals that would have better served its stated political agenda. This 

conservatism explains both the tactical flexibility of the Provisionals and their reluctance 

to evolve. As Bell commented, within the IRA… 

“…the major questions are decided. Only the proper and effective use of physical 
force is open to discussion. Politics is a means to enhance the armed struggle or to 
accept victory.” (52) 
 

 The trajectory of violence in Northern Ireland suggests that one key aspect of 

understanding the conflict is to realize that violence created its own organizational 

incentives separate from the formalized political objectives the IRA sought to attain. This 

feedback loop had the effect of generating the perception of violence for its own sake, 

which is clearly untrue. The structure of the IRA was “filled with exclusive neighborhood 

groups” and “despite years of turmoil, change, and challenge, the Provisionals have 

tended to remain operationally very local” (Bell 2005, 232-233). As a result, an operation 

in one location might seem very attractive to the local active service unit while failing to 

pursue any clear connection to the political agenda. Attacks could be based on 

opportunity as much as strategic logic; as Hoffman comments, “the terrorist campaign is 
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like a shark in the water: it must keep moving forward – no matter how slowly or 

incrementally – or die” (1998, 162), a maxim which very much applies on the local as 

well as strategic level. Thus, a certain level of discordance was tolerated because it 

operated within a leadership of consensus. Since the Provisionals operated under such 

severe material constraints, the PIRA had to be conservative in strategy on multiple 

levels. Persistent application of violence with limited innovation except in finding new 

ways to maintain the same level of pain became the norm. In many ways this violence 

and lawlessness became endemic and “undirected, spontaneous, often useful as grist to 

the mill of the armed struggle but an indicator of the nature of the times rather than the 

tactical direction of the campaign” (Bell 2000, 277). Opportunity rather than intensity 

defined change in tactics as Provisional units sought new strategies and were forced to 

evolve in the face of refreshed denial, but the grim language of violence remained a 

primary method of communication in Northern Ireland. 

 

Financial Incentives for Continued Struggle 

 

 Horgan and Taylor write that funding is one of “the most important long-term, 

fundamental, limiting factors for the development of a large, sophisticated terrorist group 

and its political wing” (1999, 3). The IRA had two primary considerations when 

designing and maintaining its financing network: the continued purchase of weaponry 

and munitions and the need to maintain a thorough and extensive human resources 

network. Traditionally, the IRA's money is seen as coming from two distinct sources – 

diaspora Irish, particularly in the United States, and fundraising in the counties and the 
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Irish Free State through extortion, smuggling, and robbery. Bell claims the diaspora 

money was always overestimated; it “came in bits and drabs, a matter of cake-bake sales 

and dances in suburban halls, crumpled bills in bars, and almost never great cheques 

signed with a flourish” (2000,187-188). At first, he says, the IRA targeted local post 

offices and state enterprises. When this funding was insufficient, bank robbery, “hijacking 

of trucks, thefts from business” and the “after-hours clubs, smuggling along the border, 

cut-price appliances” (Bell 2000, 189) became the norm. Kidnapping for ransom was also 

omnipresent. In addition to prominent businessmen, Shergar, a thoroughbred horse and 

Derby winner, was ransomed and put down by the Provisionals after the owners failed to 

pay the ransom (Horgan and Taylor 1999, 11). The plethora of “robberies in Ireland in 

which the PIRA have been suspected, but for which no-one has ever been charged, is 

immense” (Horgan and Taylor 1999, 13).  

 Horgan and Taylor's accumulated estimates demonstrate that the IRA was able to 

move a considerable amount of money and do so on a regular and consistent basis (1999, 

8-9). As they note, however, it is probably impossible to chart all of the Provisionals' 

funding, and their estimates are fairly crude. What is supported by the evidence, however, 

is their assertion that as a movement inexorably progresses with little political success, 

“its activities tend to drift in focus towards other things they do well” (17). The PIRA 

became increasingly innovative and focused on growth into complicated financial scams 

that were harder to detect and shut down than earlier ones. For example, the authors 

describe the evolution of racketeering : 

Any contractor or business new to an area controlled by one of the paramilitary 
organizations is approached by representatives of the group concerned, but now the 
approach is generally made by an apparently legitimate security company that has 
been established by a terrorist group to provide a legitimate veneer for what remains 
a simple racket (21).  
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 Legitimate security companies were, of course, unable to compete with an 

underground organization that relied heavily upon the threat of reprisal rather than the 

provision of actual services to maintain security. The terrorists could underbid them, and 

winning a contract against an IRA-associated private security company might result in a 

brutal beating. Members of the IRA were even able to occasionally claim employment at 

these security firms when asked, although they did not work there.  

 Although Bell claims that the Provisionals' stance against drug use was genuine, 

Horgan and Taylor point out considerable holes in this story. Almost certainly the IRA 

was not involved in the direct distribution of narcotics, but it is still unclear as “to the 

principal reason why ... drug dealers are either threatened or killed” by militant 

Republicans (Horgan and Taylor 1999, 29). The police service and some drug dealers 

have alleged the IRA oversees drug smuggling operations without placing hands on the 

product and provides protection, while moving against dealers' opponents. Either 

explanation is useful for an organizational analysis; the IRA provided a social incentive 

for support (the removal of drug dealers in a neighborhood) and may have provided its 

members with an illicit financial incentive (involvement in the drug trade backed by IRA 

muscle). 

 Despite this flood of money, Bell contends that much of it was wasted, partially 

because it was poorly controlled and budgeted. “... the mix of illicit and/or covert funds, 

illicit purchases for materials and service, and local control means no coherent economic 

oversight is possible – or attempted” (2000, 191). Command set general policy, such as a 

ban on all criminal operations with less than £3000 in profit, but the main effect of elite 

influence was merely to make sure that the actions remained under IRA control, money 
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was kept flowing to commanders, and that adequate funding was directed to major 

initiatives such as Libyan arms purchases or the elaborate support network established for 

the families of IRA members in prison or deceased. The threat of exposure within the 

movement and generally high morale and commitment kept the level of on-the-side work, 

corruption, and embezzlement relatively low despite the marginal payments to rank-and-

file members. 

 

Vigilantism in the Wake of the Peace Process 

 

 While active paramilitary violence against the Crown security forces seems to 

have diminished almost to the point of total cessation, a less-examined aspect of the 

conflict has skyrocketed following the implementation of the Good Friday Agreement : 

the “surrogate terrorism of vigilantism has gradually taken on a higher profile and greater 

significance” (Silke and Taylor 2000, 250). Throughout the Troubles, paramilitary cadres 

on both sides of the conflict regularly engaged in a policy of vigilante justice. Called 

“community policing” in paramilitary circles, it served as both a method of enforcing 

control through attacking dissidents and as a way of building community support. In the 

1970s and the 1980s, the form of vigilante action chosen was often a 'kneecapping' – a 

point-blank shot fired at the rear of the knee. Those kneecapped ranged from common 

criminals to members of the community who had simply crossed the paramilitaries – or, 

in Catholic communities, had let it be known that they supported the RUC or the British 

military presence. Since the victims were inevitably working-class, they “had no choice 

but to go back into the neighborhood they came from, where they are intended to be 
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limping examples” (Conroy 1980) – a powerful signal that the IRA was not to be trifled 

with. In the wake of the peace process and forced decommissioning of arms, shootings 

fell dramatically, accompanied by an inverse rise in beatings. The beatings allow the IRA 

to maintain their image as community defenders while simultaneously avoiding violating 

the peace process. While republican community violence is largely focused on fighting 

civic crime and the homogeneity of the nationalist movement makes vigilante justice in 

Catholic areas generally targeted at criminals and dissident republicans, members of the 

loyalist communities “live in constant fear of ‘crossing someone who is connected’” 

(Knox 2002, 181). Loyalist paramilitaries' lack of discipline, the dearth of effective 

leadership and control mechanisms, and conflicts over racketeering and drug territories 

have resulted in Protestant communities feeling “alienated, threatened and cowered by 

the paramilitaries” (Knox 2002, 181). Loyalist leaders actively encouraged a culture of 

fear which bled through the fabric of society. 

We might give them the same punishment back they gave someone else. Say they 
beat up somebody, the same might happen to them. For a very serious offense, say a 
rape or they really beat somebody badly, they might be kneecapped. This is not a 
normal society. You have to instill fear in those sort of people... – Andy Tyrie, head of 
the loyalist Ulster Defense Association (Quoted in Conroy 1980) 
 
 
In contrast, former IRA paramilitaries still often retain more respect than their 

loyalist counterparts; one reason for this was that PIRA members remained deeply 

engrained within many community member's definition of legitimate justice. Silke and 

Taylor demonstrated that republican punishment squads were larger (38% consisted of six 

members or more), operated in public with less fear of retribution, and were four times 

less likely to face prosecution for vigilante offenses than loyalists (2000, 260-263). Part 

of the explanation for this difference is political, motivated by the republican movement's 
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reluctance to “lose control within their communities where they have some social 

standing and exercise patronage (the 'hard men' image)” (Knox and Monaghan 2001, 9-

10). Part of Republican paramilitaries’ ability to act comparatively openly, however, was 

certainly related to social approval and the sentiment provided by at many community 

members that Republican paramilitaries were providing a legitimate security service. 

Whenever you heard of a “punishment” shooting or beating the first thing came into 
your head was “what did they do, they must have done something” because we 
placed so much faith and trust in the paramilitaries. Now I would put a question mark 
over these things but in our area the attitude is “well it hasn’t come to my door, I’m 
sorry for you but as long as they leave mine alone. – A Belfast citizen in 1999.  
(Quoted in Knox and Monaghan 2001, 9) 
 

 There have been several attempts to resolve the unfortunate policing situation but 

it took several years for any positive effect; in the interim, some facets of the security 

situation actually devolved considerably following the GFA (see Figures 3.3-3.5). 

Noticeably, shootings, beatings, and bombings all increased dramatically following the 

1998-1999 period in the absence of attacks against the British security forces; most forms 

of violence rose, spiking near 2000-2002, and did not subside considerably until 2004-

2005. The GFA was supposed to bring a measure of peace to Northern Ireland, but the 

cessation of overt terrorism exacerbated the already brutal culture of vigilante justice. 

Although Republican groups committed the minority of vigilante violence, beatings and 

shootings remained an omnipresent part of life in Northern Ireland, with Republican 

groups alone committing 231 casualty-inducing shootings between 2000 and 2004. The 

Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland, better known as the Patten 

Commission, was established as part of the GFA in 1998. Of its key recommendations –

which included a 50-50 policy for hiring Protestants and Catholics, a new code of ethics, 

community policing emphasis, and the removal of British symbols – only two were 
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adopted, one of which was to rename the RUC to the Northern Ireland Police Service, 

and the other was to create an administrative policing board. Attempts to implement the 

Patten recommendations, often listed as a Sinn Fein and IRA prerequisite for ending any 

involvement in community justice, fell short because of loyalist opposition. Eventually 

most of the key decisions were implemented following the Commission’s final 

recommendations in their 2001 report, but many policies took years to evolve. An 

alternative attempt was the community restorative justice scheme, which is meant to 

avoid vigilantism by bringing offender and victim together to satisfy their needs for 

justice without worrying about the fulfillment of precise and abstract legal principles. In 

Northern Ireland, restorative justice often took the form of community boards to discuss 

crimes between offender and victim and reach appropriate deadlines and actions for the 

offender to take as a form of repayment. Knox notes that the restorative justice policy “in 

the short-term does nothing to tackle the vacuum occupied by republican paramilitaries 

within communities” (2002, 178). Although Sinn Fein espoused a great deal of support 

for community restorative justice schemes, the paramilitary's apparent support for the 

community restorative schemes for justice was probably somewhat cynical. As Knox and 

Monaghan commented in 2001, “they can initiate and discontinue “punishment” beatings 

and shootings at will” (9); furthermore, Sinn Fein had a vested interest in continuing an 

unofficial policy of “community policing”. Sinn Fein’s eventual acceptance and entry to 

the Northern Ireland Policing Board in 2007 marked the formal abrogation of 

paramilitary community policing. 

 Why had vigilantism risen so dramatically following the negotiation of an 

agreement that enjoys the support of most political leaders in Northern Ireland? Mac 
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Ginty et al. claim that modern policy makers and analysts tend to view demobilization of 

terrorist organizations as “a “problem-solving” or “problem-oriented” approach to 

peacemaking” (2006). The result is that modern peacemaking processes focus on fixing 

structural problems with institutions and manage conflict manifestations, but they fail to 

address underlying systemic causes of the conflict. As a result, although immediate 

results may be achieved by disarming large organizations and lowering the scale of 

conflict, continuing intermittent violence leads to an uneasy sense of peace experienced 

by locals, perhaps the most outwardly visible failures of the politically-oriented peace 

process. The researchers emphasize the relative ease of studying Northern Ireland 

because it is a comparatively open and developed society, as opposed to other societies 

undergoing periods of political violence. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Casualties as a Result of Paramilitary-Style Attacks, 1973-98 

(Reprinted from Silke and Taylor 2000, 250) 
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Figure 3.4: Casualties as a Result of  Republican Paramilitary-Style Attacks, 1999-
2009 
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Figure 3.5: Casualties as a Result of All Paramilitary-Style Attacks, 1999-2009 
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(Data for Figures 3.4-3.5 from Police Service of Northern Ireland 2009, 6) 
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According to a social identity perspective, Mac Ginty et al. state “those identities 

that are most likely to be expressed in a given context are those that are made salient” 

(2007, 8). This is a particular problem in Northern Ireland, where elite-engineered 

agreements have failed to promote change in the religious and ethnic polarization of local 

communities, thus enabling continued low-level violence. The unsteadiness of the 

transition process raises “fundamental questions about the ability of meta-scale political 

engineering to encourage attitudinal or identity change” (8). From this perspective, the 

Good Friday Agreement reinforced these identities through the power sharing agreement 

between Catholic nationalist and Protestant unionist communities. Northern Ireland's 

conflict has become trans-generational, with the specific means of political expression or 

particular grievances updated without any change to the prevailing ethnic split.  

 Mac Ginty et al. conclude that conflicts and the attitudes that provide fuel to them 

are relatively fluid and thus must demand flexible, “agile transformation responses” that 

do not merely “minister to conflict manifestations” but attempt to “transform or challenge 

the attitudes that underpin conflict” (2007, 9-10).  They also conclude that top-down 

processes need to focus on healing identity rifts in society rather than focus on immediate 

political issues, and that more effort needs to be placed in integrating localized concerns, 

as opposed to merely elite ones, in the demobilization process. As Byrne (2001) notes, 

there have been widespread efforts sponsored by both international actors such as the 

United States and the British government to provide a multi-layer civil society approach 

to local integration on the island. The results demonstrate minor improvement, but are not 

particularly encouraging. Despite the efforts of local organizations such as the 

Community Relations Council, as of 2001, “less than 5% of the current student 
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population attend integrated schools within Northern Ireland”. Unfortunately, continued 

segregation remains, and only a “small but steadily growing middle ground of citizens 

promoting new values and norms” exists (340). A true inter-community peace with 

tolerant and well-adjusted cohabitation will take a long time to emerge and remains 

exacerbated by poor economic and social progression on the island since the cessation of 

hostilities by most major actors. Society in the six counties remains as fractured as ever 

along ethnic lines. Combined with the weakness of local governance, such a damaged 

society has unique opportunities for violence to re-emerge. Vigilantism is one such effect. 

 Perhaps it also, partially, a way by which militants simply fulfill roles they are 

adapted to best – purveyors of violence. Doubtlessly, the ending of the Troubles left many 

militants with nothing better to do than continue old habits; and the brokenness of culture 

and politics provided opportunities for former paramilitaries to pursue old, tried-and-true 

methods of community involvement. The death of hierarchical political violence in 

Northern Ireland led to a devolved version of Crenshaw's “momentum built around terror 

as purpose rather than as strategy” (1987, 22). It is not a holistic explanation for 

vigilantism, but it also captures the essence of its continuance. The continued use of 

violence is even hard to define entirely as political; politics are certainly an element, but 

there is also a hint of desperate attempts at maintaining organizational and community 

coherence amongst demobilized paramilitaries reluctant to give up a legacy of violence 

intrinsic to both their social standing and sense of ideological correctness. There also 

remains a slowly dying culture of violence in Northern Ireland; it may well be that the 

worst is over, but the persistence of struggle indicates that more community-centric 

political agreements are needed to broker a lasting sense of security in troubled societies. 
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From 2001-2003, nearly 10 years after the IRA’s 1994 ceasefire, there were a combined 

913 security-related shootings in Northern Ireland, and 567 bombings; hardly the 

hallmark of a functioning society (see Figure 3.6). 

Figure 3.6: Number of Security-Related Shootings and Bombings 
in Northern Ireland, 1999-2009 
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(Data from Police Service of Northern Ireland 2009, 5) 
 

 The ultimate goal in Northern Ireland must be to strengthen the legitimacy of 

normal venues of criminal justice. The community restorative paradigm, while certainly 

much better than lawlessness, did not provide a final solution. None of the various 

political actors with the exception of conservative elements within republican 

communities felt that restorative justice programs are a long-term substitute for a justice 

system. Knox notes that an imperfect peace is “differentially negotiated across 

communities where criminality and political violence are inconsistent” (2002, 181). The 
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peace process is likely to continue to differentiate between individual communities and 

involve multiple levels of stringency, reform, and community planning. Efforts to rebuild 

the Northern Irish economy and build civil society must go hand in hand with further 

police reform and the strengthening and establishment of effective judiciary procedures. 

 
Conclusion 

 

 The IRA was an organization that, while somewhat decentralized, maintained a 

loosely structured yet self-aware command hierarchy that was well attuned to the political 

and social reality of the six counties. Sociocultural theories provide an essential 

understanding of the roots of the Northern Irish crisis, and explain the historical and 

cultural framework which maintained the Provisionals through over three decades of 

conflict. The organizational perspective of analysis does an excellent job of explaining 

how incentives and goals for both leaders and rank-and-file members of the IRA evolved 

over time, leading to the formulation of preferences within the organization and 

explaining why specific goals were set by the leadership. However, the ways in which the 

IRA acted tactically as well as politically in its alliance with Sinn Fein can be amply 

demonstrated to follow a strong yet flexible kind of strategic logic. This is well within the 

analytical framework promoted by instrumentalists, which is highly suggestive that the 

ethno-nationalist conflict in Nothern Ireland is somewhat adequately explained on a 

macro level by this school of analysis. It does not suggest, however, that the 

instrumentalist framework can be universally applied to terrorist activity, as evidenced by 

the methods and strategies used by loyalists. These were far less coherently organized 
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and demonstrate that terrorist organizations do not always possess a sophisticated 

understanding of strategic logic. 

 Many valuable lessons on managing ethno-nationalistic terrorist organizations can 

be learned from the troubled experience of security organizations in maintaining order in 

the six counties. Most obviously, it becomes readily apparent that governmental 

organizations must make better efforts to promote their own legitimacy and not just 

downplay human rights concerns, but actively adjust their own policies and avoid actions 

that provide easy propaganda victories for terrorist organizations. The key mistakes made 

by British forces during the conflict period demonstrate how even in exceptional 

circumstances the rule of law must be a paramount concern in conflict management 

strategies. Under no circumstances must even 'friendly' seeming paramilitary 

organizations be sided with or allowed free reign – because these organizations operate 

outside the rule of law, it signals that the government is not interested in preserving the 

rights of citizens. When the public perceives that the government is uninterested in any 

but the most utilitarian goals, the natural response is further delegitimization of political 

authority. The situation in Northern Ireland was dire, but it did not reach the level of 

crisis necessary to “warrant the overturning of the normal judicial review of the police” 

(Wardlaw 1989, 130). The best argument against the emergency regulations was not in 

their actual intent or mechanics, but that they could only be enforced through 

overextensions of government authority. It would be a critical mistake. 

 It is submitted, then, that the key mistakes in maintaining order in Northern 

Ireland stem from a fundamental misunderstanding of the problem guided by 

instrumental logic. The limited goals of containment failed to end violence and fared 
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even worse at resolving tensions between communities. In fact, the low aspirations of 

both the Irish and British allowed the conflict to simmer without erupting into full-on 

civil war. A strange combination of limited political will and indiscriminate responses – 

triggered by the launching of a military campaign with poorly defined goals – allowed the 

IRA to convert the chaos and rioting in 1969 into a highly disciplined fighting force by 

1970. 

 Clearly, the sad case of Northern Ireland shows the danger of underestimating the 

resolve and mutability of a separatist terror group. Even though support for the IRA was 

low beyond the early 1970s, a failed security policy had guaranteed ethnic enclaves were 

sufficiently established as to provide safe harbor for both IRA and loyalist cadres. A 

consequence of this is that the terrorist organizations in many ways were able to take over 

key roles of both local politics and the economy. The collapse of the norm of the state's 

monopoly on violence ensured that militants were seen by many in their constituencies as 

security forces – most aptly demonstrated by continued vigilantism even in the wake of 

peace accords that have ended most major attacks. Clear evidence also emerges that the 

Provisionals were able to deeply immerse themselves in the local economy, which 

exacerbated security concerns even further by introducing personal financial incentive to 

the movement and encouraging turf wars. 

 Most importantly, what the Northern Ireland case demonstrates is the IRA's 

proven ability to modulate between different strategies and forms when under pressure. 

The Provisionals were able to function as a revolutionary vanguard, a local protectorate, a 

criminal syndicate, and a political movement at the same time and just as importantly, do 

all of these jobs consistently and concurrently. Modularity and adaptability was one of the 
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PIRA’s greatest strengths; conversely, their lack thereof was one of the security forces' 

greatest weaknesses. The British and Irish security approaches were marked above all by 

unimaginative planning and floundering execution. Government tactics can improve, but 

it is also important to recognize that clumsiness is an inherent facet of internal military 

operation when soldiers are called upon to act as heavily armed police instead of the jobs 

they were trained to do. Instrumental thinking captures an important dimension of the 

Irish conflict – the delicate balance between the terror strategy and political success – but 

strategic-oriented planning and military interventionism proved to be a failure in 

Northern Ireland. The tools of organizational and sociocultural analysis can help 

determine less immediately evident but more important variables valuable to coherent 

policy analysis, which would have led to a different and more effective response in the 

Irish scenario. 
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Chapter 4 
 

The Zeal of Harakah al-Islamiyyah (HAMAS), 
The Islamic Resistance Movement 

 
 

Engaged in vanities we killed each other. 
and here we are like crumbs. 
In the cafes of the East 
we [pass the time] in swatting flies, 
wearing the masks of the living. 
We are placed in the dunghill of history 
mere shadows of men. 

-'Abd al-Wahab al Bayati, 1968  (Lustick 1990, 540) 
 
Given the methods used by the Israelis, we consider the door to hell is open. 

– Gaza Hamas leader Sayeed Siyam  (Pape 2005, 32) 
 
 

 The year 2006 was expected to be historic for Palestinians, a long-dispossessed 

and downtrodden people who had been displaced by the establishment of the State of 

Israel nearly sixty years prior. It was the first time in a decade that elections were to be 

held for the Palestinian Legislative Council, the legislative branch of the Palestinian 

Authority (PA), the de facto government of the West Bank and Gaza strip since its 

establishment in the Oslo accords in 1994. Backers in the United States and Israel 

expected the ruling Fatah party, which had dominated Palestinian politics for decades, to 

win and legitimize the PA and its ongoing peace negotiations with Israel. Instead, 

Harakhah Al-Islamiyyah, the Islamic Resistance Movement, commonly known by its 

acronym Hamas (which in Arabic translates directly as zeal), and Palestine's most 

prominent Islamic terrorist organization, won in a landslide. Hamas's Change and Reform 

List won 74 out of 132 seats to Fatah's 45 (Frisch 2010, 1058). Their showing in the local 

districts was particularly disastrous – 17 went to Fatah versus Hamas's 45. While the 
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West Bank remained under Fatah control, the Gaza strip was essentially overrun by 

Hamas legislator-elects. As author Zaki Chehab comments, key players in the Israeli and 

American administrations were blindsided. In turn, “Palestinian commentators were 

bewildered by the ignorance of ... US officials of the depth of the hostility felt by 

Palestinians towards their own leadership and Israel” (Chehab 2007, 2). What had 

previously existed as a terrorist organization had successfully entered government – and, 

what more, Hamas had entered the political process and taken control of Gaza without 

renouncing terrorism. Israel and its allies feared that in the process, Hamas had 

mainstreamed Islamist violence against the Land of Zion and thrown the future of any 

attempts to make peace with the Palestinians into doubt. Hamas was openly committed to 

the destruction of the State of Israel and the establishment of an Islamic caliphate in 

Palestine, from which it would export its own Islamic revolution throughout the region. It 

was known for vicious terrorist campaigns in the name of jihad, or struggle, against 

Israeli civilian and military targets, which included rocket attacks, car bombings, and 

most notoriously of all, suicide bombings, whose perpetrators were honored as the 

highest of martyrs for the Palestinian and Islamic cause. 

 A review of the scholarly literature on Hamas reveals two well-defined and 

opposing camps. Unsurprisingly, mainstream American and Israeli scholars have tended 

to maintain a pro-Israeli line, arguing that the rise of Hamas is an unmitigated danger to 

the peace process and regional security. General Michael Herzog, an Israeli Defense 

Force (IDF) strategist, argues that despite entering the democratic process, “Hamas will 

simply use political participation as another vehicle for pursuing its alarming core 

objectives” (2006, 84). Increasingly, however, analysts from all backgrounds have begun 
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to openly criticize the Israeli role in the conflict as aggravating and alienating 

Palestinians, identifying several Israeli policies as instrumental in not only increasing the 

appeal of radical Islamist organizations such as Hamas but in being counter-productive to 

Israeli security. Realist political scientist John Mearsheimer encapsulates this view with 

the sentiment that “Israel is on a disastrous course that it seems incapable of reversing” 

(2010, 10). The debate on Hamas and its role in Palestine is so hotly politicized and 

intertwined with the fate of Israel that these disagreements have taken on the veneer of a 

referendum on the physical and moral justifications underlying Israel's existence in and 

of itself. The hyper-focus on the Israel-Palestine conflict has been shaped for over a 

generation by intensive media coverage, vicious acts of internecine bloodletting, and 

perhaps most of all the strange specter of a clash of civilizations – the beguiling view that 

the violence is the manifestation of a conflict between a secular and modern West and a 

backwards Islamic Middle East. 

 This broad view of events does little to enlighten or inform serious analysis of 

organizational, strategic, and sociocultural aspects of Hamas. All it can do is paint with a 

broad brush an overly simplistic version of an exceptionally complex conflict, explaining 

little else than that Hamas is the mortal enemy of Israel, leaving out crucial questions. To 

interact with Hamas it is necessary to chart the formation and growth of Hamas into its 

current form and to analyze the ways in which the nascent movement strategized and 

matured. Without understanding its motives and tactics – without understanding what can 

lead someone to take his own life and countless others with a suicide attack – there is 

scarce scope for interaction other than mutual attempts at destruction. If radical groups 

like Hamas are to be co-opted or undermined and the violence to be ended, analysts must 
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avoid the notion of Islamist groups as inherently “rigidly dogmatic compared to their 

secular counterparts” and investigate the ways in which “'religion' can both facilitate and 

prevent violence” (Gunning 2008, 11). They must also problematize the way in which 

Islamist terroristic violence was conducted and legitimized, how it evolved in reaction to 

political and military pressure, how the political throne of Gaza was opened to Hamas. 

 
Mujamma’ to Intifada: The Birth and Development of the Islamist 

Movement in Palestine 
 

In Inside Hamas, Palestinian reporter Zaki Chehab describes an interview with 

Sheikh Yassin in which the founder of Hamas laid out four clear stages for the group's 

development. The first stage was the development of charitable organizations and social 

committees which would "open their doors to the young and old – anyone who could play 

a role in resisting the occupier" (2007, 21). This was a prelude to the confrontation of the 

Intifada and the bolstering of all Palestinian resistance, which Yassin claimed Hamas had 

the sole role in organizing. The third step was to develop its military capacities inside the 

occupied territories, and the fourth was to “see Hamas moving beyond the Palestinian 

dimension,” engaging with other Arab allies (22). This last tactic was in direct response 

to the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), which had asserted Palestinian 

independence in all resistance activities. In retrospect, Hamas did follow this basic 

trajectory, although it had less control over the process than originally anticipated. The 

following sections will chart Hamas’s development throughout the period 1986-2010 and 

analyze whether the instrumental or organizational school of analysis provides more 

insight into its growth and perpetuation. 
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 In 1945 and 1946, thousands of Jews flocked from war-torn Europe to historic 

Palestine in the wake of the Nazi Holocaust. The philosophy of Zionism, or the right to 

self-determination of the Jewish people in a sovereign homeland, was primarily a 

response to growing anti-Semitism in Europe and developed throughout the worldwide 

Jewish diaspora since the 1897 publication of Theodor Herzl’s Der Judenstaat. A 

recalcitrant British colonial administration had attempted to restrict the flow of Jewish 

immigrants by illegalizing it and suppressing advocates of Israeli statehood, but by 1947 

the British considered the situation nearly out of control. A Jewish terrorist organization 

known as the Irgun Zvai Leumi launched a series of attacks against British soldiers and 

Arab Palestinians, having “studied the tactics of the Irish Republican Army’s Michael 

Collins” (White 2002, 100). Irgun, along with other Jewish militant groups such as the 

Stern Gang and Haganah, had found considerable success in rendering the British colony 

politically untenable. Following spectacular attacks such as the 1946 King David Hotel 

bombing and massive Jewish discontent with colonial rule, the British Mandate collapsed 

in 1947 and the United Nations established the state of Israel. Palestine sunk into civil 

war as the British administration withdrew. Neighboring Arab countries, determined to 

nip the Zionist enterprise in the bud, launched the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, during which 

over 725,000 Arab Palestinians fled, emigrated, or were otherwise expelled from their 

homes and their property was seized by the victorious Israeli government. The mass 

exodus allowed Israeli consolidation and the stabilization of the new state of Israel, which 

was further involved in a series of wars with its Arab neighbors until 1973. The 1967 Six-

Day War resulted in a humiliating defeat for the Arabs and an illegal Israeli expansion 

into what is now known as the Occupied Territories – the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Golan 
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Heights, and the Sinai Peninsula. Israeli forces instituted civil administrations in these 

regions under Israeli political supervision. 

 At the same time, Palestinian nationalism was in ascendance. Confronted, 

however, with “what was perceived by Arabs as an extraordinarily high level of Israeli 

military proficiency” (Lustick 1990, 542), there were few options left to militarist 

movements within the Palestinian community. They could emulate the actions of the 

Algerian revolutionaries who had savaged the French out of Algeria from 1954-62, but 

“Israeli Jews outnumbered Arabs two to one and roughly equaled the total of 

Palestinians” that existed anywhere, leading to the realization that no amount of 

“violence of which the Palestinians were capable could ever itself directly destroy Israel 

or induce its capitulation” (542). Instead violence was utilized primarily to challenge 

Israeli dominance and to goad Israelis into counter-attacks which would alienate them 

from world opinion (543). The secular Palestine Liberation Organization, the primary 

paramilitary resistance organization, took center stage in world attention as a series of 

vicious terrorist attacks against Israeli military and civilian targets orchestrated by the 

Palestinian resistance shocked the world. Most notable amongst them was the 1972 

Munich massacre of 11 Israeli Olympic athletes, but the repertoire of the Palestinian 

resistance also included plane hijackings, stone-throwing, stabbings, shootings, and 

bombings. One of the most important developments of this period was a Palestinian 

realization that controlled use of violence dramatically increased media coverage of the 

conflict and heightened their chances for mediated settlement. 

 However, neither this violence nor the continuous wars between the Arabs and 

Israeli had resulted in the liberation of Palestine. The weakening of traditional pan-Arab 
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loyalties in Palestine was the direct result of the Arab states’ devastating defeat in the Six-

Day War. Gunning claims that “Arab Nationalism was discredited as the scope of the 

Arab defeat sank in, creating space for the re-emergence of both Palestinian nationalism 

and Islamism” (2008, 29). As a result, over the coming decades Palestinian nationalists 

took center stage and by 1976 had succeeded in defeating traditional elites in municipal 

elections (Gunning 2008, 30). At the same time, an absence of civil infrastructure in 

Palestine provided opportunities for the Muslim Brotherhood, which seeks Islamic 

revival throughout the Arab world, to organize. Through the legal registration of al-

Mujamma’ al-Islami, or the Islamic Center, in 1976 by Sheikh Yassin, Islamists gained a 

crucial role in providing community services otherwise unavailable. They also were able 

to infiltrate civil society and thereby seize control of unions, professional associations, 

and the student governments of Palestinian universities, which in the lack of a self-

governing authority became the primary arenas of political contest (Gunning 2008, 33). 

From this time forward, these parallel political movements would characterize the 

development of Palestinian society. The Islamist-secular split is now considered the 

defining internal Palestinian conflict. 

In the Gaza Strip, where support for Islamism has been greatest, a “conducive 

combination of urbanisation... concentrated poverty, an emerging lower middle class, and 

conservative culture” allowed “the Brotherhood’s activist approach to Islam to flourish” 

(Gunning 2008, 31). Israel tacitly accepted the development of the Islamist movement, 

considering it a safety valve that countered the burgeoning power of the secular 

nationalist movement. According to one source, Israel even provided some funding “to 

identify and channel towards Israeli agents Hamas members who were dangerous 
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terrorists” (Sale 2002), hoping to encourage the movement to grow in power while 

neutering its offensive capabilities. When the Occupied Territories later sprung into open 

rebellion from 1986-1992 in what is now known as the First Intifada, this would be 

recognized as a serious mistake. 

The Mujamma’ was confronted with a serious dilemma. While conservative 

elements in the organization were ideologically predisposed against open violence, the 

Intifada made the leadership “feel constrained to submit to the pressure of their young 

militants and adopt an actively combatant posture, consistent with the Palestinian’s public 

mood and expectations” (Mishal and Sela 2000, 35). The unprecedented change from a 

policy of slow Islamization of society to one of immediate violent jihad “was thus largely 

a matter of survival” (35). In 1987, the creation of Hamas, the openly militant branch of 

the Mujamma’, was announced through flyers, graffiti, and public rallies. It consisted of 

three branches: the Majlis Al-Shura, a consultative council composing political policy 

and including an external Political Bureau, the Izz Ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades or 

military wing later formed in 1992, and the third branch, its extensive social welfare 

wing. Fearful of Israeli retaliation, the Mujamma’ leadership carefully distanced itself 

from Hamas in public and restrained the young Islamists from differentiating themselves 

from the overall resistance movement. Instead of pushing a purely Islamic agenda, 

Hamas instead “reappropriated the secular elements and symbols of Palestinian 

nationalism as already defined by the PLO” (15), thereby firmly couching its particular 

brand of Islamism within the framework of a more-or-less united Palestinian resistance. 

The intrafada, or internal violence during the uprising, also saw mass executions of 

Palestinians accused of collaboration with the Israeli occupation forces. Although data on 
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internal violence during the intrafada is spotty, the scale of these operations is generally 

agreed to be massive, and various resistance factions are accused of executing well over 

1,000 Palestinians, often in public areas where the fear inspired was greatest. 

Palestinians were stabbed, hacked with axes, shot, clubbed and burned with acid. The 
justifications offered for the killings varied. In some instances, being employed by 
Israel's Civil Administration in the West Bank and Gaza was reason enough; in 
others, contact with Jews warranted a death sentence. Accusations of "collaboration" 
with Israel were sometimes used as a pretext for acts of personal vengeance. Women 
deemed to have behaved "immorally" were also among the victims. (Bard 2011) 
 
While the PLO was often accused of indiscriminately utilizing violence – PLO 

Chairman Yasir Arafat authorized the execution of 120 Palestinians – Hamas militants 

gained a reputation for not resorting “to internal violence to discipline its members or 

settle internal disputes,” and “Hamas is typically considered by informed observers to 

have been more meticulous in its investigations… and less prone to killing suspected 

collaborators for other reasons than intelligence cooperation” (Gunning 2008, 129). This 

comparative restraint was one factor that generated amongst Hamas loyalists a sense of 

greater solidarity and responsibility in its operations than seen in the PLO. Later, the 

illegal 1992 deportation of 415 Hamas activists to southern Lebanon, where Hizbollah 

members taught them the fundamentals of operational planning and strategic use of 

terrorist tactics, would accelerate the process of radicalization and enable Hamas to 

utilize ever-increasing violence both beyond the length of the Intifada and into Israeli 

borders. The move to include foreign nations in the resistance also allowed Iranian agents 

to wield considerable influence over Hamas's military capability. As Chehab states, 

"many shipments of weapons which were either intercepted by the Israeli navy in the 

Mediterranean Seas, seized on land in Jordan or which successfully reached their 

intended destination, had one thing in common. They all originated in Iran" (2007, 143). 
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 Mishal and Sela charted the contents of the first 30 leaflets issued by Hamas over 

the course of the first Intifada (see Figure 4.1). The first discovery was that calls for 

violent action – such as “throwing stones and firebombs, building barriers, burning tires, 

wielding knives and axes, clashing with the Israeli forces, and attacking collaborators” 

rose from 30.5% of directives in the first ten leaflets to nearly 39.5% in the 20-30th (62). 

Paradoxically, despite this rise in the number of calls for violent action, Hamas reduced 

its calls for complete severance of economic contact with Israelis from 27.8% to 4.8% of 

instructions (2000, 62). This shift was abrupt and reflected the Hamas leadership’s 

realization of flaws in its overall strategy. Hamas had “calculated its strategy on a cost-

benefit basis and so now was trying to avoid a slide into absurdity,” while simultaneously 

recognizing the "Palestinians' growing awareness of the role played by violence in 

promoting the Intifada and producing political gains" (62-64). The key for Hamas was to 

maximize the level of violence it could instigate without instigating a full-on collision 

with Israeli security forces the organization could not possibly hope to win. Calls for 

severance of contact –such as refusing to work in Israeli territory, resigning from the 

Civil Authority, developing an internal economy, withdrawing money from Israeli banks, 

and most notably, upholding “the routine of class despite the protracted closure of 

educational institutions” (60) – many of which were controlled by Islamists – both would 

weaken the economic bargaining power of Hamas’s constituency and increase pressure 

from Israeli hardliners to strike back if the economic costs mounted significantly. Thus, 

rhetoric lost to pragmatism, and the theoretical lesson learned by Hamas was that jihad 

was not “an ultimate goal but a political instrument wielded by political considerations” 

(64). Accordingly, the data demonstrates that Hamas was forced to sideline a suicidal 
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push for ideological purity in favor of pragmatism and capacity-building. Indeed, Hamas 

lagged behind other organizations such as Islamic Jihad in ramping up the military wing 

of their operation, only escalating their techniques to include widespread bombings and 

suicide attacks following the 1992 deportations which strengthened the hardline exterior 

leadership. 

Figure 4.1: Types of Directives in Hamas Leaflets by Periodic Distribution  
(absolute numbers) 

 
      
 Period 
 1  2  3   
Type of Directive (# 1-10) (# 10-20)  (# 20-30)  Total 
Violent 11  16  25  52 
Non-Violent        
     Severance of Contact 10  11  3  24 
     Disobedience 7  2  19  28 
     Acts of Solidarity 8  11  16  35 
        
Total 36  40  63  139 
        
Percentage of Directives 25.9  28.8  45.3   

(Reprinted from Mishal and Sela 2000, 61) 

 The signing of the 1993 Oslo Accords between the PLO and Israeli leadership, 

which negotiated an end to the Intifada in exchange for the institution of a self-governing 

Palestinian Authority in the Occupied Territories, was anathema to Hamas and signified a 

growing divergence between secular and Islamist nationalists. In response to the Accords 

Hamas members utilized their newfound experience in terror tactics to launch a 

devastating wave of suicide and car bombs against Israeli civilians within the boundaries 

of their own state. The first Hamas suicide attack against Israelis in Israel occurred on 

April 6th, 1994, when “seven civilians were killed in a car-bomb attack on a bus in the 

center of Afula” (Alexander 2002, 15). This blast was followed promptly by an attack on 

the 13th in Hedera which killed four civilians and one soldier and later by an October 
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attack which killed “twenty-one Israelis and one Dutch national” in Tel Aviv (Alexander 

2002, 16). The aim of the attacks was clear, as stated by Qassam leader Sayeed Siyam: 

“Their assassination policy and the bombardment – all this theater of war inside 

Palestinian villages and homes – we respond to that by seeking to make the Israelis feel 

the same, insecure within their own homes” (Pape 2005, 32). Suicide bombings were also 

a response to relative military advantage; Chehab notes “when the Ez Ed Din Al Qassam 

Brigades began their attacks in 1991, they had at their disposal no more than twenty 

machine guns which remained the sum total of their arsenal until the year 2000,” many of 

them obsolete, inaccurate, or in poor condition (2007, 43). 

Attacks continued until 1996, when in February and March a series of suicide 

bombs in Jerusalem, Ashkelon, and Tel Aviv killed 59. This campaign constituted a 

violation of a tacit agreement between Hamas and the PA not to launch attacks from PA-

controlled areas, an essentially unenforceable deal which had seemed likely to collapse 

from the onset. The bombings were the absolute “worst terrorist assault ever launched 

against Israel,” and Hamas was forced to "take a passive line, reiterating that it would not 

veer from its policy of averting a full-blown internal Palestinian confrontation" (Mishal 

and Sela 2000, 76). Mishal and Sela argue that the bombing allowed the Netanyhu 

administration's election and the subsequent “shift in Israel's approach to the Oslo 

process, in which partnership with the PA was replaced by force and procrastination” 

(2000, 77). However, this view is contradicted by some Israeli analysts and Gunning as a 

mischaracterization of Hamas’s strategy. An Israeli official contradicted the official 

statement that the bombings were instigated at Iranian behest to sabotage the election, 

claiming the bombings “were most probably a direct reaction to the assassination of 
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‘Ayyash [the prominent Hamas bombmaker killed in January] and had no far-reaching 

political goal” other than mere deterrence (Mishal and Sela 2000, 211n44). Gunning 

notes that “it would have made more tactical sense to stage the attacks nearer the actual 

May 29 elections – rather than three months before” (2000, 210). Hamas’s own leaflets 

distributed by the bombers similarly suggest that the aim of the bombing was to force the 

end of Israeli targeted assassinations and to force the Israelis to accept a truce (Gunning 

2000, 211). Previous Hamas bombings had also failed to weaken the Labour Party 

government.  

Bloom (2005, 19-44) suggests that three factors, “opposition to the peace process, 

retaliation for Israeli actions, and intra-Palestinian rivalry” need to be understood to 

“explain the timing and occurrence of violence” (Gunning 2008, 209). Bloom and 

Gunning’s analysis directly contradicts Kydd and Walter’s (2002, 280-284) claim of the 

bombings as a successful use of the spoiler strategy. Internal concern over Hamas’s 

continued survival also explains much of the scale of the attacks; the peace process meant 

“limited resistance opportunities and no guarantee that Hamas would be able to translate 

its grassroots support into political power” (Gunning 2008, 211; Mishal and Sela, 2000, 

122-130). Pape suggests that the attacks may have been intended to accelerate Israeli 

administrative withdrawal from the Occupied Territories (2005, 66-73).  

Taken together, these contesting explanations present a credible alternative to the 

instrumental conclusion, demonstrating that Hamas’s tactical sense during this period was 

not as coherent or effective as official Israeli statements would suggest. The contestation 

amongst analysts also highlights a difference between instrumental and organizational 

theory, wherein Hamas violence is respectively explained as directly tactical and other-
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based or motivated by variety of internal concerns. To some extent, the instrumental 

conclusions extend a degree of strategic credence to the movement it does not deserve. 

Hamas benefits from a political environment that affords it uncontested acceptance of its 

strategic and tactical competence – and it also emboldens hardliners on the other side of 

the battle who can portray Hamas possessing more acumen and foresight than it truly has, 

making them seem like a more dangerous threat to the long-term survival of Israel. 

A serious constraint on the development of Hamas is an elaborate Israeli informer 

network consisting of “in excess of 20,000” (Chehab 2007, 69). Chehab's book is full of 

allegations that Israeli Shabak agents run elaborate collaborator rings inside Palestine, 

utilizing coercion and blackmail to ensure that there is a never-ending supply of 

Palestinian spies. One such informer was Haider Ghanem, who claims he was offered a 

job in journalism for what he believed was a legitimate strategic studies center that later 

was revealed to be an elaborate Israeli spy net. According to Ghanem, Shabak operatives 

then threatened him to continue supplying information, saying “you've been working for 

us for nearly a year and we have all these reports you have been sending us” (73), the 

obvious implication being that his safety would be at risk if he stopped supplying 

information. Once recruited he was assigned to increasingly elaborate operations, 

including ones in which he recruited and supplied members for fake Al Qassam or 

Islamic Jihad cells and then lured them into ambushes, after which “Israeli forces would 

then claim they were forced to attack” (77). These operations were often successful. It 

was Palestinian informers, for example, that finally led IDF forces to Hamas bombmaker 

Yehia Ayyash. 
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Suicide Bombing and the Slide to Palestinian Civil War 

 

 The period from 1996-2000 marked a period of relative calm from Hamas, which 

was unable to continue its all-out terrorist campaign due to a combination of increased 

Israeli pressure and massive public disapproval of the violence. Gunning notes that 

support amongst Palestinians for suicide attacks was a mere 20% during the mid-1990s 

and only escalated to “some 40 per cent in the late 1990s” (2008, 48) as the Oslo process 

failed to derive dividends. Unfortunately, despite a brief economic upswing in the late 

90s, by 2000 Israeli border closures and other sanctions had driven “approximately one in 

five Palestinians” under the poverty line (49). Unemployment increased nine-fold and the 

Gross National Product in the Territories decreased by 18 per cent from 1992-1996 (49). 

The worsening economic climate and continued failures of the peace process, perceived 

as entirely Israeli failures by Palestinians, contributed to the spiraling political mood. The 

eventual result was the 2000-2005 Al-Aqsa Intifada which was sparked after Likud party 

leader Ariel Sharon visited the Temple Mount with an escort of some 1,000 Israeli police 

officers. The violence visited upon both Israeli and Palestinian citizens during this period 

made the previous Intifada look comparatively peaceful, with over 1,060 Israelis and 

5,500 Palestinians killed. Figure 4.2 demonstrates how Palestinian faith in the PA was 

strongest in 1996, but had plummeted by 2000 with the collapse of Oslo. This descent 

continued throughout the Al-Aqsa Intifada until the death of Yasir Arafat and the 

installation of a new government, but by then the damage had largely been done. 

 The Al-Aqsa Infitada was marked by a convergence of two tactics used by Hamas 

in the past. Internal resistance against occupation forces was combined with external 
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violence in the form of a massive suicide bombing campaign against Israeli civilians 

inside Israel. Al-Aqsa also allowed Hamas to solidify its constituent support, and these 

tactics became the model for other resistance groups such as Fatah’s al-Aqsa Martyrs’ 

Brigades. Gunning explains that “in contrast to the 1990s, when Hamas had to carefully 

calibrate its suicide operations, and justify them with reference to Israeli intransigencies,” 

support for suicide attacks was now in the area of 70-80% as a result of growing 

dissatisfaction with the PA and its policies (2008, 50). From September 2000 to August 

2005, 51 suicide attacks killed 515 Israelis; just 0.6% of attacks were responsible for over 

50% of the deaths (Benmelech and Berrebi 2007, 225-226). Hamas was responsible for 

39.9% of attacks, and combined with Palestinian Islamic Jihad, an organization with 

which it worked closely, Islamists were responsible for 65.5% of the attacks (Benmelech 

and Berrebi 2007, 227). PLO leader Yasir Arafat was placed in a difficult political 

position. The attacks were so effective and widespread that militants from his own pro-

negotiations party, Fatah, formed their own suicide operations organization known as the 

Al-Aqsa Martyr’s Brigade. 

The crisis had become a poisonous stalemate. As Israel’s peace partner, Arafat would 
get nothing until he had destroyed Hamas. But Arafat could not destroy Hamas 
without destroying himself, because by now the Islamist movements represented a 
significant body of Palestinian opinion no longer believing in the [Oslo Accords] that 
nominally, at least, made Arafat and Israel peace partners in the first place. 
(McGeogh 2009, 272) 
 

 A targeted assassination policy by the Israelis of Hamas leaders may have played 

a role in encouraging direct reprisals by Hamas. For example, an assassination campaign 

in July-August 2001 that killed twelve Hamas members was followed by a Hamas suicide 

campaign in August and September that killed 18 and wounded 234 Israelis. Likewise, an 

autumn assassination operation that year killed 11 other Hamas members and was 
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promptly followed by two suicide operations that killed 26 and wounded 248 (Gunning 

2008, 215). Several authors note that the ceremonies following assassinations of Hamas 

leaders were “more a call to arms than a funeral” (McGeough 2009, 287); the 

assassination of Sheikh Yassin in 2004 resulted in over 200,000 mourners crowding Gaza 

streets, shooting automatic weaponry into the air and chanting Islamic slogans. That 

Yassin was sometimes considered a voice of moderation within Hamas and had 

“championed the notion of a hudnah, or long-term ceasefire, since the early 1990s” was 

ignored by Israeli authorities (Gunning 2008, 102).  

Figure 4.2: Various Scores of PA Governance and Legitimacy Approval Ratings, 
1996-2005 
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(Reprinted from Shikaki 2006, 6) 
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Likewise the subsequent assassination of leadership successor Abdel al-Rantisi 

led to the ascension of the exterior leadership’s hardline clique in Syria under Khalid 

Mishal, who had repeatedly refused to respect PA ceasefires with Israel (McGeough 

2009, 291). However, if the argument advanced by Gunning, Pape, and Bloom is 

accurate, it suggests that the assassination policy increased the appeal of the more radical 

elements of Hamas and encouraged reprisals. Instead of assassinating Hamas leaders, 

arresting and putting them on trial would have limited Hamas’s ability to portray the dead 

as martyrs while simultaneously reducing the ability of more rabid Hamas leaders to 

seize greater control of the organization. 

By the end of the al-Aqsa Intifada, Fatah could “ill afford Hamas’ continued 

opposition to the system, given the changed balance of power” (Gunning 2008, 50). One 

major result of the Al-Aqsa Intifada was a “weakening of the PA’s infrastructure, as Israel 

began targeting the PA’s security services and withholding Israeli-controlled revenue in 

response to Palestinian acts of resistance” (Gunning 2008, 49). Withdrawal of Israeli 

support – exacerbated by the 2005 unilateral withdrawal of all Israeli settlers and security 

forces from Gaza, which left the PA to deal with Hamas and opposition militants on its 

own – coincided with public discontent with the PA to form an environment conducive to 

political expansion by its rivals. Thus, Hamas’s decision to enter politics was as much 

shaped by the political opportunity structure as by a desire to seize control of Gaza. In 

2004 the movement entered the PA municipal elections and in 2006 it entered the PA’s 

legislative campaigns. Their entry into politics was a massive, if temporary success for 

the movement. Figure 4.3 illustrates how support for Islamists grew considerably from 

1993-2005 (because the data set includes polling from the Fatah stronghold of the West 
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Bank, it considerably underrepresents support for Islamists in Gaza). By 2005, even with 

the demise of the increasingly unpopular Arafat and his replacement by Mahmoud Abbas, 

support for the Islamists had grown considerably and remained higher than at any point in 

the history of the Territories. 

Figure 4.3: Support for Fatah vs. Islamists in Gaza and the West Bank 
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(Reprinted from Shikaki 2006, 7) 

 While Islam is the core of Hamas’s militant ideology and is the backbone of its 

paramilitary and social programmes, “it is only one influence and source of authority 

among others; and the way Islam is interpreted is influenced by the wider socio-economic 

and political context within which Hamas operates" (Gunning 2008, 167). Gunning 

claims that while Hamas' election manifesto contains an assurance to “establish Islamic 

Shari'ah as the main source of legislation in Palestine” (167), and among other things 

calls for Islam to be the foundation of education and for Islamic moral standards to 

govern the behavior of women, the majority of the document “reads like that of any 

'secular' political party” (167). The document focuses mainly on "housing, health, 

agricultural policy, improving education and scientific research, increasing government 

efficiency and reining in the security agencies" (167) and these issues are discussed in 
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secular rather than religious terms. Much of what Hamas advocated, and correspondingly, 

what its supporters demanded seem to have had less to do with Islam than with returning 

a degree of functionality to Palestinian self-governance. This platform in itself was a 

radical change from their position over a decade earlier when they were fundamentally 

opposed to the Oslo Accords. It signaled a significant change, if not in Hamas's political 

philosophy, as least in their pragmatic attitudes on how best to build organizational 

capacity. As Gunning noted, Hamas enjoyed considerable support from constituency 

groups not traditionally associated with Islamists… 

According to the PSR Exit Poll (February 2006), a significant percentage of those 
who considered themselves 'somewhat religious' (38 percent) or 'not religious' (19 
percent) said they had supported Hamas in the 2006 elections, while nearly half of 
those who considered themselves religious (48 percent) did not support Hamas. The 
figures for Fatah were 40 per cent, 44 per cent, and 49 per cent respectively.  
 (2008, 165) 
 

 Gunning notes that “because the municipal elections were staggered, and 

legislative elections imminent, Hamas had an extra stimulus to deliver soon” (2008, 152). 

As a result, they were quick to implement infrastructural improvements ranging from 

restoring power and water to long-neglected communities to the installation of 

streetlamps and road reinforcements. Hamas was so in tune with “the popular demand for 

concrete changes and of the symbolic capital of reputation” (153) that it filmed cleanup 

and repair operations to use as propaganda for future elections. The rapidity of change 

added insult to Fatah's injury by reinforcing their reputation of “corruption and 

inefficiency;” Hamas' electoral strategy and charities openly emphasized their oft-

repeated stance of offering "services to anyone in need, not just those who support it" 

(153-154).  
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 In retrospect, the election of Hamas should not have been nearly as surprising as it 

was to most Western observers. A combination of Israeli intransigence to the peace 

process, Hamas's success in provoking Israeli overreaction, and Fatah's widely accepted 

corruption and inability to deliver significant returns either on the Oslo Process or even in 

improving the day-to-day lives of average Palestinians promoted a political environment 

demanding radical change. Particularly important is that the Palestinian Authority was so 

widely discredited that Hamas was able to directly enter the political structure in 

Palestine without legitimizing it. In fact, the election results were widely viewed as a 

protest vote, which may explain in part the moderate levels of secular support for Hamas. 

Chehab notes that Hamas hired a veritable army of political analysts, sociologists, and 

communication specialists, while Fatah seemed hopelessly out-of-sync and contributed to 

its own downfall by running multiple candidates for the same positions (2007, 1-14). In 

the district of Nablus where six legislative seats were available, for example, Hamas ran 

five candidates who each won a seat. Fatah ran six candidates, winning only one seat, 

perhaps because most of the additional sixteen independent candidates were affiliated 

with Fatah and split the vote (Gunning 2008, 155). 

After the election, tensions between Hamas and the PA quickly degenerated and 

led to a conflict in late 2007-2008 during which Hamas militants finally broke the long-

standing policy of moderate co-existence and ejected Fatah from the Gaza Strip. 

According to David Rose (2008), the Gazan civil war was actually the result of a massive 

intelligence blunder on the part of the outgoing Bush Administration. Unable to stomach 

a Hamas government in Gaza, American diplomats issued a series of demands to Hamas 

and indicated to a heavily foreign-aid reliant President Abbas that he would be expected 
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to act against Hamas. The memo, delivered by the general consul in Jerusalem, said 

bluntly that... 

...the time has come for you to move forward quickly and decisively... Hamas should 
be given a defined period of time in which to respond - they either accept a new 
government that meets the Quartet principles, or they reject it... the consequences of 
Hamas' decision should be made clear: if Hamas does not agree within the prescribed 
time, you should make clear your intention to declare a state of emergency and form 
an emergency government explicitly committed to that platform. (Rose 2008) 
 

 Hamas was keyed into the upcoming putsch by an Al-Majd article that published 

the Action Plan and revealed the arms build-up by the PA, as well as the arrival on the 

Gazan border of uncharacteristically well-trained and equipped Fatah National Security 

Force recruits fresh from Egyptian training. Accounts of events diverge from this point; 

while PA spokespeople asserted Hamas had been attempting from the start to seize 

control of all Gaza, Hamas leaders claimed that recognizing an immediate crisis, their 

initial objective was to force the withdrawal of the PA's Preventive Security Service 

responsible for a wave of detentions and abuses of Gazan Hamas detainees. When these 

security units fled, “armed units that were nominally loyal to Fatah did not fight at all. 

Some stayed neutral because they feared that, with Dahlan [the commander of Fatah in 

Gaza] absent, his forces were bound to lose” (Rose 2008). Hamas saw an opportunity and 

seized it, illegally taking control of PA buildings and engaging the Fatah security force. 

The fighting was vicious – Hamas used explosive rifle ammunition and subjected Fatah 

fighters to summary execution. Unable to resist, Fatah was so weak that it was essentially 

routed out of Gaza. 

 If one takes Hamas at its word, then according to Al-Aqsa commander Khalid 

Jaberi, the attempted coup was so badly planned and executed that... 

“Since the takeover, we’ve been trying to enter the brains of Bush and Rice, to figure 
out their mentality. We can only conclude that having Hamas in control serves their 
overall strategy, because their policy was so crazy otherwise." (Rose 2008) 
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To say the least, the operation failed to achieve its objective. Instead of dealing 

diplomatically with the Hamas government – which American and Israeli leaders claimed 

would legitimize the groups' political victory – they chose instead to attempt to depose it. 

Ironically but perhaps not surprisingly, Fatah was so weakened after a decade of Israeli 

efforts against it that it was unable to effectively flex its muscle and an even more 

incalcitrantly anti-Israeli government took control. It appeared to many Palestinians who 

bought Hamas’s explanation that as soon as Hamas had begun to play by the rules of the 

game even slightly, the opposition merely changed the rules. Worst of all for the peace 

process, Hamas was now in control of Gaza and there was less hope for reconciliation 

with the PA than ever. Once again, however, the war demonstrated that Hamas had been 

relatively cautious in its approach to internal Palestinian politics until it seemed that the 

confrontation was inevitable. In the weeks before the civil war, Hamas activists had 

repeatedly warned that the military build-up in the strip and associated brutality against 

Hamas activists “warranted the immediate eye-for-an-eye retribution of qassas, the 

spiritually sanctioned killing of a killer, or the injuring of an injurer, and so on” 

(McGeough 2009, 373). Commentator Sever Plocker “went out of his way to disagree 

with Hamas” but claimed “Hamas did not ‘seize control’ of Gaza... it took the action it 

needed… disarming and destroying a militia that refused to bow to its [legitimate] 

authority” (as quoted in McGeough 2009, 377). In the interests of its survival as an 

organization it felt compelled to act and intervene before Fatah security forces could 

strike and trigger a potentially more massive war. Even more ominous was that it now 

had control over the hastily abandoned Fatah arsenal, including “dozens of mounted 

machine guns, more than seven thousand American M16 assault rifles and eight hundred 
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thousand rounds of ammunition,” convoys of military and police vehicles, and “dozens of 

long-range rockets, anti-tank missiles, and tons of explosives” (378-379). If Hamas was 

indeed planning on pursuing an all-out assault on Israel, the operation had simply cast it 

closer to its goal. 

While certainly a failure for the Bush Administration, the coup attempt did indeed 

serve the interests of hardliners on all sides except for Fatah. The Israeli right-wing saw 

their negotiating power in the West Bank enhanced and the Palestinian resistance was 

now firmly divided between two political poles. Hamas benefited from both a political 

legitimization and a surprisingly strong put-down of Gazan opposition. Hamas, with its 

suicide bombing wings crippled by the assassinations of key leadership, launched waves 

of Qassam rockets into Israel. Fully 64% of Palestinians supported the rocket attacks in 

2006 (Bronner 2008). Israel retaliated with a three-week offensive during the winter of 

2008-2009 that killed between 1,166 to 1,400 Palestinians, of which, in a disputed figure 

Hamas interior Fathi Hammad stated up to 700 were its fighters (Agence France-Presse 

2010). A January 2009 poll found that the war had increased the popularity of Hamas, 

with 53.3% of respondents in the West Bank and 35.2% in Gaza viewing Hamas as 

victorious in the conflict, while trust in Hamas rose from 16.6% the previous November 

to 27.7% (Jerusalem Media and Communications Center [JMCC] 2009). These numbers 

are partially explained by the doubling of Hamas’s popularity in the West Bank during 

the conflict from 12.8 to 26.5% (JMCC 2009). 

 According to chief PLO negotiator Saed Erakat, trilateral negotiations among the 

United States, Israel, and the PA in 2008 and 2009 were unable to reach any sort of 

agreement because Israeli concessions to a State of Palestine were almost insultingly 
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weak (2009, 197-201). For example, where the PLO delegation requested control of East 

Jerusalem and a reduction to 1.9% Israeli control of the Occupied Territories, the Israelis 

under Ohmert were only willing to offer control of Arab districts of the city to 

Palestinians and proposed Israeli annexation of 6.5% of the West Bank in exchange for 

just 5.8% of the smaller 1948 territory. Even the Bush administration seemed frustrated 

by Israeli delays, with President Bush stating in a meeting with Abbas, “the Israeli side 

has fallen in the whirlpool of its internal problems and evaded the agreement” (199). In 

the middle of all this, Hamas rocket attacks on Israel provoked a UN-condemned assault 

on the Gaza strip in December 2008 which killed over 1,100, of which roughly 700 were 

members of the Hamas security infrastructure. By September 2009 and a new American 

administration, previous negotiations had largely collapsed, and it appeared that 

American negotiators had been successfully pressured from or found they had no political 

muscle to make the Netanyhu government accept a halt on construction of settlements in 

East Jerusalem (200-201). Linking the failure of the Fatah-led PA to make any significant 

progress on a peace agreement since 2000 to the rise of Hamas and the subsequent Israeli 

attack on Gaza, Erakat distributed his accounts of the failed negotiations to foreign 

diplomats as “a warning that the Palestinians had options other than continuing with 

futile negotiations” (197). 

 Hillel Frisch (2010) examined Hamas's outbidding and intimidation strategies and 

sought to explain why terrorists might switch from fighting the government to fighting 

other opposition groups in order to establish dominance in the internal arena, which he 

defined as the political dynamics between terror organizations operating in the same 

theatre. He concludes that “rebel forces facing diminishing returns from a successful 
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tactic with no effective substitute are likely to switch from conflict with the government 

to achieve dominance in the rebel camp even if this hurts the movement” (Frisch 2010, 

1050). This is due to effective counter-terrorism – when the government attacks a variety 

of terrorist nodes, every form of attack becomes much more difficult to pull off, 

analogous to a decrease in resources (1050). Thereby, when Hamas suicide campaigns 

became increasingly difficult to maintain due to resource strain and Israeli security 

improvements, Frisch would predict that Hamas would return to a period of power 

consolidation because it was a more strategically efficient option and ensured that the 

organization could maintain continuous momentum on limited resources. In this view, 

terrorist groups are thus forced to switch to the internal arena to bolster their position and 

ensure group survival out of a cost and benefit analysis (1051). Frisch notes that this 

strategy was highly successful in the past decade for Hamas, and asserts that this strategy 

is the result of a belief that “however costly the drive for internal hegemony may be in 

the short-run, it will payoff in the long-run” as Hamas is better placed to recruit, gather 

resources, and plan attacks in a less contested local political arena, thereby preparing 

itself for a subsequent war of attrition (1062). Groups may also utilize the opportunity 

afforded by successful short-run action against the government that is beginning to lose 

its effectiveness by switching to the internal arena in order to “cash in on the prestige it 

accumulated against the external foe” to solidify itself as the 'true' opposition (1062). 

Hamas's bid for internal hegemony in the 2000s came at the cost of the overall 

Palestinian cause, however. The number of checkpoints on Palestinian movement 

bloomed from only 30 in 2000 to 526 in June 2006, and GNP per capita in the PA was 

40% lower (1061). 
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Shura, Ijma, and the Slide to Fitnah 

 

 The two key Islamic principles underlying Hamas' political philosophy is the need 

to respect shura, or "consultation, education, and socialization," and ijma, or "consensus," 

amongst the Islamic community, simultaneously (Gunning 2008, 59-61). To Hamas, 

divine authority derives from Allah and provides the moral boundaries of a proper life 

and, in doing so, defines true freedom as that behavior within the limits dictated by the 

Prophet Muhammad. Since God cannot rule directly, however, Islam “needs human 

agents to turn it into codified law and enforce it” who “must always operate within the 

framework of natural law” (71). Contrastingly, the principle of consultation means that 

these agents must work with the people for “without a social contract, those who govern 

are dictators, however divinely inspired” (67). Consultation is reflected in the commonly 

remarked upon tension between Hamas's need to engage in conspicuous violence to 

retain credibility as an authentic alternative to the PLO at the same time that it cannot 

bring a level of slaughter that would alienate supporters. Gunning argues, and Hamas 

openly admits, that much of this philosophy is informed by Western philosophers such as 

Locke, who claimed that while "the legislative ... be the supream power in every 

commonwealth,” "the rules that they make for other mens actions, must, as well as their 

own... be comfortable to the law of nature, i.e. to the will of God" (70-71). 

 Perhaps informed by its political philosophy, which like much of Islam is 

utilitarian as well as spiritual, “Hamas' political violence has not usually been directed at 

the civilian structures of government, and that it has not sought to use violence to directly 

influence elections” (Gunning 2000, 193). While its violent rivalry with Fatah is indeed a 
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threat to the democratic process in Palestine, Hamas recognizes that attempting to 

intimidate civilian Palestinians near election times would alienate its constituency. 

Violence would eliminate their key advantage, their image as being more honest and 

accountable than the other political parties in the PA – which was supposedly based in 

religious doctrine. Violating this trust would invalidate Hamas’s claim to possess either 

shura or ijma and thereby delegitimize the organization, and the potential civil war would 

annihilate its pretense of “socialising people into willing the Islamic state” (85).  

 Mishal and Sela, for example, produce an internal Hamas strategic document 

released internally prior to the original 1993 PA elections, which listed its options in 

dealing with the major change in the political arena. The four options were to participate 

in the elections, call for a boycott, disrupt the elections via force, or participate covertly 

under an assumed name. Of these choices, the Hamas memo stated… 

…our power enables us to undertake all the alternatives presented except one, which 
we must avoid, namely, confrontation and disruption of the elections. The chances in 
realizing this goal seem poor and entail great risks ... [Fatah] would be then 
supported by Israel and the international media... the population might blame us 
because it will be easy for them believe that Hamas first used force to impose its will 
on others (Mishal and Sela 2008, 128). 
 
This risk is highlighted by Gunning's note that by the late 1990s "60,000 

personnel were employed by over ten security services, providing a 'police'-to-population 

ratio of a staggering 150:1" (2000, 44). That Hamas later attacked the Fatah-controlled 

security forces was both a sign of how widely despised the Fatah administration had 

become and of Hamas' determination to consolidate its growing strength. Contrastingly, 

Hamas still has not used violence to disrupt an internal Palestinian election, sensing that 

such a move would disastrously weaken its political base. Instead it has chosen to stall 

the 2010 elections, claiming electoral “procedure is invalid because president Abbas has 
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no legitimacy and is not fit to organise such elections” since Abbas has stayed beyond his 

terms of office (Bakr 2011). Since “gaining political influence involves compromise in 

which pragmatic gains must be balanced against losing ideological purity” (Gunning 

2008, 159), Hamas mainly restricted its violence to Israelis and their suspected 

collaborators. The organization largely refrained from Palestinian infighting until they 

sensed that Fatah was so widely viewed as corrupt and illegitimate that it could attack 

without risking the political losses that would be incurred by the ideological corruption of 

a civil war. Its ideological aversion to fitnah (sedition), or the fighting of one’s brothers-

in-Islam, was also a major constriction on its ability to act. When the barriers broke, 

however, the fighting became swift and brutal, even following Fatah’s ousting from Gaza. 

Fatah and Hamas have in the past set off bombs in each other’s cars and houses and 
made sweeping arrests in both Gaza and the Abbas-run West Bank. Armed forces 
have kidnapped members from both sides. They have accused each other of 
“colluding” with Israel to gain political power. They have shot each other in the 
streets of Gaza’s city center and pushed each other from rooftops of high rise 
buildings.  

The Palestinian groups behave much like mafia families and engage in 
ruthless warfare for dominance. The recent bloodletting among the “families” in 
Gaza is likely only to escalate the mob war.  (Jewish Virtual Library, 2009). 
 

 Like a crime war, however, the violence is largely limited to those somehow 

involved in the struggle over power, such as members of the organizations’ security 

forces. Both Hamas and the PA’s targeting of civilians is largely limited to action against 

those suspected of collaboration with the Israelis; the killing of noncombatants is 

unacceptable but continued aversion to killing Palestinian civilians has been a limiting 

factor preventing the slide of the Occupied Territories into further all-out slaughter. 

Hamas ideologically justifies the killings in the civil war by classifying the slain PA 

forces as apostates, beyond the protection of Islam – a harsh change from before the 

elections, where despite their mutual disdain, even Dahlan provided shelter and 
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intelligence to shield Hamas leaders from Israeli assassination (Chehab 2007, 125-127). 

Much of the violence visited upon other segments of the civilian population has been the 

result of the cramped quarters of Gaza, where militants have little room to maneuver and 

fighting between Hamas forces and the IDF almost inevitably results in large-scale 

collateral damage. To some extent these deaths represent the harsh reality of Palestinian 

life rather than an ideological disregard for human lives. 

Likewise, Hamas was slow to impose an Islamic vision on the Gaza Strip. A 

March 2010 BBC article interviewed women in Gaza asking their views of the changes in 

society: 

When it comes to the rules, such as Hamas making girls wear long dresses in school, 
or forbidding wearing trousers, it didn't last very long… People here didn't accept it 
because this is personal freedom. Even some men in Gaza refused. 
 
Since Hamas took over I haven't felt any direct pressure on attitudes against 
women…But there are people with more extreme views in the lower levels, people 
who don't like the idea of women even leaving the house. There may not be many of 
them now, but the numbers will increase unless conditions in Gaza improve. 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8557251.stm) 
 

 Hamas’s slow march to Islamization can be explained on several levels. First, 

Hamas campaigned on a reform ticket that criticized the oppressive and indiscriminate 

nature of the PA security forces. A rush to impose Islamic ideals on society would be 

counter to their stated program of socialization into a new religious order and potentially 

alienate moderate members of the electorate. Secondarily, Hamas’s entry into government 

was a matter of long-term survival and despite the unexpected strength of its electoral 

campaign, it was unprepared for immediate political ascendency. Chehab notes that while 

Hamas was unprepared for the majority government it won, saying that the victory “left, 

as we say in Arabic, a ‘bitter taste’” (2007, 209). The combined pressure by Israel of 

severely restricting Gazan movement and the “perplexing economic plight caused by the 
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blocking of free-trade channels” added to a “hellish daily life” and a severely negative 

“impression of the new Islamic government” (Chehab 2007, 205). Thereby, “tension 

between Hamas’ defence of individual rights and its subjecting these to the rights of its 

particular understanding of community” becomes paramount to any understanding of 

Hamas actions in governance (Gunning 2008, 85). Hamas simply does not have the 

political strength to impose radical changes in society at a time when nearly every aspect 

of Gaza is in some form of extended crisis. Conversely, radicalization can be expected to 

increase as economic conditions in Gaza continue to spiral out of control, weakening the 

traditional limiting factors on Hamas hardliners. The net result is that policies such as the 

blockade, “in attacking and isolating Hamas… [are] merely making the movement more 

popular” without Hamas having to exert any of its own muscle (Chehab 2007, 225). If 

resources are choked off so dramatically that Hamas is unable to continue normal 

functions of government entirely, then moderates will be weakened. In doing so, the 

hardline clique in Hamas will be emboldened, and violence, accelerating Islamization, 

and further degradation of the peace process may be inevitable as they assert their role in 

the political order. 

 

Solipsistic Violence Versus Pragmatism 

 

 Professor Ian S. Lustick had hope for the peace process based on the progression 

from "solopsistic" violence to "other-based" violence, or the evolution of terrorist acts 

committed by both sides from those intended to placate a constituent audience's desire for 

revenge to those intended to reach political objective or force concessions. For example, 
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the early violence of Zionist settlers against Arabs was “motivated not only by 

considerations of self-defense but by the desire to set inspiring examples of physical 

prowess and heroism to Palestinian Jews and to prove to Diaspora Jews the validity of an 

important dimension of Zionist ideology” (Lustick 1990, 522). In 1955 Israeli Prime 

Minister Moshe Sharett stated that “we justify the system of reprisal out of pragmatic 

considerations… without justifying the principle of pure revenge but without meaning to, 

we have eliminated the mental and moral brakes on this instinct and made it possible... to 

uphold revenge as a moral value” (531). Ghassan Kanafani, a prominent People’s Front 

for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) guerilla, similarly justified acts of terror and 

violence as “a classic example of Che Guevara's foco theory of revolution,” which 

advocated “dramatic displays of violence, not to destroy or intimidate the enemy, but to 

arouse the fighting spirit and the solidarity of the 'oppressed'” (536). Lustick's hope was 

that pragmatism could replace the mutual cycle of self-mobilizing violence and that the 

arrival of strategically motivated, rather than purely vengeful, terrorism would signify 

that social and institutional desire for an end to the conflict was gaining pre-eminence. 

 This argument explains some of Hamas' success in disrupting the peace process 

across the years as well as its internal rise to supremacy. It is obvious Hamas uses 

solipsistic violence to mobilize its constituent communities. This violence, however, was 

also pragmatic. A Hamas publication released in the wake of the 1996 February-March 

suicide bombings justified suicide attacks as both solipsistic and instrumental; while they 

were "implicitly justified by the desperate reality of the Muslim world under the yoke of 

Western domination" and the need to confer “the status of martyr (shahid) on those who 

fell,” they also “must be strictly subordinated to the public interest and not be based on 
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emotion or unsound beliefs” (Mishal and Sela 2000, 77). Hamas essentially constitutes in 

some respects both a revival of solipsistic violence and its calculated and proper use in 

long-term strategy. While this kind of violence was not especially new to the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict, Hamas was able to use it a spoiler and provided convenient excuses 

for hardliners to draw away from the peace process. Gunning uses Bourdieu’s 

highlighting of trust “as the key characteristic enabling politicians to have authority” 

(2008, 131), wherein trust enables representatives such as clergy or political leaders to 

claim the voice of the group. Combined with a process of self-consecration, trust 

“facilitates eliciting obedience and silencing dissent, without, importantly, being seen to 

do so” (Gunning 2008, 132). Hamas was better placed to exploit this cycle because its 

“ideology and, crucially, the practice of its leaders, places greater emphasis on self-

sacrifice, piety, and service, and on the acquisition of religious knowledge” (Gunning 

2008, 135). Compared to Fatah’s perceived record of betrayal of the nationalist cause, 

corruption, and weakness, Hamas is better placed to legitimize its rule through the trust 

gained through constant exposure to external risk via the assassination policy as well as 

the sacrifice made by Hamas suicide bombers. Slowly it took over the role of 

independent religious authority in the Territories and thus was able to use solipsistic 

violence as a way to increase its appeal in lieu of any progress made by the faltering, 

secular PLO. Simultaneously, however, it combined this increased authority and trust 

with a sharp understanding of solipsistic violence’s role in mobilizing and utilizing 

support. Thus, Hamas remains an organization primarily struggling to balance its internal 

Palestinian authority with the need to maintain enough conflict with Israel to demonstrate 

its commitment, while avoiding pushing the envelope too far. This viewpoint explains the 
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primacy of organizational goals and the need to maintain support without provoking 

Israel into too many repeats of the 2008-2009 Gaza War, despite this policy’s occasional 

failures. It also explains why Hamas moderates have repeatedly announced a desire for 

ceasefires, recognizing that overdrawing from their limited ability to project power 

externally would result in enough violence to violate the trust held by their constituents. 

 
Conclusion 

 

 The most important lesson to learn about Hamas is that it cannot be analyzed from 

a perspective that views it as a unitary actor. Instead, it is more useful to attempt to 

envision it as first the political and paramilitary arm of a broad Islamist movement which 

very much needs at least the tacit acceptance of secular and nationalist Palestinians to 

survive. Within the scope of this movement there are roles for multiple actors. These 

actors include, in addition to the hardline cadres and leadership, relatively moderate 

secondary supporters as well as atypically affiliated political elites who used the banner 

of Hamas to win former Fatah government posts. In this light it seems questionable to 

assert whether Hamas can act with as much control over its political direction as 

instrumental theories imply. Clearly that the pattern that Hamas has followed is one of 

survival and growth rather than the single-minded pursuit of ultimate political or 

theological objectives; it has conservatively sought the maximization of interim political, 

military, and social capital instead of suicidal aggression. This is directly in line with the 

organizational thesis. Hamas, realizing its own limits, has acted less with incisive 

direction and focus than with effective utilization of limited and sporadic opportunity. 

Decisions that contradict group ideology have been repeatedly taken, albeit cautiously, to 
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capitalize on short-term gains instead of charging headlong into the gap. Although such a 

policy does advance somewhat Hamas’s long-term goals, the obvious impossibility of 

reaching them encourages moderates within the movement into exploring medium-term 

goals such as long-term ceasefires and political involvement in Palestinian governance 

that extends beyond merely building military capacity. 

 Israeli security policy has focused on disabling Hamas much as a military entity; 

Israel has targeted its leaders for assassination and launched strikes on its strongholds in 

an attempt to undermine its paramilitary capacity both to attack targets inside Israel and 

to resist within the occupied territories. However, the scope of rights of Israeli self-

defense is an entirely different question from whether or not the strategy has been 

working. The stalemate in Palestine and in particular Gaza illustrates that it has not 

worked, as far as weakening the movement is concerned. Growing international outcries 

against actions such as the violent 2010 boarding of aid ships bound for Gaza are 

weakening international support for Israel and reinforcing Hamas hardliners. Effective 

policy should chip at the roots of Palestinian discontent rather than encouraging a siege 

mentality. Hamas cannot be destroyed, but it could be neutered. A dual strategy of 

strengthening the PA’s legitimacy by encouraging democratic ideals in practice and 

reducing corruption while strengthening the appeal of moderates in the political wings 

through greater concessions and acknowledging it in negotiations. Failure to do so gives 

incentives for Hamas to capitalize on its implicitly growing political support while slowly 

lowering the opportunity costs of violence and blanket opposition. Hamas has already 

been legitimized in the eyes of most Gazans by its electoral victories and doing so has 

cemented itself as a permanent part of the political sphere in Palestine – and this 
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legitimization cannot be undone. Additionally, research suggests that previous methods of 

conflict resolution – such as the Oslo Accords – are fatally flawed. As Pape (2005) 

writes… 

Incremental compromises are often proposed as a way of 'building confidence,' but 
they also provide time for spoilers - the terrorists - to commit more violence, 
undermining support for compromise on both sides. This is what happened to the 
Israeli-Palestinian Oslo Accords, leading to the second intifada. Hence, concessions 
make sense only if they actually satisfy most of the national community that the 
terrorists come from, and are then made all at once in a single step. (Pape 2005, 239-
240) 
 
Terrorists are likely to view such ‘incremental’ compromises as an implicit 

betrayal of their communities. Members of Hamas, as well as average Palestinians, also 

are more likely to see such approaches as ineffective and insincere when both parties drag 

their feet. This is not to say negotiations are useless; far from it, as they offer the only 

possible resolution to the Israeli-Palestine conflict short of the annihilation of one side. 

Hence, a fundamental reevaluation of Israel’s goals in the West Bank and Gaza is 

necessary. Israeli policymakers need to calculate not just whether occupation and 

deterrence is sustainable politically, but question the goals it is intended to reach, namely 

whether Israeli policy towards the Palestinians is making Israelis safer. Mismanagement 

and frequent stalling of the agreements under Oslo delegitimized the PA and opened the 

door for Hamas’s ascendency. Now as Hamas struggles to deal with adapting to 

governance rather than merely resistance, peacemakers on both sides have an opportunity 

to dramatically reconsider conflict management policies. The conflict is not merely 

political but reflects a deep well of social discontent in both the occupied territories and 

those under Hamas control. Hamas offers a wide array of personal incentives for 

membership or cooperation, including charity, solidarity and identity, community respect, 

and now, the command of government institutions in Gaza with all their economic and 
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political power. Whether or not Hamas’s complicated network of organizational processes 

will direct its energy towards building a better Palestine or killing and maiming Israelis 

depends largely on whether Israeli leaders are willing to make large-scale concessions 

which appeal primarily to everyday Palestinians. Doing so will raise the opportunity cost 

of violence by making it politically unpalatable and force Hamas to find other ways to 

mobilize and retain its support, hopefully by focusing on its social and political 

institutions. Hamas is the only negotiating partner left in Gaza, which means that they 

will need to have a role in any agreement. However, entering into agreements with 

Hamas carries its own risk; namely, that the same process will repeat itself, accords will 

stall in negotiation or implementation, and Hamas will eliminate any consideration of 

further talks. This means that negotiations have to be conducted in good faith and possess 

a sensitivity to Palestinian demands. There is hope, however, in central coalition theory’s 

observation that when parties enter talks “they are motivated to end the conflict and 

optimistic about what can be achieved from negotiation” (Pruitt 2007, 1531). Drawing in 

Hamas will not only reduce the chance of further spoiler tactics, but breed optimism in its 

ranks about the possibility that consultation and compromise will further Palestinian 

goals. For that to happen, however, there needs to be major reversals in policy. Otherwise 

conflict will be the only possible course of action. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Eelam At Any Cost: The Secular 
Martyrs of the Tamil Tigers 

 
 

We have to do some actions first. People will follow us. You (armchair) intellectuals 
are afraid of blood. No struggle will take place without killings… You people live in 
comfort and try to prove me wrong. So what should I do? Take cyanide and die? 

- LTTE commander Velupillai Prabhakaran (Richardson 2005, 480) 
 
I've heard reports of the LTTE bleeding prisoners to death, sometimes after torture, 
refrigerating the blood and keeping it for battlefront transfusions, a darkly ironic 
reminder that Tamil and Sinhalese blood has been mixed for millenia. 

- Writer Stephen Meadows (2010, 263) 
 
 

 On May 16th, 2009, a seemingly unstoppable military offensive by the Sri Lankan 

Armed Forces destroyed the last remnants of the internationally proscribed terrorist 

organization Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in the cramped northeastern 

district of Mullaitivu after a blistering year-long war. Tens of thousands of civilians 

trapped in a government no-fire zone were killed as heavy bombing and indiscriminate 

gunfire raked a 10 kilometer zone where the last of the Tiger leadership, still led by their 

absolute chief Velupillai Prabhakaran, held out in a suicidal fight to the end. The 

destruction of the LTTE marked the end of a 27-year-long separatist war in which the 

ethnic minority Tamils of the north had attempted to secede from the majority ethnic 

Sinhalese government based in the southwestern capital of Colombo. According to the 

UN, between 80,000 and 100,000 people had been killed in the separatist war, with 

untold numbers of injuries and a devastating long-term effect on the Sri Lankan economy. 

The conflict was characterized by massive leadership failures in both the Sinhalese-
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dominated Colombo government and an increasingly extremist Tamil elite circle centered 

in Jaffna. Many have noted the shocking disparity between the beautiful island and the 

bloodthirsty political violence that has plagued Sri Lankans since the mid-1970s; 

countless political, social, and community leaders were assassinated by both government 

hit squads and LTTE suicide bombers. Civilians, both Sinhalese and Tamil, were 

subjected to massive human rights abuses by government forces and to a brutal campaign 

of ethnic cleansing in the North. In the end, the war did not bring the prophesied Eelam 

promised by Tamil militant leaders. Instead, all it did was stain the hands of successive 

Sri Lankan political elites with the blood of innocents asked to pay the price for dueling 

chauvinist-nationalist ideologies. 

 The LTTE was founded in 1976 in the far-north city of Jaffna by the Tamil 

militant Vellupillai Prabhakaran as a successor to earlier Tamil separatist organizations 

such as his former group, the Tamil New Tigers. Prabhakaran sought to “refashion the old 

TNT/new LTTE into an elite, ruthlessly efficient, and highly professional fighting force” 

(Hoffman 2006, 139). To do so, he kept the numbers of LTTE recruits small, 

implemented military standards for training, and enforced an extreme degree of discipline 

within the group. “The groundwork was thus laid early in LTTE’s history for the culture 

of individual self-sacrifice that eventually manifested itself in the employment of suicide 

tactics” (139). Prabhakaran prepared for an upcoming war with the Sri Lankan 

government to establish Tamil Eelam, a semi-mythical Tamil homeland based in the 

northeastern regions of Sri Lanka, by relentlessly extinguishing local political and 

military competition in both the LTTE and the greater Sri Lankan Tamil community. 

When ethnic riots erupted in Colombo in 1983, the organization enjoyed a higher degree 
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of readiness and preparation for the civil war than the government itself. Mixing ruthless 

tactics with political savvy, Prabhakaran and the LTTE leadership were able to continue 

the war for Eelam for over two decades, maintaining the organization through a 

bewildering series of political successions in the Colombo government, four rounds of 

negotiations, and internecine violence that threatened to tear the fabric of Sri Lankan 

society apart. The LTTE was particularly noted for its strong Tamil diaspora support, its 

covert and overt operational strength, and pioneering the use of suicide belts in the Black 

Tigers, their elite suicide operation cadre. 

 Much of the failure of both Sri Lankan and foreign political leadership to bring 

resolution to the crisis was deeply rooted in post-colonial ethnic enmity that grew 

virulently in the years following Sri Lankan’s independence in 1948 to become the 

defining focal point of the conflict. Asoka Bandarage claims that analyses of global 

conflict including that of Sri Lanka, “attribute them overwhelmingly to ethnicity,” 

specifically contextual liberal explanations that emphasize “the changing nature of ethnic 

identity seeing it as a socially constructed phenomenon that is also available for 

instrumental use” (2009, 9-10). However, the war was also engineered by a massively 

failed development model that experimented with several types of management schemes 

to no avail. Analyst John Richardson claims debates on the roots of the Sri Lankan civil 

war are “really… about why successive Sri Lankan governments and other key actors 

were, prior to the mid 1980s, unable to achieve effective, sustainable development” 

(2005, 46). He claims that neither ethnic divisions, colonial legacies, ruling class 

exploitation, counterproductive reforms or bad leadership were individually to blame, but 

that studying the way that these individual factors were linked in a complex system of 
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conflict development is important to gaining any understanding of the causes of war. Sri 

Lankan independent politician R. B. Herath claims that “the politics of the post-

independence leaders have evolved into an oligarchic ruling system dominated by a few 

dynastic-type elite leaders, disguised as democracy,” which fractionalized society in the 

south and encouraged Tamil separatism (2002, 179). These and other analyses express 

discontent with traditional Western academic models wherein “contemporary liberal 

analysis takes a group-based approach to ethnic conflict,” analyzing of the Sri Lankan 

war as “a national question pertaining to group rights” (Bandarage 2009, 25). Bandarage 

claims that such models thereby inherently accept the dangerous concept of a Tamil 

homeland and legitimize LTTE separatism if not its tactics. However, appreciating the 

conclusions and techniques of these liberal models is an important basis for effective 

analysis of conflict causes and solution in Sri Lanka. 

 Understanding the roots of the Sri Lankan civil conflict is inherently important to 

successful analysis of the LTTE’s formation, growth, and development. Investigation of 

these factors provides important insight into the organizational motives of the LTTE 

throughout its history and will help explain the ways in which the group interacted with 

its political environment. Specifically examining the various ethnic, religious, political 

and military imperatives that defined and evolved the LTTE’s mission can also help 

explain why the LTTE was exceptionally resistant to political rehabilitation and 

absorption into the mainstream politics of the Sri Lanka government. The Sri Lankan 

conflict also provides an invaluable case study that can problematize the assumptions of 

both the instrumental and organizational terrorism theses. Careful analysis of the 

ecosystem of conflict in Sri Lanka will help in the construction and development of better 
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explanatory models of terrorism and in identifying which existing models are more 

accurately suited to explain the intransigent course of the LTTE. 

 
Independence, Chauvinism, and Liberalism: Sri Lanka After 

Independence 
 

 The coastal regions of Sri Lanka were occupied with little difficulty by British 

colonial forces in 1796. In 1803, the forces of British Ceylon attempted to move into the 

interior Kingdom of Kandy, and were repulsed until 1815, when “the Chiefs were 

attempting… to crown one among themselves as the next Sinhalese king” and invited the 

British presence to depose the unpopular Sinhalese king under the Kandyan Convention 

(Herath 2002, 27). Bandarage explains that what is now called the “traditional Tamil 

homeland” by Tamil nationalists actually “constituted the Northern and Eastern provinces 

carved out by the British largely from the Kandyan kingdom rather than a unified Tamil 

political entity” claimed to have existed for thousands of years (2009, 29). The British 

failed to turn native Sri Lankans into menial laborers and thus imported southern Indian 

Tamils to work the extensive plantation networks instituted on the island. Some estimates 

claim over one million Indian Tamils were shipped into Sri Lanka in the 1840s and 1850s 

alone (Bandarage 2009 30). These workers were used in the common British strategy of 

divide and conquer, as the colonial rulers exacerbated and manipulated ethnic tensions to 

maintain control over the disparate ethnic groups in Sri Lanka. Many Sinhalese peasants 

were rendered landless, instituting large-scale Sinhalese poverty which later became the 

root of the communist JVP (People’s Liberation Front) movement in the next century. 

Bandarage writes that an abundance of English schools in the north disproportionately 

advantaged Sri Lankan Tamils who entered the British Civil Service. 
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In 1925, the Sinhalese constituted 42.5 percent of the government medical service 
and 43.6 percent of the civil service, whereas, the Sri Lankan Tamils made up 30.8 
percent of the medical services and 20.5 percent of the Civil Service although their 
respective proportions in the island’s population were 67 percent and 11 per cent. 
(Bandarage 2009, 31) 
 
This historic structural imbalance in the administration of the island would 

continue throughout the independence period, becoming a major source of Sinhalese 

grievances. Various other structural imbalances, such as Sinhalese Buddhist 

underrepresentation and Tamil overrepresentation in government advisory posts, 

contributed to the psychological characterization of the Sinhalese as a majority with a 

minority complex and the Tamils a minority with a majority complex. Despite this, 

throughout the first twenty years of the twentieth century “unity between the Sinhala and 

Tamil elite” persisted “with the assumed parity between the ‘two majority communities’, 

the Sinhalese and the Tamils” (Bandarage 2009, 33), with the Eurasian Burghers and the 

Muslims composing a smaller ethnic bloc viewed as the actual minorities on the island. 

The 1931 the Donoughmore Commission introduced universal franchise through 

territorial representation, making Ceylon one of the first British colonies to extend the 

vote to both men and women as well as the working classes. Bandarage writes that both 

Sinahalese and Tamil elites opposed these reforms. The Sinhalese feared political 

dissolution via the large numbers of imported Indian Tamils on the island, while “Tamil 

leaders… were even more strongly against universal franchise which they feared would 

guarantee permanent Sinhala political dominance and empower Tamil low castes against 

vellala (a high-ranking Tamil caste) privilege” (2009, 36). Against this backdrop was the 

emergence of a Sinhalese Buddhist ideology inspired by an idea of “the Sinhala nation 

[as] the historical custodian of Buddhism,” “a mission entrusted to the Sinhala” (Little 
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1994, 25).  The movement, founded by the monk Anagarika Dharmapala, was also anti-

colonial; Dharmapala’s history of Sri Lanka claimed… 

This bright, beautiful island was made into a paradise by the Aryan Sinhala before its 
destruction was brought about by the barbaric vandals… The bureaucratic 
administrators… have cut down primeval forests to plant tea; have introduced opium, 
ganja, whisky, arrack… have killed all industries and made the people indolent. 
(Little 1994, 24). 
 

 Dharmapala’s ideology disregarded the “classical Buddhist emphasis on 

nonviolence and on the requirement that monks forswear war and politics” (Little 1994, 

29). Importantly, it emphasized the anxieties that the Sinhalese were a marginalized 

people, crowded by hordes of South Indian Tamils, British intruders and other vandals, 

and instituted an imperative to defend the holiest land of Buddhism against all 

transgressors (Little 1994, 32). These factors combined to form an ideology of Sinhalese 

dominance, backed by a class of ethnocratic monks, “compared with which the concept 

of a multiethnic polity was a meaningless abstraction” (Little 1994, 36). Conversely, 

Tamil chauvinistic politics were rising as well; “it seemed… self-evident to the Sri 

Lankan Tamils… that with the termination of British rule and the end of colonialism the 

country ought to revert to its time-honored patterns of ethnically divided governance,” 

referring to the ancient Tamil kingdom that had pre-existed Portuguese destruction in the 

sixteenth century; such a view, however, deliberately disregards historic ethnic 

heterogeneity throughout Sri Lanka, as well as ignores that the concept of homogenous 

governance only became pre-eminent in 20th century Sri Lanka (Little 1994, 42). Tamil 

elite leaders such as S. J. V. Chelvanayakam entertained close links with political 

organizations in Tamil Nadu, a Tamil southeastern state of India. Forming the Federal 

Party or ITAK one year after independence in 1949, the Sri Lankan Tamil political elite 

also attempted to cultivate a relationship with Indian Tamils in Sri Lanka and “worked 
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zealously to ‘manufacture’ such an identity exaggerating primordial Sinhala versus Tamil 

antagonism” in much the same manner of Buddhist revivalism (Bandarage 2009, 40). 

While at the time the ITAK’s open secret of a separatist agenda seemed “futile and 

extremist,” “the tides of Tamil separatism and Sinhala extremism were rising” 

(Bandarage 2009, 38). By the 1930s it was common sentiment among some Tamils that 

the Sinhalese people of the precolonial era had considered themselves merely an offshoot 

of the Tamil kingdoms. The introduction of modern nationalism blurred the actual 

political arrangements, which were “‘floating rather than fixed’ boundaries, with 

relatively amorphous and variable lines of authority, and with considerable local 

autonomy and ethnic heterogeneity,” and replaced them with the concept of absolute and 

inalienable national power (Little 1994, 42-44). 

 

Independence and Modernization 

 

 Independence was granted in 1948 to Sri Lanka under the leadership of the United 

National Party (UNP) and D.S. Senanayake, a member of an elite English-speaking group 

whom the British had “groomed as leaders with a pragmatic and secular disposition, 

suspicious of primordial attachments of any kind,” educated and worldly (Little 1994, 

52). He angered Indian Tamils by disenfranchising them from citizenship in 1948 and 

1949, instituting laws that limited citizenship to those who could prove seven years of 

residence (Bandarage 2009, 38). The law was ostensibly meant to institutionalize a 

conservative definition of Sri Lankan citizenship but unmistakably carried undertones of 

deliberate disenfranchisement, removing a major obstacle to Sinhalese dominance. The 
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voting on the bill, which was primarily split across class rather than ethnic lines, reflected 

contradictory pressures of the democratic process emerging in early post-independence 

Sri Lanka. While “universal franchise, territorial electorates, and majority politics no 

doubt worked against the interests of minorities, who would have preferred quotas and 

special constitutional protection,” democracy at the same time “eroded traditional bases 

of leadership and power and produced deep divisions within the Sinhalese society itself,” 

opening the way for the jockeying of chauvinist politics as a method of protecting elite 

power structures (Tambiah 1986, 68). Senanayake’s government failed to cultivate a 

working democratic environment because it both radically underestimated the growing 

divides in society and also was essentially reliant on the power of the English-cultivated 

elite. When these post-colonial rulers failed, much less cosmopolitan populist movements 

were quickly able to take power. 

 Following D.S. Senanayake’s 1952 death and two short-lived UNP Prime 

Ministers including his son, a more radically chauvinistic government under Prime 

Minister S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike’s Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) rose to power in 

1956. The secret to Bandaranaike’s political success was “his ability to harness the 

growing resentment and discontent among the Sinhala majority over the failure to 

achieve their national aspirations,” “enraged that the Tamils and other minorities might 

dare to obstruct the fulfillment of their historic destiny” (Little 1994, 62). He openly 

utilized ethnic chauvinism as a political tactic, “claiming that the Sinhalese were engaged 

in a ‘life or death struggle’ to preserve their language and that ‘parity to both Sinhalese 

and Tamil will only lead to the deterioration of Sinhalese which may disappear from 

Ceylon within 25 years’” (DeVotta 2005, 148). Backed by the increasingly powerful 
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political bikkhus, or nationalist Buddhist monks, Bandaranaike campaigned on his 

implementation of the 1956 Sinhala-Only Act which would mandate that all government 

business be performed in the Sinhalese language, divesting the power of the traditional 

Tamil stronghold in civil service. The law “marked a turning point in Sinhala-Tamil 

relations and a descent into violence,” with ITAK-led protests in front of Parliament 

being assaulted by Sinhalese mobs and with riots in peasant settlements in the East 

(Bandarage 2009, 46). Bandaranaike’s government also had to face mounting Tamil 

discontent with the internal relocation plan which aimed to relocate mostly Sinhalese 

landless peasants into the northern Dry Zone, containing the “Northern, North Central, 

and Eastern provinces... [which] constituted less than one-third of the population, but… 

covered more than two-thirds of the island’s land area” (Bandarage 2009, 48). 

Traditionally, this internal colonization plan has been taken as motivated by a desire for 

Sinhalese hegemony by the Colombo government, but it also was influenced by severe 

economic pressures. Between 1946 and 1953 Sri Lanka’s population increased by 2.8% 

yearly and landless families increased from 26% of all agriculturalists to 53% in 1963, 

which necessitated some manner of finding permanent settlements for the dispossessed 

population (Bandarage 2009, 48).  

 Pressured by an ITAK ultimatum that threatened massive civil disobedience, the 

government negotiated the 1957 Bandaranaike-Chelvanayakam Pact, which offered 

substantial concessions to the Tamils, including limiting the number of Sinhalese settlers, 

giving substantial authority to the regional councils, and even allowing the merger of the 

regional councils in the North and East, “creating the basis for a separate Tamil 

administrative unit” (Bandarage 2009, 49). Sinhalese protests against the agreement 
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became politically costly and Bandaranaike canceled it in 1958, resulting in massive 

ethnic riots instigated by both sides with the tacit consent if not involvement of both 

Sinhalese and Tamil officials. Bandaranaike himself, “who voiced many of the political 

sentiments and aspirations of the Sinhalese masses, proved unable to direct or control 

them” and was assassinated by the radical Buddhist monk Talduwe Somamara in 1959 

(Tambiah 1986, 134). 

By 1960, when Bandaranaike’s wife Sirimavo assumed power, “a culture of 

ethnic outbidding had become entrenched” (DeVotta 2002, 88). De Alwis writes that “her 

major platform was that she was merely carrying out the political pledges her husband 

had made to his beloved voters, like any dutiful wife” (1995, 149). However, Prime 

Minister Sirimavo thoroughly embraced Sinhalese-Buddhist policies, “promptly 

encouraged linguistic nationalism and Buddhist supremacy,” and “insisted that the full 

implications of the Sinhala Only Act be enforced” (Little 1994, 72). The result, seen in 

Figure 5.1, was a massive Tamil decrease in government employment, traditionally the 

cornerstone of Tamil economic security. This devastation of Tamil employment in the 

civil sectors led Tambiah to conclude “it is no exaggeration to say that in the first two 

decades since independence the most important factor contributing to ethnic tension and 

violence in Sri Lanka had to deal with the bread-and-butter issue of ‘middle class’ and 

‘white-collar’ employment in the governmental and commercial sectors” (1986, 74-75). 

The educated middle class in the Tamil and Sinhalese communities did not openly engage 

in violence during this period, but the combined effect of elite-driven political pressure 

and the naked denial of lower-class aspirations mobilized lower-class rioting and 

thuggery. 
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Table 5.1: Tamil Employment in Government Services, 1956-
1970
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 In 1965, the UNP returned to power under Dudley Senanayake, the son of the 

previous Prime Minister Senanayake. Again, an “attempt at a flimsy devolutionary 

scheme was made possible when UNP and [ITAK] leaders agreed to the so-called 

Senanayake-Chelvanayakam (S-C) Pact of 1965,” but the SLFP sabotaged the agreement 

by claiming the UNP and ITAK were conspiring to dismember the country (DeVotta 

2005, 152). Mrs. Bandaranaike and the SLFP then returned to power in 1970, forming a 

coalition government with two Communist parties (Lanka Sama Samaja Party [LSSP] 

and the Communist Party of Sri Lanka [CPSL]). One result was that “her second 

government introduced higher-education policies that drastically increased the number of 

Sinhalese who gained admission to universities while better-qualified Tamils were turned 

away as members of a statistically ‘overrepresented’ group” (DeVotta 2002, 89). Despite 

these measures, the attempts to placate a growing class of rural, educated, and 

unemployed Sinhala youth backfired, provoking a 1971 insurrection by the People’s 

Liberation Front (JVP) in the southern sections of the country. The JVP’s “Marxist 
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ideology was directed primarily against the Sri Lankan state and the Sinhala ruling class, 

not at the ethnic Other, and an explicitly Buddhist nationalism was absent” from their 

political program (Bandarage 2009, 56). The JVP’s attacks on Indian business interests, 

Indian Tamil plantation workers, and foreign intrusion in the economy prevented the JVP 

and Tamils from uniting on a class basis, and contributed to growing ethnic tension. In 

response, the government launched a brutal and indiscriminate crackdown. Bandarage 

notes that estimates of the number of security personnel, JVP members, and uninvolved 

civilians killed in the insurgency “varied widely from as low as 1,200 to as high as 

50,000” (2009, 57). Democratic socialist economic policies did not function as intended; 

“the Sri Lankan economy became ‘a highly restricted and regulated or closed economy’: 

the growth rate fell below 3 percent, and unemployment rose to almost one quarter of the 

labor force in 1976” (Bandarage 2009, 58). Basic provisions such as rice and cloth had to 

be rationed by the state, creating conditions of systematic deprival, and little headway 

was made on dramatic plans to replace the peasant colonization policy with a collective 

agricultural system. Facing increased economic pressure and social dissolution, the main 

Tamil groups Illankai Tamil Arasu Kachchi (ITAK or Lanka Tamil State Party), the Tamil 

Congress, and the Ceylon Worker’s Congress of Indian Tamil plantation workers, 

“formed the Tamil United Front (TUF, later to become the Tamil United Liberation Front 

[TULF]) on 4 May 1972, and openly advocated a separate state for the Tamil-speaking 

areas of the Northern and Eastern provinces” (Bandarage 2009, 65). Ultimately, “as A.J. 

Wilson put it, ‘the option for the Tamils of working within the framework of ‘Sinhalese 

first’ and reconciling themselves to second-class status was never seriously considered;’” 
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the majority found the notion unsatisfactory and clamored for an alternate social 

framework (Bandarage 2009, 62-63). 

 

Fragile Stability, Neoliberalism, and the Roots of Civil War 

 

When the UNP returned to power under J.R. Jayawardene in July 1977, popular 

discontent with the mismanagement of the country and “the SLFP’s highly unpopular 

dirigiste and autarkic economic policies,” as well as promises to accommodate Tamil 

demands for devolution, won the UNP considerable support across all ethnic groups 

(DeVotta 2002, 89). Unfortunately, institutionalized discrimination and marginalization 

had, in much the same manner as during the previous JVP insurrection, radicalized many 

young Tamil men. Many of them began engaging in political violence under the banner of 

the TULF. Jayawardene replaced the 1972 Constitution in August 1978, instituting a 

multi-member proportional representation system in the reformed Parliament and 

creating the extremely powerful post of Executive President which he was able to take 

without election. The new Constitution made Tamil an official language, “its framers 

ignored the northern insurgency’s increasingly radical character and failed to 

accommodate seriously the now more urgent Tamil demand for devolution” (Devotta 

2002, 89). The formation of the LTTE in 1976 marked the transition to open militancy. 

The LTTE claims that between the 1972 founding of the Tamil New Tigers and July 

1978, they killed twenty policemen, five politicians, and five informers, along with other 

crimes such as bank robbery and organized crime (Bandarage 2009, 97). Military forces 

called to the Northern and Eastern provinces acted in a “ham-handed” manner with 
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widespread human rights abuses. This repression and “disappearing opportunities for 

Tamils in the state sector galvanized the Tamil insurgency” (DeVotta 2002, 90). 

Jayawardene, “having made himself executive President… rather than accommodate the 

Tamils’ legitimate grievances, sought to muzzle the burgeoning Tamil rebellion,” passing 

the authoritarian Prevention of Terrorism Act in 1979 “which allowed the security forces 

to arrest, imprison, and leave without trial anyone they considered to be a threat to 

national security” (DeVotta 2005, 153). The LTTE and other armed Tamil groups were 

proscribed in 1978, a two-pronged strategy designed to de-legitimize “agitation for 

political independence (with which terrorism had been conflated) thereby enabling the 

‘securitisation’ of the issue; [and] it mobilized Sinhala sympathy for the regime and its 

actions; and… accomplished the same abroad” (Nadarajah and Sriskandarajah 2005, 91). 

The move to a militarized response against the Tamil independence movement, however, 

would also radicalize the Tamil community. 

 Attempting to correct the ineffective policies of the previous socialist government, 

President Jayawardene instituted from 1977 onwards a massive change in policy known 

in Sri Lanka as the Open Economy. 

Post-1977 economic liberalization and the policy mix popularly known as structural 
adjustment under terms set down by the IMF and the World Bank promoted export-
oriented production, devaluation of the local currency, liberalization of imports, 
privatization of state-owned sectors, social service cutbacks, and removal of food 
subsidies and price controls on consumer goods. Incentives for foreign investment 
were introduced, and restrictions on movement of capital, goods, and services 
between the country and the outside world were removed... total government 
expenditures for food, education, and health declined from 42 percent to 26 percent 
of the budget between 1971 and the 1978-1980 period. (Bandarage 2009, 77). 
 

 The main projects under the Open Economy, such as the development of 

Colombo, tourism, and housing did not benefit the Northern or Eastern provinces of Sri 

Lanka. In fact, the policies had the effect of intensifying development in the southwest 
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localized around Colombo, and “polarization within the urban areas sharpened in the 

aftermath of liberalization,” with the Gini coefficient measure of economic inequality 

rising from 0.39 to 0.59 in Colombo and from 0.33 to 0.48 in the Northern Province, 

Trincomalee, and Batticoloa (Bandarage 2009, 79). The restructured “export oriented and 

import dependent economy remained vulnerable to global price shocks” (Richardson 

2005, 382). Worse was that the inflow of foreign capital increased corruption by the 

Sinhalese elite. Tambiah claimed that the UNP government, while officially devoted to 

free enterprise and development “also spawns and harbors populist and chauvinist 

politicians who use the patronage system as a net in an ocean of an impoverished floating 

and thrashing urban and semiurban populace to catch shoals of clients and henchmen… 

they use this poor-quality catch to provide arsonists and thugs in their pursuit of power” 

(1986, 83-84). By the time 1981 came to a close, the initial economic boom generated 

from 1978-1980 was being short-changed by a “combination of rising government debts, 

high inflation, worsening trade deficits and stagnating economic performance,” which 

increasingly hurt ordinary Sri Lankans and forced the slashing of popular social programs 

(Richardson 2005, 447-448). The initial reforms produced a spurt of industrial 

development while lessened consumer austerity promoted domestic demand, but it was 

ultimately an unsustainable policy. Figure 5.2 demonstrates Sri Lanka’s astounding initial 

growth where the GNP rose by a dramatic 25% in 1977, but these gains proved illusory. 

As Richardson explained, the Open Economy’s insistence on reducing the state budget 

“weakened government social safety nets” and thus placed a disproportionate share the 

risk of liberalization on Sri Lanka’s poor; additionally, “investment incentives, along with 

[and such as] reduced tax burdens on high incomes” began to dramatically widen 
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economic disparity (2005, 448).  

 
Figure 5.2: Trends in Population, GNP, and GNP Per-Capita in Sri Lanka 

 

(Reprinted from Richardson 2005, 449) 
 

By the close of 1982, an immediate economic crisis was developing and the 

government was not prepared for the systematic shockwaves that would reverberate 

throughout Sri Lankan society. Jayawardene’s civil service became increasingly 

ethnically homogenous and politicized. His attempts to move Sri Lanka towards a one-

party nationalist state turned the civil service into “a moderately effective instrument for 

implementing the President’s will, but not for informing him when things were going 

wrong” (Richardson 2005, 464). The UNP government worked continuously to suppress 

dissent; heavy-handed putdowns of a 1980 general strike “virtually destroyed the union 

movement… 40,000 workers were dismissed from their jobs, mostly in the government 

sector and many of them were never reinstated” (Bandarage 2009, 97). Sirimavo 

Bandaranaike was charged with corruption, which, coupled with a series of restrictive 
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election laws, prevented her from challenging the UNP in 1982. Jaywardene 

circumvented the democratic process that year, asking for a referendum to extend his rule 

for six more years rather than hold elections in 1983. His government claimed a mandate, 

but a Civil Rights Movement report noted 62 percent of registered voters “voted for a 

general election or had nothing to say, due either to indifference or to being prevented… 

from coming to the polls to express their wish” (Logos 1983, 105). The Northern and 

Eastern provinces voted almost exclusively against the referendum. Jayawardene’s UNP 

government secured its power but rapidly lost political legitimacy and grassroots support. 

Contributing to the growing divide between Tamil and Sinhalese society was a 

variety of demographic considerations that were utilized by ethnic elites to promote 

chauvinist agendas. The “ultra-poor rose from less than 20 percent in 1977-78 to about 25 

per cent in 1981-82,” and more than 30 percent of Sri Lankan school children were 

“chronically undernourished” (Richardson 2005, 451-452). The most heavily populated 

southern and southwestern areas of the Sri Lankan Wet Zone,  “next to Colombo the most 

urbanized districts and containing the largest proportion of the volatile literate secondary-

school leavers,” became major exporters of migrants to both Colombo and the viciously 

contested “fringe zones of peasant resettlement” (Tambiah 1986, 50). These youth could 

not find ready employment and thus a large pool of educated Sinhalese and Tamil poor 

were pooling in the areas most vulnerable to conflict. The 1981 census reported a sex 

ratio (of male to female) in the country as a whole as 103.1, but in the dry-zone peasant 

resettlement areas Sri Lanka was “disproportionately male”: 

 Anuradhapura (total 113.4; urban 127.0, rural 112.4), Vavuniya (total 113.6; urban 
124.5, rural 111.1), Polonnaruva (total 129.8; urban 142.4, rural 128.8), Trincomalee 
(total 115.3; urban 114.4, rural 115.8), Mullaitivu (total 122.8; urban 119.8, rural 
123.1)… Colombo also reported the next largest imbalance (total sex ratio 110.6; 
urban 113.6, and rural 102.2)… these figures point to the probable existence of 
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floating populations of young males either unmarried or living without spouses... in 
the growing towns of the remote provinces and in Colombo. (Tambiah 1986, 50-51) 
 

 Semi-educated, unmarried, and disproportionate populations of young males – the 

largest participant demographic in political violence – were then congregated in exactly 

the provinces where the worst phases of conflict would break out in the future as both 

Tamil and JVP insurgencies intensified. These populations of young men, chronically 

dispossessed, would soon form the core of militant cadres in the country. 

 The Jayawardene government’s first term resulted in a rapidly deteriorating 

socioeconomic situation, which exacerbated ethnic tensions and reinforced the position of 

Tamil extremists. Tamil militants were also being funded by India after the 1977 

economic liberalization campaign increasingly drew Sri Lanka towards a Western 

alliance. Close ties to the IMF and the World Bank and “rumors that the US was planning 

to establish a military presence in the strategic port of Trincomalee” all played a role in 

worsening relations with the Indira Ghandi-led government (Bandarage 2009, 100). After 

her re-election in 1980, Ghandi’s decision to provide extensive covert funding and 

toleration for Tamil militant training camps in southern India was “believed to have 

stemmed from two motivations: concern with Indian security in the region and the 

Congress Party’s need for the electoral support of Tamil Nadu,” where a heavily Tamil 

population supported Sri Lankan Tamil separatism (100). Indian support for Tamil 

separatism, especially systematic networks of funding and logistical support by Tamil 

Nadu political elites, played a major role in arming and readying Tamil militants in Sri 

Lanka for the upcoming civil war. 

The bipolar ethnic thesis criticized by Bandarage thus is characterized by a lack of 

consideration of the various non-ethnic factors that contributed to Tamil separatism and 
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Sinhalese authoritarianism. Primordial hatred between Sinhalese and Tamil was not an 

ongoing and intrinsic legacy of Sri Lankan history, but rather invented and exacerbated 

by political elites both within Sri Lanka and in nearby India after independence. The 

ethnic bipolar model also ignores significant divergences within traditionally assumed 

ethnic homogeneities, giving power to the symbolic and rhetorical applications of ethnic 

primordialism. Thangarajah, for example, writes that political divergences remained 

within the Tamil communities by the onset of the 1983 civil war; “education and 

employment in the North and a thread to the land through largely a state-sponsored land 

colonization in the North-Central and Eastern Sectors… communities in the so-called 

Tamil areas having specific political, socio-economic, and cultural conditions... are bound 

to have different ways of life” (1995, 188). Indian Tamils felt little attachment to the 

separatist cause and allied themselves to the Colombo government. Sinhalese militancy 

was primarily motivated by economic deprivation and the JVP insurrection did not 

openly lash out at Tamils. Scott argues that a major failure of both political leaderships 

was that they failed to “disconnect the story of the past from the politics of the present” 

(1995, 30). In this light it seems probable that by 1983 a major separatist campaign was 

inevitable, the culmination of an elaborate path-dependent slide towards mutual 

chauvinism. Political elites in Sri Lanka had formed a political system that responded to 

political, economic, and social demands through reactionary exclusion and scapegoating 

of other ethnic groups. 

 Problematizing the bipolar ethnic model during the formation of the civil war 

period is important to analysis of LTTE strategies, because it provides considerable 

insight into the LTTE’s various imperatives. Accurately interpreting these imperatives is 
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in turn crucial to analysis utilizing the organizational framework, especially in explaining 

how “the resort to terrorism reflects the incentives leaders provide for followers and 

competition with rivals” (Crenshaw 1987, 27). This complex internal sociopolitical 

structure preceding the 1983 descent into war thus clarified, the next step is charting the 

growth and modulation of the LTTE in the secondary post-independence period. 

 
Black July: the Explosion into Civil War 

 
 On 23 July 1983, LTTE militants in the northern city of Jaffna ambushed and 

killed 13 Sri Lankan soldiers. The arrival of their bodies in Colombo the next morning 

sparked riots when a mob of Sinhalese, initially chanting anti-government slogans, was 

subverted by gangs of pro-government thugs who quickly turned the mood into one of 

Tamil hatred. Although previous race riots had broken out in 1977 and 1981, what is now 

referred to as Black July was unprecedented and terrifying. 

…the 1983 eruption showed organized mob violence at work. Gangs armed with 
weapons such as metal rods and knives and carrying gasoline (frequently confiscated 
from passing motor vehicles), and, most intriguingly of all, because it indicates prior 
intent and planning, carrying voter lists and addresses of Tamil owners and occupants 
of houses, shops, and other property, descended in waves to drive out Tamils… a 
breakdown that was caused as much by the active participation or passive 
encouragement of the ultimate guardians of law and order–the police and army–as by 
inflamed criminal excesses… (Tambiah 1986, 20-24). 
 
Prominent Buddhist monks such as Elle Gunawansa led riots “with hit lists in 

hand,” behavior “not only reprehensible but criminal” (Bandarage 2009, 109). There was 

substantial evidence that the riots were not a grassroots outbreak of ethnic hatred but a 

pogrom intended to destroy Tamil economic holdings and mobilize Sinhalese in line with 

the government. Jayawardene himself did not declare curfew “until 2 pm on Monday 25 

July, when the worst was over… [in other areas] curfew was declared only after mobs 
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had already rampaged against the hill country Tamils” (107). Between 200-2,000 Tamils 

were killed, and 30,000 were made unemployed (105). Some 100,000 fled the country, 

the poorer to Tamil Nadu, while “the educated professional elite with access to English 

education… were able to emigrate to the West” (116). These hastily-formed Tamil 

communities abroad would form the basis of a massive diaspora-insurgency network 

which provided the bulk of future LTTE financial resources. Prabhakaran, the LTTE 

leader, himself fled to Tamil Nadu and set up organizational headquarters there. 

 Previously, traditional Tamil political elites in the TULF and other political 

organizations had relied on the separatist militants to bolster their image, presuming that 

they were a force that could be manipulated and controlled. Black July almost 

immediately delegitimized democratic participation in the Tamil community, and “armed 

Tamil groups began to fill the power vacuum and to monopolize the Tamil political 

agenda” (Bandarage 2009, 111). A final attempt in late 1983-1984 by the TULF to 

negotiate a settlement in partnership with the Indian government failed, and Indian 

support for the Tamil militants increased. While there were only 300 organized militants 

at the time of Black July, “sanctuary, finance, training, and weapons by the central 

government, by the central government of India, the state government of Tamil Nadu, or 

the insurgent groups themselves” brought the number to over 20,000 (Bandarage 2009, 

114). Indian media coverage of Black July had quickly transformed Tamil Nadu “into the 

most important external mass base of support for the Eelam movement” (Venugopal 

2003, 13). Both the national army and the militants, in particular the LTTE, descended 

into naked terrorism and abuse. Under the force of the Prevention of Terrorism Act, 

government soldiers and policemen targeted the leaders of Tamil civil society, some of 
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the few remaining advocates of nonviolence. However, those leaders also “[spoke] out 

publicly against human rights abuses perpetrated by both sides, militants as well as the 

security forces” and in doing so were “visible, outspoken, and vulnerable” (Richardson 

2005, 487). The Jayawardene government repression, combined with the marginalization 

of the TULF, thus eliminated the last peaceful representatives of the Tamil people. The 

LTTE in particular took the mantle of separatism at any cost; much as a firm in a 

competitive market, its hard-line ideology, superior access to weaponry and skilled 

personnel, and singularly focused leadership acted as comparative advantages which 

compelled it to establish a monopoly on Tamil representation and eliminate competition 

in order to grow the organization at the cost of the wider Tamil community. Tamil leaders 

had failed to recognize the unique brand of militarism the LTTE practiced. 

I don't think Prabhakaran was a Tamil nationalist. He was just a criminal. What 
happened, at the beginning of the Tamil problem, was that the militants got used. 
People like him were used by the politically motivated people. You understand? He 
was used. He was a criminal. For him it was an adventure. But Prabhakaran couldn't 
put his gun down. He had no choice. He came from a poor town.  
– People’s Liberation Organization of Tamil Eelam (PLOTE) leader Dharmalingam 
Siddharthan (quoted in Meadows 2010, 121) 

 

 Ideological, Organizational, and Tactical Roots of LTTE Extremism 

 

Prabhakaran directed his organization with brutal efficiency and an unyielding 

belief in the coercive power of violence. As a child, he had exhibited signs of antisocial 

behavior such as murdering animals. Committed to what he viewed as an inevitable war, 

Prabhakran “would tie himself up, get into a sack and lie under the sun the whole day,” 

even inserting pins into his nails to prepare himself for torture; at the age of 18 he 

wounded himself attempting to make an improvised explosive (Swamy 1995, 52). In 
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adulthood, however, Prabhakaran cultivated an image as an indomitable warrior willing 

to commit any act for the prophesied Eelam. His first kill had been in 1975 at the age of 

20, when he murdered SLFP politician Alfred Duraiappah, the Tamil mayor of Jaffna. 

Now the LTTE commander particularly treasured a revolver taken from the body of a 

policeman he murdered, which he used to impress fellow cadres with his impressive fast 

draw skills (Goertzel 2002, 104); according to Swamy, he had personally taken part in the 

July 23rd ambush which triggered Black July, firing at the surprised soldiers and being 

“assigned the task of finishing off survivors in the truck” (Swamy 1995, 90). 

Prabhakaran’s image eventually developed into a semi-mystical cult of personality which 

served to justify any amount of bloodshed – and any targets – he and the LTTE command 

deemed strategically necessary. Under his direction, LTTE tactics of the 1983-1987 

period included instigating reprisals, suicide bombings against Sinhalese civilian and 

security targets, intimidation, beatings, and assassination. Reprisals were perhaps the 

most crucial in mobilizing militant support: 

“…in a typical scenario, LTTE or PLOTE cadres would carry out a successful 
guerilla attack, perhaps killing one or two security officers… [civilians] giving 
evidence against a militant hit squad was akin to signing their own death warrants… 
frustrated by this wall of silence… in the worst cases, security forces would ‘go on a 
rampage’ of burnings, lootings, beatings and killings” (Richardson 2005, 501). 
 

 This kind of operation was somewhat illogical, but reflected tactical incentives for 

militants given by their higher degree of organization and training compared to the 

government forces. Had the Sri Lankan security forces been more professionalized, the 

tactic could have backfired and the militants could have been increasingly forced into 

open combat with the national army, which was avoided during the LTTE’s early 

mobilization phases. At the same time LTTE began attacking settlements in the Dry Zone 

areas, while “the Sri Lankan state and Sinhala elites recruited impoverished Sinhalese to 
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hold the frontier without giving them adequate protection” (Bandarage 2009, 121). This 

ill-planned government policy created endemic cycles of violence in the communities 

most vulnerable to radicalization. Other attacks extended beyond the disputed settlement 

areas; a May 1985 massacre by the LTTE on the holy Buddhist site of Anuradhapura 

killed 146 civilians. Gaining a reputation as efficient and deadly, the LTTE was the most 

organized and capable faction in Tamil militancy. Their ideology, never intellectually 

complex, emphasized that the creation of Eelam could only be achieved through war and 

sacrifice. Prabhakaran believed that the only successful tactic to produce the desired 

outcome was “discipline, unwavering commitment, loyalty and a long-term violent 

struggle” (Richardson 2005, 480). Prabhakaran furthermore had a “near-total disinterest 

in Marxist politics and ideology,” preferring instead to focus squarely on separatism as 

the cornerstone of all LTTE actions; he only recruited the journalist Anton Balasingham 

to compose a manifesto when it became obvious the organization required one (Swamy 

1995, 69). Epitomizing the LTTE’s absolute commitment to separatism, Prabhakaran was 

instrumental in developing two of the LTTE’s most recognized symbols, the elite Black 

Tiger suicide wing and the distribution of cyanide pills to every cadre. The LTTE… 

…required [a Black Tiger] to train for a year or more. In addition to training the 
bomber on methods of walking, dress, facial expressions, and gestures, the Black 
Tigers also had a research unit that tested the effects of explosives on goats and other 
animals. Something about the program was successful: the LTTE conducted more 
suicide operations than any other organization in the world. (Meadows 2010, 238) 
 
Glass suicide pills containing cyanide, which would lacerate the gums when bitten 

and allow the poison to enter the bloodstream, were widely issued to LTTE fighters and 

in particular the Black Tigers. Cadres were instructed to “kill themselves and avoid 

capture should they fail to carry out their mission, otherwise ‘they will face some more 

painful form of death at the hands of the LTTE’” (Van de Voorde 2005, 187). Martyrdom 
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became an important aspect of the LTTE ‘culture’ and elaborate propaganda campaigns 

celebrated the sacrifices of the fallen. For example, “coffins of the dead are ceremonially 

draped with the LTTE flag and local school bands are press-ganged into conducting 

march-pasts at the head of mourning processions,” while “commemorative bill boards,” 

Tiger monuments to the dead, and even “official LTTE photograph albums dedicated to 

the martyrs” all formed differing components of an extensive campaign designed to 

promote the cult of sacrifice and martyrdom within the Tamil areas (de Silva 1995, 181). 

Widespread Tamil antipathy towards the idea of remaining within an increasingly 

authoritarian Sri Lanka was exacerbated by Sinhalese Buddhist chauvinism and resulted 

in commitment, even through extensive and unimaginable suffering, to the idea of a non-

negotiable independent Eelam. However, the formation of the LTTE’s culture of 

martyrdom needs to be understood as the product of a complex interplay of internal 

factors in the North and East, including active LTTE manipulation under the domineering 

Prabhakaran; the widespread relative disenfranchisement of Tamil youth, resulting in 

hopelessness and a deep sense of alienation; and widespread intimidation of dissent by 

both the LTTE and government allowing a political and social vacuum that encouraged 

extremism. 

 

Elimination of Domestic Opposition and Power Consolidation 

 

Despite the growing preeminence of the LTTE, several Tamil militant groups 

were still active, such as the PLOTE, Tamil Eelam Liberation Organization (TELO), 

Eelam Revolutionary Organisation of Students (EROS) and Eelam People’s 
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Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF). While these groups were allies in the separatist 

war, they were neither as radical nor as unwilling to compromise as the Tigers. Enraged 

when TELO cadres beat two and killed one of the LTTE members, and losing patience 

with the other organizations’ comparative lack of discipline, Prabhakaran ordered a wipe 

of the opposition. In 30 April 1986 “disciplined LTTE hit squads moved against 24 TELO 

camps simultaneously” and chased down survivors for a three-day period killing nearly 

all (Richardson 2005, 531). The EPRLF was soon also attacked and weakened. With the 

marginalization of the militant opposition, Prabhakaran returned to Jaffna in the north and 

exercised unilateral command of the LTTE. In the southern provinces there was only one 

group that “offered a militant agenda to the Sinhalase,” a resurgent JVP that aimed “to 

use propaganda, terror, sabotage and assassinations to eviscerate Sri Lanka’s 

governmental, economic, and security institutions” (Richardson 2005, 534-535). The JVP 

was proscribed following the Black July riots amidst government claims of involvement; 

the forced switch to an underground basis would soon explode into a second insurgency. 

By 1987 the Sri Lankan leadership had tired of increasing attacks on civilians and 

launched a major offensive on the LTTE-controlled Jaffna area called Operation 

Liberation. Despite coming exceptionally close to defeating the LTTE and capturing or 

killing Prabhakaran, massive human rights abuses committed by the army, including 

indiscriminate bombing and the air force’s use of petrol to clear wide areas, angered 

Tamil Nadu politicians who demanded intervention. India dropped 22 tons of relief 

supplies on Jaffna on June 4th, angering the UNP government (Bandarage 2009, 131). 

Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Ghandi’s hints at direct military action forced Jayawardene 

to sign the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord in secrecy which, in addition to bringing an 
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military Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) onto the island, joined the Northern and 

Eastern provinces preceding a referendum to determine the new province’s permanency, 

made Tamil an official language, and ordered the cessation of hostilities within 48 hours 

and surrender of militant arms and restrictions of all government troops to barracks 

within 72 hours. Bandarage alleges that “with one stroke of the pen, the Indo-Sri Lankan 

Accord brought Sri Lanka into the Indian security fold… [turning] Sri Lanka into a 

satellite state akin to Bhutan and Sikkim” (2009, 134). The Accord enraged many 

Sinhalese, especially the JVP, which began two vicious insurgencies between the years of 

1987-1989, prompting an unprecedented orgy of reprisal and counter-reprisal between 

insurgent hit teams and government death squads which left some 40-60,000 dead. The 

JVP insurrection had few “identifiable landmarks;” instead, it was a sustained campaign 

of attrition primarily directed against mid-level government officials, UNP supporters, 

and populations which had failed to comply with JVP directives; an offshoot of the 

group, the Patriotic Liberation Organization (DJV) murdered over seventy members of 

Parliament in a four-month period in 1987 (Richardson 2005, 537). Pro-government 

death squads “terrorized villagers by targeting the innocent neighbors and friends of 

suspected JVP supporters” (Oberst 1992, 129). The would-be revolution was crushed by 

massive escalation of the state terror campaign, including several hundred killings a week 

and the liquidation of entire villages such as Kundasale. 

At the same time, the IPKF in the northern section of Sri Lanka was running into 

considerable difficulties enforcing the terms of the Accord. While most of the militant 

groups surrendered their weapons and engaged in provincial and parliamentary elections 

in 1987 and 1989, the LTTE refused to surrender its arms despite prior agreement, 
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“demonstrating that it was never serious about disarmament, peace, or the accord” 

(Bandarage 2009, 147). The EPRLF-dominated government which managed the merged 

provincial region was in favor of an Eelam under Indian protection, but the LTTE “knew 

that India did not want a separate Tamil state,” and merely wanted to enforce its will on 

the Sri Lankan government (Bandarage 2009, 152). India thus had to manage the EPRLF 

as a puppet regime which could not coexist with the LTTE. In September and October of 

1987, the head of the LTTE’s political wing, Tileepan, staged a hunger strike against the 

IPKF, and upon his death the LTTE organized massive anti-Indian riots and soon attacked 

Indian military units. After the LTTE killed five Indian “para-commandos and 

‘necklaced’ them” on October 8th, it was announced by both governments that the “LTTE 

would no longer be accommodated” and a massive counter-insurgency operation began 

(Bandarage 2009, 149). While the LTTE was forced out of Jaffna, it merely melted into 

the jungle and continued to fight “the IPKF, which could not calm the violence despite 

being reinforced from its initial strength of 3,000 to more than 70,000 troops” (DeVotta 

2002, 90). While in theory the IPKF was there to protect civilians, poor discipline and an 

unclear political objective subverted this objective. 

More often, Jaffna’s hapless Tamil residents… were objects of their rage and 
frustration… to [the IPKF], Jaffna Tamils did not seem ‘oppressed’. There seemed to 
be a large prosperous middle class and living conditions for even the poorest were 
better than the villages from which they had come. When these people, instigated by 
the LTTE, began to insult and humiliate them, they found it hard to respond 
passively, as they were ordered to do. (Richardson 2005, 533) 
 
The LTTE took advantage of the chaos to eliminate the remaining rival militant 

groups, helped by their disarmament under the accord. Fearing that the LTTE would 

destroy the Tamil militant groups that remained allied with the IPKF, the Indian 

government “trained and rearmed” them, with the provincial government under the 
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control of the EPRLF’s militia Civil Volunteer Force enlarged and trained into a new 

Tamil National Army (Oberst 1992, 129). Unfortunately, the new force “originated forced 

conscription” of youth into Tamil militant organizations and “the IPKF was involved in 

the training of hundreds, if not thousands, of youths” (Bandarage 2009, 151). When 

Jayawardene’s term of office ran out in 1989, his UNP successor Ranasinghe Premadasa 

was firmly committed to getting the Indian military presence out of Sri Lanka as quickly 

as possible. Stunningly, the LTTE and UNP found themselves temporary allies in the 

mutual desire to remove the IPKF. In April 1989 a ceasefire was declared without the 

requirement of disarmament; the government is alleged to have provided weapons and 

equipment to the LTTE to accelerate the Indian withdrawal by the official October 1989 

date. 

The short-lived secret alliance, however, resulted in an even worse situation for 

the UNP government. The Tamil National Army controlled by the EPRLF “immediately 

collapsed, and with almost no effort the LTTE improved their position by taking 

possession of huge stocks of sophisticated weapons and supplies” (Little 1994, 8). LTTE 

cadres took control of Indian military posts and bases before Sri Lankan military units 

could resume control and immediately broke off talks with the government, starting a 

renewed Eelam War II in June 1990 (Bandarage 2009, 153). Shocking displays of 

violence accompanied the start of the new war, including the killings of some 600 

Sinhalese and Muslim policemen in Batticoloa and Ampara who “had orders to surrender 

from Colombo based on false promises of safe passage from the LTTE” (Bandarage 

2009, 153). Ethnic cleansing began in the Northern and Eastern provinces, with tens of 

thousands of non-Tamils forced to flee. In 1990 the LTTE conducted “the expulsion of 
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the Muslims of the northern province (about 80,000 people in all) by the LTTE… and 

seizure of their property, including houses and other buildings and jewelry and cash” 

(K.M. de Silva 2011, 241). Although demographic information is difficult to come by 

during these years, it is generally agreed that from 1987 onwards virtually no Sinhalese 

lived in Jaffna, which, coupled with the cleansing of Muslims, allowed LTTE totalitarian 

control over the city. Assassinations, bombings, and terrorism resumed; the Defense 

Minister Wijeratna, “who had finished the JVP and was expected to do the same to the 

LTTE,” was killed by a suicide bomb in Colombo in March 1991 (Bandarage 2009, 153). 

Former Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Ghandi, who was campaigning for re-election on the 

basis of a renewed campaign in the north of Sri Lanka, was assassinated in May in Tamil 

Nadu by the female LTTE suicide bomber Thenmozhi ‘Dhanu’ Rajatnaram. President 

Premadasa, who in 1993 was planning a major offensive against the LTTE in the north, 

was himself the victim of a suicide bomber during a Colombo election rally on May 1st. 

Both Premadasa and Ghandi had paid for their collusion with the LTTE with their lives, 

and the group remains the only terrorist organization to have successfully assassinated a 

sitting world leader. 

 
Civil War, Negotiations, and Defeat: the LTTE 1993-2009 

 

The LTTE emerged from the aftermath of the Indian intervention and the 

subsequent period of chaos as the de facto rulers of the Northern province and controlling 

significant tracts of territory in the East. The other Tamil militant groups, which had 

displayed some degree of equivocation as to their ultimate commitment to the 

independent and sovereign Eelam imagined by Prabhakaran, had by this time been so 
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thoroughly ravaged that they could offer no resistance to the LTTE. Nadarajah and 

Sriskandarajah write that “the guerilla war of the 1980s gradually changed to one in 

which both the LTTE and the state controlled different areas of the Northeast and 

launched full-scale military offensives against each other” (2005, 92). The next sixteen 

years saw the transformation of conflict from a traditional terror campaign by both LTTE 

and government forces into a more largely conventional civil war. 

Premadasa’s successor, Ranil Wickremasinghe, lost to the SLFP candidate 

Chandrika Kumaratunga in the 1994 elections, who formed a coalition government called 

the People’s Alliance with a variety of smaller Muslim and Socialist political parties. She 

accepted “all the major grievances of the Tamils, e.g. language, education, land 

settlement, law and order, administration, and the overarching demand for regional 

autonomy” (Bandarage 2009, 156). At the start of 1995, a comprehensive ceasefire was 

announced, and the government entered talks with the LTTE under the growing pressure 

of the international peace lobby. The so-called ‘devolution’ package that emerged 

throughout the talks was based on the earlier Bandaranaike-Chelvanayakam Pact and the 

Indo-Sri Lanka Accord and offered a substantial degree of political autonomy for the 

Tamil population in the Northern and Eastern regions. Sinhalese nationalist opinion was 

largely against the package; a group of Sinhalese academics observed, for example, 

“‘nearly 50% of the Tamil population (excluding the hill country Tamils) live 

harmoniously’ with the Sinhalese,” and claimed the package would undermine the 

island’s pluralist tradition (158). Despite the Kumaratunga government’s early efforts, the 

peace package failed before it could even be introduced in referendum. The “UNP sided 

against the Kumaratunga devolution package... such opposition has been interpreted as 
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‘ethnic outbidding’ and attributed to Sinhala chauvinism,” but Bandarage also argues “it 

needs to be seen as a problem inherent in parliamentary democracy” (161). Continued 

and deliberate LTTE opposition to any solution short of absolute independence, under 

specific pressure from Prabhakaran, constituted another sort of obstacle entirely. 

The LTTE broke the cease-fire on April 19, sinking two patrol boats and then 
shooting down two troop transport planes, killing all ninety-seven persons on board. 
An LTTE massacre of forty-two Sinhalese villagers in a coastal town north of 
Trincomalee and the assassination of a Buddhist priest, both on May 26, along with 
new reports of "disappearances," extrajudicial executions and torture by Sri Lankan 
security personnel, were indications of how far the country was from the peace 
envisioned only months before. By the time the government unveiled its proposal for 
a political settlement in August, featuring a plan to devolve central control to regional 
councils determined in part along ethnic lines, the war was again in full swing. 
(Human Rights Watch Report on Sri Lanka, 1996) 
 
Increasingly, international opinion was turning against the LTTE, with observers 

noting their use of child soldiers, hostage-taking, civilian shields, and the continuing 

suicide campaigns (Human Rights Watch, 1996). The breakdown of the talks allowed 

Eelam War III to begin, which started with a massive government offensive. Sri Lankan 

government forces were able to retake the Jaffna peninsula in 1995, and by 1996-1998 

the LTTE was again reduced to defensive measures in the Vanni jungles. By the end of 

this period government analysts largely believed the LTTE was on its last legs. In 1999, 

however, the LTTE managed to launch a major series of counter-offensives “that not only 

recaptured the territory it had lost since 1996 but also overran the Sri Lankan Army’s 

largest base complex at the neck of the Jaffna peninsula,” forcing the military forces in 

the North to be reinforced by air and sea (Nadarajah and Sriskandarajah 2002, 96). In 

2001, the Sri Lankan Muslim Congress defected from the People’s Alliance, forcing the 

dissolution of parliament and new elections, which brought Ranil Wickramasinghe of the 

UNP to the post of Prime Minister. According to Bandarage, the defeat of the People’s 

Alliance was “due to the widespread sentiment that it had destroyed the economy and 
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government institutions, elevated corruption in public life, mishandled the war, and 

caused the unnecessary slaughter” of thousands of youth (2009, 176). Interestingly, the 

UNP coalition included the TULF and remnants of the EPRLF and TELO, which 

“accepted the LTTE as ‘sole representatives of Tamils’, becoming what critics have called 

‘mindless and soulless puppets’ of the LTTE” (Bandarage 2009, 177). The war was 

further delegitimized by the LTTE’s proposal of a month-long ceasefire to the UNP 

government and its allies within, leading to a Norwegian delegation negotiating a 

ceasefire agreement (the CFA) between Sri Lanka and the LTTE on 21 February 2002. 

 

LTTE ‘State-Building’ and Diaspora Support 

 

The CFA period lasted from the signing of this agreement until nearly the end of 

December 2005. Within its provisions were the establishment of a Sri Lankan Monitoring 

Mission (the SLMM), the removal of the embargo on rebel-held territory, and in August, 

a lift on the ban on the LTTE. The international community considered the three years of 

the cease-fire as an unprecedented step towards peace, but it also created a de facto LTTE 

state in the North and its pockets of controlled territory in the East. In Mullaitivu and 

Kilinochchi, LTTE judiciary and police organs emerged, where it could be observed that 

“the police and judiciary maintain a high degree of rule of law in LTTE-controlled areas,” 

whether as a result of “community embeddedness” as proclaimed by the Tigers or 

authoritarian control over daily life as charged by critics (Stokke 2006, 1028). LTTE 

representatives openly taxed the population, including “a range of direct and indirect 

taxes in both the areas it controls and in territories held by the Sri Lankan government,” 
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with public servants ‘asked’ to donate a percentage of their salary (Stokke 2006, 1034). A 

dual state structured developed wherein official financing was provided largely by the Sri 

Lankan government but where, simultaneously, all public servants knew their ‘real’ 

bosses were the Tigers. The LTTE quasi-state’s hierarchal structure developed as the 

result of Sri Lanka’s historic majoritarian politics, ethnic cleansing within its territories, 

and a historic LTTE focus on security and military preparedness. With the collapse of 

Tamil Nadu support following the Ghandi assassination, the new Tamil state was heavily 

dependent on the Western diaspora which it had started cultivating for financial support 

in the mid-1990s.  

…by the mid-1990’s, some experts believed that 80 to 90 percent of the Tamil Tigers’ 
military budget came from overseas sources, including contributions from the 
diaspora, and income from international investments and businesses… The Tamil 
Tigers established computer databases to keep track of individuals who contributed, 
including their addresses and telephone numbers. It also utilized public records and 
information from supporters to keep track of Tamils in the community, including 
changes of address and new arrivals. Many Tamil households and businesses, if not 
the majority, received regular visits from representatives of front organizations for 
the Tamil Tigers, seeking contributions. (Becker 2007, 5) 

 
Tamils in the West were “subject to death threats, beatings, property damage, 

smear campaigns, fabricated criminal charges, and even murder” as a result of refusing to 

pay or expressing open dissent (Becker 2006, 14). Though such threats were rarely 

carried out, the effect of punishment when it did happen was disproportionate, causing 

dissenting Tamils to leave in a constant climate of fear. According to Human Rights 

Watch, diaspora Tamils who visited Sri Lankan territory under the auspices of the CFA 

were pressured for money in the form of $1 a day for the time they had been out of the 

country by LTTE border guards in addition to a ‘tax’, often with the threat of harm 

happening to themselves or relatives (36-38). This systematic picking of Tamil pockets 

was facilitated by the Tigers’ extensive computer databases on those living in the 
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diaspora, providing extensive evidence that Tamil NGOs in the West actively worked 

with the LTTE despite international proscription. 

According to Stokke, predictions for the future nature of the LTTE Eelam were 

firmly divided between “pro-LTTE” groups who argued that the LTTE would “be both 

willing and capable of transforming itself and the state apparatus towards a more 

enabling and democratic form of governance” if the Sri Lankan government would grant 

independence, and critics who argued “the Tamil Tigers’ political record shows that 

substantial devolution of power to the northeast under LTTE control is more likely to 

produce authoritarianism” (2006, 1035). The CFA folded, however, before any 

predictions could be tested, partially because “the Norwegians and the SLMM were 

ineffectual in making the LTTE respect the ceasefire as Tigers continued to violate the 

2002 CFA” (Bandarage 2009, 196). The limitations of the bipolar ethnic model, which 

urged greater devolution as a solution to the conflict, also became apparent when the 

LTTE commander of the Eastern province, V. Muralitharan or ‘Colonel Karuna’, broke 

away from the parent organization, forming a new political party called the Tamil Peoples 

Liberation Tigers (TMVP) which joined the democratic process. Critics alleged that the 

TMVP wing of the Tigers, which was allowed to carry arms allegedly for fear of LTTE 

retaliation, was merely a government front group paid to fight the LTTE in violation of 

the CFA. However, the split was made possible because “the eastern LTTE cadres felt 

that although they sacrificed disproportionately for the separatist war, they were left out 

of the benefits of the Norwegian facilitated ‘peace process’” (Bandarage 2009, 195). The 

LTTE also was becoming dissatisfied with the government’s refusal to implement “its 

maximalist position put up for discussion in the form of Interim Self Government 
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Administration” which would have ensured the LTTE’s preeminence in a future 

Northeastern province (Mayilvaganan 2009, 26). 

Talks had begun to fold in 2004, but the ascension of a SLFP government in 

alliance with the JVP, which had re-entered politics in the 1990s, under the hawkish new 

President Mahinda Rajapaksa in 2005 sealed the deal, with the government seeking to 

“mobilize international opinion against the LTTE as a terrorist organization,” raising 

objections to Norway’s role in the process as biased and unhelpful, and generally 

hardening its stance on the peace process (Mayilvaganan 2009, 28). As seen in Table 4.3, 

the LTTE also undermined its bargaining position vis-à-vis the government by engaging 

in disproportionate human rights abuses in the five years following the establishment of 

the CFA. Bagree argues that the Sri Lankan civil war had evolved into a “system which 

serves important political, economic and psychological benefits to a range of actors, most 

notably the conflicting parties themselves. In other words, while violence in Sri Lanka 

harms many people (directly and/or indirectly), it also serves a range of powerful 

interests” (2008). The LTTE’s rejection of the accords in particular reflects its record and 

image as the final representatives of the Tamil people; accepting a deal that was short of 

fully independent Eelam could prove both humiliating and politically devastating, leaving 

the Tamil community to wonder why so many youths were asked to die for a suboptimal 

outcome and threatening the LTTE’s future political prospects. 

Faced with the probability that the talks would again fail and the government was 

rearming for a final offensive, the LTTE decided to launch one of its own, increasing 

attacks on civilian and security personnel. After the assassination of the Sri Lankan 

Deputy Chief of Staff Parami Kulatunga in 2006, followed shortly by the attempted 
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assassination of Defense Secretary Fonseka, “the atmosphere was too vitiated for the 

peace moves to restart,” and Eelam War IV began (Mayilvaganan 2009, 26). With the 

help of the Karuna-led faction, the government quickly reclaimed the Eastern province. 

In 2007 up to 3,345 LTTE cadres were killed as opposed to roughly 500 in the security 

forces; by September 2008 that number had spiraled to 6,800 LTTE to the government 

death toll of 674, irreparable losses compounded by the death of Anton Balasingham, 

their chief spokesperson, from stomach cancer in 2006 (Mayilvaganan 2009, 31). 

Widespread human rights abuses by the government, including “displacement and killing 

of civilians, abductions, disappearances, torture, media restrictions” among others, were 

overshadowed in the international community by the Tigers’ ruthless terrorist tactics, 

demonstrated in Figure 5.3 (Bandarage 2009, 209).  

Figure 5.3 : Selected CFA Human Rights Violations in Sri Lanka 
 (22 February 2002-30 April 2007)  

 

(Reprinted from Bandarage 2009, 191; Sources: Violations Ruled by Sri Lanka 
Monitoring Mission, ‘Secretariat for Coordinating t he Peace Process’, online, 

available at: peacesrilankacom accessed 9/13/2008) 
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Although their international diaspora support networks remained strong, and 

many Tamils still felt that the LTTE was their best hope against Sinhalese chauvinism, 

the Sri Lankan military had become too powerful to defeat militarily. Despite the growing 

strength of the Sri Lankan Army, the 2009 defeat of the LTTE and the death of its leader 

Prabhakaran surprised even the government (de Silva 2011, 237).  

 
Conclusion 

 
Instrumental theories consider the end of a terrorist organization as being 

inherently tied to the failure to reach political goals. Predictively this framework would 

seem to indicate that the Tigers would collapse when there seemed to be no hope of 

forming Eelam. However, the LTTE did not surrender, dissipate, or cut and run, the 

attempts of some cadres to flee the war zone notwithstanding. Instead they brutally 

fought on to the last man, unsympathetic to the masses of civilians dying around them as 

a result of their fatal stand; in the last weeks Tiger cadres fired indiscriminately upon 

civilians resisting continued conscription of children or attempting to flee the so-called 

Safe Zone (Natarajan 2009). Cornered, urged on by a fanatical leadership, and mired in a 

suicidal culture of martyrdom, it is not surprising that the cornered LTTE fought on to the 

last. Perhaps Prabhakaran and his inner circle clung to hopes that there would be another 

foreign intervention to prevent ultimate defeat, or perhaps disarmament or the collapse of 

the armed wing was too bitter a pill to swallow. As most of the LTTE leadership was 

killed, it is probably impossible to get an accurate account of those last days; however 

what is clear is that the organization had lasted beyond a realistic chance at victory and 

thus was relying purely on ideological will and totalitarian tactics to keep organizational 
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momentum. Instrumental theories possess little understanding of these internal 

mechanisms and are restricted to viewing the external signals and actions of an 

organization, which leaves policy leaders with little ability to prepare for erratic or 

illogical strategic movements. 

Organizational analysis predicts instead that the termination of a terrorist group 

will result when the organization disintegrates from the failure of internal dynamics to 

maintain momentum. Defense analyst Sunit Bagree, for example, writes that 

“Prabhakaran was a tyrannical egomaniac... [he] did not trust his own subordinates to 

operate a different version of the rebellion if required. There was no plan for the LTTE to 

transform into a cellular network structure for urban-based assassinations and attacks on 

key strategic installations” (2010). Similarly, the major defections of the Karuna group 

and foreign assistance from China and Pakistan to the Sri Lankan government played a 

role in undercutting the LTTE's access to diaspora funds and strengthening the 

government military position (Bagree 2010). Even with their superior firepower and 

evolving tactics, the Sri Lankan military command was surprised at how quickly the 

LTTE lost territory in the end phase of the war. This indicates that many of the series of 

debacles that plagued the LTTE’s conduct of Eelam War IV were the result of internal 

miscalculations and mismanagement. While Prabhakaran’s elimination of any Tamil 

internal opposition had made the LTTE the predominant actor in Tamil politics, this 

dominance coupled with its extremism left little space for the LTTE to maneuver once 

talks folded. 

De Silva theorizes that while the key to the LTTE’s success was its efficient 

organization and effective manipulation of emotional symbolism, its insular and 
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hierarchal nature rendered it “unable to transcend the cognitive maps of the world and of 

reality” (1995, 179). In doing so the LTTE effectively denied agency to the outside world, 

and became “trapped within the ‘combat mode’ and are uncomfortable, therefore 

unsuccessful, when operating in other scenarios, such as in negotiated political 

settlements” (1995, 179). The emotive propaganda published by the LTTE, its brutal 

tactics, and its singularly focused separatist ideology reinforced its perception of all 

opponents as absolute enemies. Multiple failures of the peace process compounded this 

polarization, a dynamic which the organization fed by using the ceasefires to rearm, 

regroup, and launch enough attacks to maintain drive while avoiding abrupt abrogation. 

Although the group had no ideological basis beyond Tamil separatism, it emphasized 

communal ties, self-sacrifice, and an apocalyptical vision of Sinhalese victory, creating 

powerful social incentives and personal meaning for LTTE membership. However, 

growing domestic and international dissatisfaction with the Tigers’ brutality led to a 

growing sense that the organization had outlived its uselessness. Although it had brought 

the plight of the Tamils to a world audience, even the LTTE could sense that popular 

perception was turning against it. 

With the defeat of the Tigers, the Rajapaksa administration has the ability to 

correct the wrongs of the past by extending its hand to the Tamil community. De Silva 

argues that the essential steps to recovery in the decimated Northern and Eastern 

provinces must be a multi-pronged process of economic reconstruction, redevelopment of 

destroyed infrastructure and housing, restoration of political parity in the face of the gap 

of the LTTE, the disarmament of pro-government militias, and effective coordination 

with regional powers such as India and China (2011). Any final solution to the Sri 
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Lankan Civil War must accommodate Tamil as well as majoritarian Sinhalese grievances, 

with perhaps the most important factor being humanitarian aid and reconstruction of 

Tamil areas devastated by the LTTE, the Sri Lankan Armed Forces, and decades of 

economic and social devastation wrought by the conflict. Bandarage cautions against 

returning to a federal devolution model, arguing that with the end of the war, the 

devolution of power “is unlikely to address [the] fundamental issues of economic 

democracy and political participation that are important to all Sri Lankans, not just a 

single ethnic group” (2009, 223). Contrastingly, K.M. de Silva encourages the 

development of local institutions as a check on the power of the government to further 

manipulate and degenerate democracy in the Northern and Eastern provinces, stating 

specifically the need for the formation of a provincial council for the Northern province 

and the reestablishment of village councils demolished by the LTTE in the North and 

East (2011, 248). A thorough discussion of the various institutional structures which 

could be built in a new northern Sri Lanka is outside the scope of this study; what is 

certain is that without a model of governance that caters to Tamil aspirations, victory over 

the LTTE will merely usher in a Sri Lanka plagued by distrust, alienation, and ethnic 

enmity. The possibilities for a renewed surge of violence, then, will be far greater.  

Sri Lankan government policies promoted severe economic hardship, alienation, 

and a sense of fear within the Tamil community. This process was compounded by a 

burgeoning Sinhalese ethnic identity that claimed hegemony over Sri Lanka’s heritage, 

culture, and politics, and which both exerted pressure on and was utilized by a series of 

government leaders who prioritized control and manipulation over the development of a 

free and open society. At the same time, however, Tamil political elites contributed to the 
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problem by crafting a mutually exclusive cultural space that envisioned a resurgent Tamil 

nationalism threatened by an ethnically homogenous and barbaric Sinhalese giant. When 

it became clear that Tamil separatism was a growing threat, Sri Lanka’s political leaders 

repeatedly scuttled chances of a potential devolutionary scheme and instead chose to 

engage in ethnic jockeying to further their personal ends. Tamil groups such as the TULF 

sought to utilize militants to pressure the government into accepting a deal, but did not 

envision the Pandora’s Box of violence and bloodshed that was unleashed on Tamil and 

Sinhalese alike. Sri Lanka, whose future had seemed so promising in the early years after 

independence, had slid to a country marked by authoritarianism, extremism, and 

bloodshed. By Black July, the possibility for reconciliation had become remote. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Towards an Understanding: Lessons Learned 
From Comparative Analysis 

 
 

If your enemy is secure at all points, be prepared for him. If he is in superior strength, 
evade him. If your opponent is temperamental, seek to irritate him. Pretend to be 
weak, that he may grow arrogant. If he is taking his ease, give him no rest. If his 
forces are united, separate them. If sovereign and subject are in accord, put division 
between them. Attack him where he is unprepared, appear where you are not 
expected. 

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War 
 

…Suppose we were… an influence, an idea, a thing intangible, invulnerable, without 
front or back, drifting like a gas? Armies were like plants, immobile, firm-rooted, 
nourished through long stems to the head. We might be a vapour, blowing where we 
listed. Our kingdoms lay in each man's mind; and as we wanted nothing material to 
live on, so we might offer nothing material to the killing. 

- Lt. Colonel T. E. Lawrence 
 
 
As the cases of the three ethno-nationalist movements analyzed previously 

demonstrate, political and social setting greatly differentiates the means and methods 

with which terrorist militia operate. While Northern Ireland, Israel, and Sri Lanka all 

suffered from periodic terror campaigns utilizing many of the same tactics, strategies, and 

methodologies, terrorism took a different course in each. Northern Ireland saw the failure 

of a non-violent protest campaign cause the splintering of the Official IRA and the 

remobilization of a significant armed movement under the Provisional IRA; the PIRA 

then slowly transitioned from an ‘underground’ militant faction with specific strategic 

precepts to the aging and slowly disappearing partner of a more powerful political wing 

under Sinn Fein. In Palestine, Hamas was the offshoot of a burgeoning Islamist 

movement that found ample room to grow in the space left by an increasingly 
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delegitimized secular opposition; now it too is re-entering the political arena, but under 

pressures which threaten its own ideological precepts by which it claims legitimacy. It is 

perhaps accurate to say that by comparison the LTTE broke off from the political process 

almost completely, reliant heavily on external funding and support to mobilize its rapid 

absorption of all authority in Northern and Eastern Sri Lanka. Its failure to evolve from a 

purely militaristic and xenophobic mode to one which that effectively maneuver within a 

political environment was a product of internal hierarchies, a lack of Tamil opposition, 

and the LTTE’s possession of disproportionately strong financial and military resources 

whose sources were largely foreign and thus insulated from the impact of the war on the 

contested provinces themselves. Although all three of these organizations utilized terrorist 

tactics, the dissonance between their political objectives, strategies, and evolution calls 

into question the analytical value of the label of terrorism itself. Rather, comparative 

analysis brings forth a realization that use of the terror tactic does not in and of itself 

denote shared characteristics beyond terrorism’s utilization. Instead social, economic, and 

political factors interact with a terrorist organization’s environment to produce different 

modes of internal organization and external interaction. Thus the first and easiest 

conclusion about terrorism studies is that study of any terrorist movement must be 

accompanied by meticulous and individualized research; comparative studies have to be 

grounded in specific and localized understanding of both sociopolitical environments and 

the differing personal and organizational incentive structures that produce terror as the 

strategy of an organization. 

Instrumental methodology provided a robust and well-developed literature, laden 

with its own assumptions, which constituted a basis from which other schools of analysis 
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have grown and critiqued. What is clear is that because it relies purely on external 

observations it is insufficient to capture how and why these organizations reach internal 

decisions and operate within the wider political contest. The organizational method also 

suffers from a similar myopia, mainly because its focus on analyzing the internal 

dynamics of the terrorist group is contradicted by a severe lack of applicable data. End 

results and the political environment, as analyzed by statistical data about the number and 

intensity of terrorist actions, economic signifiers, terrorist communiqués to the outside 

world, etc., are all readily available in some manner or another. Internal disagreements, 

de facto vs. de jure power distribution, the concerns which direct and mobilize human 

and capital resources, the internal logic of externally confusing actions, all factors 

important to study under the organizational framework, are not – at least as long as the 

terrorists remain entrenched in an underground culture, unable or unwilling to exert 

influence through alternative means. 

These case studies of the PIRA, Hamas, and LTTE have illustrated that while the 

organizational process school’s emphasis on internal mechanisms is illuminating and 

allows for a better understanding of each movement than the instrumental framework, it 

is characterized by a lack of parsimony and evidence that could produce concrete 

observations. This is not necessarily a failure of the organizational framework but reflects 

the lack of information and ambiguity that is common when analyzing terrorist 

organizations. Instrumental theory’s emphasis that terrorism is a political tool utilized to 

achieve specific political ends is similarly incomplete, because terrorism rarely 

accomplishes an organization’s stated political objectives. Various explanations from 

different schools have been advanced within the instrumental framework to explain this 
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disjuncture. 

An advocate of the psychological approach may suggest that it is the act of violence 
in a terrorist’s mind that matters; so long-term ideological objectives would not be 
defining success. Or an organizational approach analyst might argue, as long as the 
terrorist organization survives, the success is achieved. For an advocate of the 
instrumental approach, attaining the political ends are important, so the survival of 
the terrorist organization even though the ultimate aims cannot be achieved could be 
explained by the achievement of so-called intermediary aims. (Özdamar 2008, 92) 
 
Instrumental theory’s basic assumptions about the nature of terrorism allow it to 

be intellectually complete as far as constituting an effective analytical framework are 

concerned, but the very assumptions that provide its efficiency and ease of use undermine 

an analyst’s ability to determine the preferences and internal dynamics that guide a 

terrorist group’s utilization of the terror tactic. In the organizational approach, terrorist 

groups… 

…are taken as self-sustaining and they do whatever necessary is to survive. 
Organization delivers goods to the members to keep them in the organization. These 
can be tangible goods or public goods… or even be intangible goods like respect, of 
feeling of belonging to a network of social relationships. (Özdamar 2008, 93) 
 
Other factors that are taken into consideration in the organizational framework 

include the competitive environment within which terrorists function; to sustain 

themselves and succeed in the market, terrorist groups provide varying sets of incentives 

and resources to their members and attempt to become social centers of the community. 

These behaviors can clearly be seen in the actions of various terrorist groups. The IRA 

justified criminal activity such as extortion, robbery, and fraud in the pursuit of its goal of 

a united Ireland, but these functions of the group eventually became self-sustaining in 

their own right. For example, Horgan and Taylor reported that “one senior figure within 

the PIRA's southern command based in Dublin was said to receive a figure close to 

£6,000 at one Christmas during the 1994-96 cease-fire 'to keep him happy'” and prevent 

him from carrying out attacks that could sabotage the PIRA’s negotiations (1999, 7). 
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While ostensibly such payouts were intended to protect against a failure of the ceasefire 

and thus safeguard an intermediary political objective, the very fact that the PIRA was 

forced to bribe one of its own commanders into passivity is indicative of a complex 

network of varying personal incentives for group membership. These incentives were 

utilized by group elites to maintain unity within the organization despite internal dissent 

over its political activities. Furthermore, as Bell observes, “the Provisional IRA was in 

theory and usually in practice a democratic army, selecting its leaders from the available 

talent” rather than from a hierarchal structure; since in many the “dream of the Republic 

was the single incandescent engine” of their deprived lives, IRA membership meant that 

“prominence and opportunity often came to those who would never have found another 

route to achievement” (2000, 113-125). Membership in the organization and the act of 

pursuing its goals became in and of itself a major incentive to those who were otherwise 

denied an empowering self-identity in the economic and social wasteland of Northern 

Ireland. Similar, if not more radical, structures of identity were observed by P.L. de Silva 

in his study on the LTTE… 

The cadres of the LTTE construct their identity in opposition to the other (i.e. the 
enemy stereotype), in accordance with the truth and reality of the master narrative 
constructed by the organization’s hierarchy (as they have no access to any other)… a 
vivid instance of this can be seen in the story narrated to me by an ex-LTTE field 
commander. He told me, pointing to his throat, “The knife is here,” and said, “I could 
walk out (of the window) at any time”… the reason for this, he explained, was his 
feeling of bereavement and loss after leaving the organisation... [that] was literally 
everything to him – father, mother, brother and sister. (1995, 180-181) 
 
When an organization fails to attain political goals, then, the effect is not 

necessarily to delegitimize participation or involvement and cause collapse, because there 

is an elaborate series of incentives and meanings imparted to group membership that are 

largely unrelated to ultimate strategic ends. The kinds of incentives offered by terrorist 

networks to participants in the political market are not restricted to members, either. 
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Hamas’s extensive charity network, in tandem with its religious character, allowed for the 

group to build trust and support among its supposed constituents. 

The combination of 'religious' knowledge, piety and mosque and community 
involvement has enabled Hamas leaders to claim some of the capital traditionally 
reserved for shaykhs, 'saints' and 'religious' functionaries... Hamas has come to 
perform some of the vital functions once performed by these traditional authority 
figures (Gunning 2008, 123-124) 
 
This symbolic capital was translated directly to the kind of political capital that 

allowed it to gain electoral support in Gaza, and also led to Palestinians supporting 

Hamas through actions such as shielding and protecting Hamas operatives. 

The instrumental framework has little way of investigating the elaborate networks 

of incentives – whether financial, ideological, identity-based, or otherwise – that sustain 

it even though terrorists rarely achieve their ends. These incentive networks and the 

competitiveness of the terrorist market also explain why terrorist actions do not 

necessarily reflect ideological values (Crenshaw 1987). One example is the LTTE’s 

decision to eliminate other Tamil militant groups rather than ally with them; both 

Prabhakaran’s obsessive character and the relative military advantage the LTTE enjoyed 

over the various opposition factors were incentives to consolidate and cement control at 

the overall cost of the movement. The difficulty of the organizational approach is in 

articulating the various ways in which terrorists acquire and utilize social and political 

capital in the absence of any theoretical assumptions about the nature of individual 

groups; indeed, within the approach “terrorist acts are assumed to appear inconsistent, 

erratic and unpredictable” (Özdamar 2008, 94). Thus it is necessary to situate analysis of 

terrorist acts with a variety of hypotheses about what the act was intended to accomplish, 

not merely the advancement of ultimate or intermediary political goals. Terrorism is as 

much a social as political phenomena, even if it is intended to accomplish specific 
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political objectives. For this reason, an overdue emphasis on the interior structures that 

mobilize and utilize individual and group allegiance is required as a complementary 

approach to the instrumental framework. Organizational theory is particularly well 

constructed to do this, since it is open to a wide variety of complementary 

multidisciplinary approaches. 

Instrumental theory only has one explanation of terrorism's evolution – that it is 

an effective political tool for weak actors. Organizational theory sees the resort to 

terrorism as the result of a complicated interplay of individual incentives within the 

organization. Since the case studies of terrorist groups displayed wide variety in the 

economic and political environment that produced them, it seems that the rational-choice 

methodologies cannot produce a predictive model of when exactly the opportunity costs 

for organized use of terror are low enough to produce the formation of a terrorist group. 

Social or ethnic groups with the most legitimate grievances are not always the ones who 

resort to terrorism. What does seem crucial is when “the social contract that binds 

individuals and social structures loses its legitimacy. Chaos, or in Durkheim's words, 

anomie takes the place of social order” (Kayaoglu 2007, 100). When the structures that 

had formerly ensured some measure of belonging to the source of authority are disrupted 

– either through policies which induce hopelessness, economic deprivation, or 

discrimination, or through the imposition of illegitimate control – common values that 

bound society are delegitimized in increasing segments of the population, leading to the 

development of alternative values such as martyrdom, dehumanization of other ethnic 

groups, etc. The cultural approach highlights how “real or perceived external threat or 

internal repression fosters a sense of defeat, depression, and disenfranchisement that 
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accelerates the formation of extremism” (Sadri 2007, 40). Merton argued that “social 

disorder and anomie results from individuals motivated to live up to the cultural value of 

success, but with no or with inadequate institutional means, whereby they find different 

alternatives… even if it is through crime” (Kayaoglu 2007, 101). Individuals seeking 

meaning or purpose in an unstable social environment marked primarily by the profound 

illegitimacy of typical authority may be drawn to radical groups; for example, most 

terrorist organizations focus not on recruiting those most committed to their shared 

political goals but the “socially isolated,” particularly young, directionless, and 

unemployed men (Abrahms 2008, 99). 

Abrahms suggests that the result is that most terrorists act to maximize their social 

solidarity, becoming “far more tight-knit than other voluntary associations” because of 

the extreme personal risk involved in participation; thus, these susceptible individuals 

find some refuge from widespread social anomie in terrorist groups (2008, 99-100). To 

some extent the development of societal anomie is unquantifiable; however, specific 

conditions that intensify disconnection from authority and intensify alienation can be 

observed across all of our case studies. The components which spawn militia-type 

terrorist organizations include perceived if not actual economic and political 

disenfranchisement, especially relative to a politically competitive and dissimilar ethnic 

group; manipulation of ethnic identity by jockeying social and political elites; and the 

failure of moderate political processes to accomplish positive change. These three factors 

combine to produce social conditions that promulgate radical ethno-nationalist ideologies 

and lower the opportunity costs for some form of political violence. Successful, or at least 

powerful, ethno-nationalist militias seem to require all three variables to form. Specific 
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factors, such as the disproportionate presence of young, unemployed men, a religious 

difference between target and terrorist communities, foreign funding and resources, and 

cultural dispositions all play a role in intensifying or modifying the types of violence or 

strategic goals pursued, but the ultimate resort to political violence seems to be social 

anomie in conjunction with the three main components. Certain aspects such as political 

chauvinism, heavy-handed or incompetent security responses, internal competition 

between militant groups, structure and success of negotiations, etc. also modify the 

individual and group incentives for the level of violence and the possibilities of 

diversification of the struggle back into the political mainstream. 

The remainder of this chapter will focus on the three most comparable factors of 

the ethno-nationalist organizations in this study from an organizational theory standpoint: 

the selection of targets of political violence and the tactics adopted; the internal logic 

motivating suicide attacks; and finally, an analysis of the structural factors that produced 

either an entrance into or rejection of mainstream political participation as a 

complementary strategy to the use of terror. 

 
How are Targets Defined and Tactics Determined? 

 
The strategic model predicts that targets of terrorism would be selected on the 

basis of political objectives or their intermediate precepts. The major failure of the 

instrumental framework in determining who will be targeted for violence and why is in 

assuming that the terrorist organization will in fact act strategically. An overwhelming 

focus on political ends precludes understanding that terrorist objectives may not be 

attainable or desirable for the group in the first place; as Abrahms critiques, “terrorist 
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attacks tend to close – not open – the bargaining space between what terrorist groups 

demand and what target governments are willing to offer” (2008, 83-84). The 

organizational framework, however, directs the attention of an analyst studying a terrorist 

organization to the various individual and group-level incentives that shape preferences 

for tactics and strategies. This model predicts that the overall result of these internal 

processes will result in a terrorist campaign that does not reflect strategic logic, often 

resulting in illogical target selection. Often terrorist strategies (particularly attacking 

civilians) are not politically popular or worsen the possibility of achieving ultimate 

political goals, which does not necessarily preclude that terrorists are calculating costs 

and benefits rationally, but reflects that internal constraints prevent them from pursuing a 

unified and coherent strategy. 

The IRA, LTTE, and Hamas all utilized attacks against civilians as a major 

cornerstone of their militant strategy during at least some portion of their campaigns. The 

LTTE, and to a lesser extent Hamas, also engaged in feuding with other militant 

organizations, which weakened their ability to pursue stated objectives, but consolidated 

domestic control and served a variety of alternate goals. Neither of these two applications 

of violence fit within the strategic model; the common rebuttal of this criticism is that the 

terrorists have erred in their strategic calculations or that they are acting to strengthen 

their position in the long term. It seems both organizational and instrumental analysis can 

bring some light to bear on these theoretical dilemmas. On one hand, terrorist groups may 

be acting strategically to maximize their capacity to obtain goals in the long term. This 

philosophy was prominent in Prabhakaran’s justification of the elimination of LTTE 

opposition within Tamil areas. Hamas’s reluctance to be involved in fitnah with the 
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secular Palestinian opposition was conditioned by a philosophy that emphasized the need 

to school and train other members of the Palestinian community into Islamic thought 

slowly. However, other dynamics emerge in both cases. As a symbol, the cyanide capsule 

and an emphasis on martyrdom “gave the LTTE an edge in the struggle with other 

fighting groups for Tamil support;” thus LTTE members perceived they had a moral right 

and mandate to solely represent the Tamil community (Roberts 2007, 18). Similarly, 

Hamas’s preemptive strike against Fatah was the result of growing suspicion and fear that 

Hamas would be destroyed and scattered by a PA seizure of Gaza and was not as is 

commonly portrayed an act of strategic expansionism. In fact the result was probably to 

marginalize the moderates who were willing to strategically negotiate with Israel and the 

PA by ruining any possibility of trust; the most rational and forward-thinking Hamas 

members were the elements of the group hurt the most. 

Another dilemma is that terrorist attacks inevitably bring some form of retribution 

from the security forces, likely worsening the group’s position. Formulating this into the 

strategic model, Kydd and Walter refer to this strategy as provocation, “to goad the target 

government into a military response that harms civilians within the terrorist 

organization’s home territory,” and thus is a deliberate strategy to convince the civilians 

that the government is “so evil that the radical goals of the terrorists are justified” (2006, 

69-70). Bell observed that provocation was a significant cornerstone of the IRA’s early 

strategy. 

...there has always been provocation as operations drive the authorities into a desired 
response... provocation is the IRA's operational escalation, raising costs and assuring 
British response. That response as often as not makes further provocation necessary 
but also costly. (Bell 2005, 279) 
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The IRA’s own Green Book claims one objective of its strategy was to “make the 

Six Counties as at present and for the past several years ungovernable except by colonial 

military rule.” Thus provocation was intended to encourage a British response, stretch out 

their forces allowing for easy attacks, and force the British to reveal their true face by 

engaging in disproportionate and draconian responses. IRA provocation occasionally 

served to goad the British into a favorable reaction, as it did when detainment without 

trial was imposed in August 1971. More often, however, it escalated the security 

presence, making operations harder to conduct and forcing IRA gunmen and bombers to 

search harder for opportunities of attack. This outcome served some benefit in that 

subsequent IRA attacks became more impressive; with tanks and soldiers in Belfast, 

successful operations then took on an air of David versus Goliath. However, what the 

strategic model fails to take into account is that, without some form of government 

escalation and response the conflict would not have materialized in the first place. The 

period of IRA provocation took place during the early 1970s when recruits were 

attempting to join the organization at a far faster rate than it could train or arm them. 

Thus there were significant pressures from their constituent communities, the new 

militants, and the IRA command to utilize their advantage as quickly and forcefully as 

possible. Provocation was intended to goad the British government into embarrassing and 

discrediting itself, but it was much too imprecise a strategy to accurately gauge the 

British response. At best, it was logical in the short term and did not materialize into a 

coherent strategy. 

By the mid-1980s to 1990s, the IRA’s options for targets were increasingly 

limited, leading to some occasionally bewildering missions, such as the assassination of 
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Dublin crime boss Martin Cahill in 1994 “for uncertain purpose and to mixed reviews” 

(Bell 2005, 283). Fearon claims that after a few years of conflict, “fighters on both sides 

of an insurgency typically develop accurate understandings of the other side’s 

capabilities, tactics, and resolve,” but the IRA continued reflexively utilizing terrorist 

tactics long beyond the point it was plausible to force the British out of Northern Ireland 

(2005, 290). IRA operations in Britain, such as the pub bombing campaign, strengthened 

British resolve against the IRA and made it easier for them to justify a continued 

occupation. 

Organizational theory provides a viewpoint to explain this lack of strategic 

adaptation. As Crenshaw notes, terrorist organizations are not fundamentally dissimilar 

from corporations in that their primary objective when hard-pressed is to continue 

operations (1988, 22). The natural systems approach emphasizes that “most individuals 

engage in a cost-benefit analysis of whether to participate in an organization based on its 

personal inducements, which have little if any connection to the organization’s goals” 

(Abrahms 2008, 95). A main psychological incentive of involvement in terrorist groups is 

that, due to social factors in a terrorist’s “specific nation and province,” he or she “may 

enjoy considerable popular support and conscientiously serve his society in a prosocial 

way” (Victoroff 2005, 13). The predominant psychological approach, group process 

theory, argues that rebellious subcultures coalesce around the perception of intolerable 

conditions. The key observation of this school is that within terrorist organizations 

“collective identity subsumes individual identity,” eventually leading to continued group 

solidarity even in the face of growing opposition (Victoroff 2005, 30). Many terrorist 

organizations maintain group solidarity through a variety of methods, one of which is 
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manipulation of exit costs. Hamas was comparatively restrained in its executions of 

suspected informers within its ranks and the general population during the Intifadas 

compared to the PLO, which no doubt legitimized members’ perceptions of themselves as 

morally superior to the secular opposition (Gunning 2008, 129-130). In comparison, the 

cyanide pills dangled around LTTE cadres’ necks served as a constant reminder that not 

only was allowing oneself to be captured a betrayal of the Tamil community, membership 

in the Tigers meant death or victory – no other options. A variety of incentives and 

potential punishments work in militant circles to ensure that members of terrorist groups 

remain committed to the tactics utilized by the organization previously, even if they have 

proven ineffective.  

Accordingly, it might be predicted that government escalation could have a 

number of unintended effects. Indeed the impact of military involvement worsened the 

situation in all of the cases studied here. Military introduction into ethnic civil conflicts 

has multiple outcomes. First and most important is that military and police forces have 

completely different roles in society; broadly speaking soldiers are trained to kill and 

defend or take territory, and police are trained to maintain civil order through a variety of 

tactics of which overt violence is only one. Since “whether or not forces are effective 

depends on both their intrinsic capabilities and the missions they are assigned,” the 

military responses in our case studies were marked by both the systematic inability for 

armed forces to fight an ephemeral foe while dealing with a lack of political direction 

(Richardson 2005, 584). When the military is called out to combat a foe who has 

primarily tactics of attrition with unclear objectives, it is very likely that the military 

presence will result in increased militancy and terrorism. The reasons for this are twofold; 
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while police generally have some connection to the community, military forces are more 

foreign, and soldiers are an even easier operational target to justify. Furthermore, military 

involvement signals that the government has come to the conclusion that paramilitarism 

has overwhelmed its civil capabilities for conflict resolution, resulting in the widespread 

perception that the conflict has become a military rather than civil issue, therefore 

legitimizing resistance. As Bell observed on the IRA, “once the shooting started, the 

major effort would be escalation, more of the same, operational matters... so strategy 

became tactics. Intelligence focused on military operations rather than on dissecting 

British diplomatic intentions or the intentions and agenda of the Irish voter” (2005, 241). 

Both the instrumental and organizational framework indicate that a terrorist movement 

that perceives it has achieved military parity with the government then has thorough 

incentives to remain militarized; instrumentally, a valuable intermediary political goal has 

been achieved through a successful tactic, and organizationally, there is now a wide range 

of actors invested in pursuing, if not escalation, then at least a maintenance of the new 

status quo. Furthermore, the introduction of the military to combat terrorism does not 

reduce violence or stabilize a troubled region; Richardson notes dramatic increases in 

violent conflict intensity in Sri Lanka following the militarization effort after 1983. By 

1988 violent conflict had become the predominant concern of the Jayawardene 

administration overshadowing all other functions of government (Richardson 2005, 528-

530). Bandarage likewise identifies the paramilitary repression of the Jayawardene 

government, which involved off-duty police and military personnel, as playing a 

“significant role in both the deterioration of public trust in the government and the 

worsening of Sinhala-Tamil relations” (2009, 97-99). However, she also notes that it was 
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not until the introduction of direct Indian military involvement that the LTTE began to 

organize itself formally into a more conventional guerrilla force. Prabhakaran and the 

insular LTTE leadership “were always a primarily military organization,” and by the 

2000s this culture had embedded so deeply into the Northern and Eastern provinces that 

when ceasefires broke down civil servants employed “in the political wing, and police or 

Peace Secretariat” were recalled to perform military duties (Philipson 2009, 107). In 

Northern Ireland, Sri Lanka, and Palestine, the line between police and military became 

blurred, thus making it hard for civilians to trust law enforcement personnel. 

Complicating analysis of target selection is the active manipulation of ethnic 

identity by elites in both the government and paramilitary arena to legitimize violence 

against competing social groups. This manipulation has led to a dominant bipolar 

analysis of terrorism (particularly the ethno-nationalist subtype covered in this study) that 

approaches ethnic identity as an immutable factor of terroristic civil conflicts. These 

assumptions also have to be problematized. As Ismail observes: 

...identities cannot be taken for granted; that they are fluid, transient, always in flux, 
never permanent; and that they alter (discursively) precisely because they are 
constructs. If they were 'real' stable and eternal, they wouldn't change. (1995, 66)  
 
It is more analytically coherent to envision ethnic identity as a complicated web 

of links among various social groups, which themselves are rarely homogenous. Actions 

that inflame ethnic tensions should be conceptualized as having reverberations 

throughout the wider social network, but they are not absolute. Violence does not occur 

across concrete ethnic lines; instead the selection of victims becomes blurred in the 

systematic and continuous redefinition of social identity. This partially explains why 

terrorist organizations are continually subject to flux in determining the legitimacy of 

different targets across social and ethnic lines. The IRA's redefinition of Catholic 
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civilians designated collaborators and subsequent reversal demonstrates this aptly, as 

does the LTTE's systematic elimination of domestic opponents despite their shared Tamil 

heritage and commitment to the separatist cause. The instrumental argument which 

claims that targeting is meant to affect specific audiences often overemphasizes the 

strategic logic which goes into selection and can cause an equally poorly planned 

response. Terrorist targeting is fluid and often seems incoherent from an ideological 

standpoint but correlates with individual actors' perceptions of which targets can be 

justified, modulated by a continuous process of social and ethnic reevaluation.  Instead, 

the preferences of various actors within terrorist organizations change along with the 

consistently changing backdrop of environmental, social, economic, and political 

variables. 

 
What is the Real Internal Logic of Suicide Attacks? 

 
The most prominent instrumental analysis of suicide terrorism is Robert Pape's 

2005 book Dying to Win, which argues that suicide tactics are a successful strategy by 

which weak actors can induce leverage against a target government. On a fundamental 

level, Pape claims suicide terrorism to be nearly universally induced by a “common... 

specific and secular goal: to compel modern democracies to withdraw military forces 

from territory that the terrorists consider to be their homeland” (Pape 2005, 4). He argues 

that “the only coercive strategy available to suicide terrorists is punishment,” “to cause 

mounting civilian costs to overwhelm the target state's interest in the issue dispute” and 

cause concession (30). Since it is extremely difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of a 

particular terrorist tactic, terrorists are as inclined as any other actor to attribute success to 
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their involvement and actions. For example, Hamas spokesperson Ahmad Bakr claimed 

that “what forced the Israelis to withdraw from Gaza [in 1994] was the intifada and not 

the Oslo agreement” (70). Furthermore, Pape emphasizes that suicide bombing is not 

primarily anomic, but instead is a form of altruistic suicide, in which the would-be 

bomber intentionally sacrifices his life for the supposed good of his community. 

However compelling Pape's explanation is, it is not complete. Bloom, for 

example, criticizes Pape's and others' research for “the misleading analytical assumption 

of voluntariness” (2008, 583). He notes several examples of Middle Eastern terrorist 

organizations handcuffing potential suicide bombers to the wheel, remote detonators at 

the ready, and other cases in which car bomb drivers were under the impression that they 

were smuggling contraband. By 1990 the IRA had evolved a similar tactic; while 

previously they had forced civilians to plant bombs by kidnapping their families, now 

they were conducting operations in which "the driver would not have the opportunity to 

escape" (586). What seems significant is that although the IRA embraced the notion of 

self-sacrifice and martyrdom (through hunger strikes, nearly suicidal missions, and 

consistent risk of arrest), either members of IRA service units were unwilling to conduct 

suicide operations or the leadership was reluctant to order them. And although "there was 

a virtual hierarchy of acceptable targets in which civilians were generally unacceptable 

except under the most extreme circumstances," operations such as the October 24 1990 

detonation of three simultaneous coerced-driver car bombs were deliberately engineered 

to showcase that the drivers were civilian collaborators with the British security forces 

(594-595). Three explanations emerged; first, that the IRA was signaling to the British 

that they had fundamentally altered their tactics; an IRA bomber claimed that they were 
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designed to “shake the Brits out of their complacency: (596). Alternatively, the bombs 

were described as revenge for the shooting of top IRA men by the Special Air Service 

(SAS) at Loughgall in Armagh. A more interesting theory notes that the British had been 

intensifying their fortifications in the six counties and modernizing their intelligence 

operations; the attacks were in response to British intelligence capabilities and intended 

to demonstrate that these gains “had not blunted the overall efficacy of its [the IRA's] 

mobility and ability to shock” (597). Notably, former IRA members involved in the 

attacks claimed that, when they had previously been under interrogation, British security 

personnel “mocked them about the futility of their tactics,” introducing the possibility 

that to some extent the attacks were a form of IRA gloating (598). In either case, the 

reaction to the operation was uniformly negative, even across republican spheres; one 

pro-IRA community member complained to the IRA that the operation had made them 

“look like those fanatics in the Middle East” (601). 

In either case, the IRA Army Council had seemingly completely misjudged the 

mood of even its own constituency. Amazingly the tactic was not completely abandoned; 

a subsequent bombing in February 1991 followed the same script but instead coerced a 

Protestant man to drive the bomb. Bloom argues that the attacks may have been tacitly 

accepted by moderate elements in the IRA’s internal political arena, led by Gerry Adams, 

to discredit hardliners; alternatively, it may have been an attempt by the hardline elements 

to sabotage ongoing negotiations (2008, 606). In either case it is important to look at the 

internal dynamics of IRA to determine why coerced-bomb attackers were utilized again 

despite the obvious outrage it inspired in virtually everyone in Northern Ireland. IRA 

leaders may have simply made a disastrous miscalculation; one possible theory is that 
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having found a tactic that was able to strike beyond British complacency, IRA members 

were reluctant to give it up even when it was clear it was hurting the movement as a 

whole.  

Suicide terrorism is rarely a strategy of first resort. Michael Roberts criticizes 

Pape's focus on the strategic logic of suicide attacks, noting that the first LTTE suicide 

bomb, an attack on a military base in the Jaffna peninsula, took place when "the 

foundations of devotional commitment to death-for-cause were firmly in place already" 

(2007, 8). The attack was justified by the LTTE as necessary because they lacked the 

military power to overtake the base by force and was possibly inspired by previous 

Hezbollah attacks, which points to strategic calculation and rational choice. While 

Roberts admits that suicide missions “have indeed been an important facet of the LTTE 

operations not only as a weapon in a beleaguered context, but as precision strikes that 

decapitate key leaders at moments of import for the LTTE's political objectives,” he 

argues that Pape's analysis gives too much credence to suicide attacks for the group's 

success (2007, 26). By overstating the impact of suicide missions, the social and religious 

influences behind martyrdom are sidelined. Furthermore, the characterization of the 

LTTE as secular is misleading, because deeply rooted Tamil Hindu religious concepts 

were key in realizing the cult of suicide. While the LTTE was officially secular, where 

“supra-mundane forces are intrinsic facets for some actors and for some part of the local 

constituency,” the concept of secularism becomes somewhat meaningless (2007, 10). 

LTTE suicide bombs were certainly motivated by instrumental logic, but the use of 

attacks was enabled by a far broader cultural context. The widespread cult of martyrdom 

indicates that the bombings were prized as fulfilling a religious or cultural mandate just 
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as much as they were a military tool. 

In opposition to the view that suicide bombing is a phenomena spread throughout 

all levels of Palestinian society, Khashan also argues “political Islam does indeed play a 

crucial role in fomenting proneness to participation in suicide attacks, especially among 

refugee camp inhabitants, where dismal poverty coalesces with radical Islam” (2003, 

1063). His review of dispositional predictors found significant evidence that suicide 

bombing is highly linked to refugee camp poverty and “a deep sense of national 

humiliation, which bombers seek to redeem by politicising religion, not through breaking 

away from it;” thus “maltreated young laborers and those unable to find a refuge abroad” 

become suicide bombers (Khashan 2003, 1062-1063). It is more than reasonable to 

assume that many potential suicide bombers believe they are acting rationally when 

instead they are under immeasurable and extended psychological duress. 

Berman and Laitin argue that Hamas bombings are rational since "apprehension is 

far more dangerous for the organization than the attacker dying because an interrogated 

attacker exposes the other operatives" (2005, 18). Substantiating this logic, they 

measured a disproportionate number of suicide attacks on the Israeli side of the green 

line; while there were 17,405 attacks in the West Bank and Gaza, only eight people died 

from a suicide operation as compared to 401 in Israel from 730 attacks (Berman and 

Laitin 2005, 23). Hard targets are more likely to be the focus of a suicide attack because 

the high costs of coordinating a suicide operation can only be justified if the target is 

highly valuable. Therefore they conclude suicide terrorism is highly rational, at least from 

the perspective of the bombers' handlers. Berman and Laitin argue that terrorist 

organizations function as clubs which provide incentives such as social services to 
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members and the community. They propose two separate models for suicide terrorist 

organizations; while Hamas “reduces the risk of defection by augmenting the inside 

options of members with benign local public goods,” an organization such as the LTTE 

“reduces the risk of defection by destroying outside options of members with a pervasive 

public bad – threat of attack from the club itself” (2005, 26). The contrast is highlighted 

by Hamas' emphasis on charity and social service as opposed to the LTTE's distinctive 

militarism. As far as suicide bombings are concerned this distinction, however, overlooks 

a considerable gray area within which many LTTE suicide bombers have not been 

coerced, while Hamas martyrs are often equipped with remote detonation devices to 

ensure success.  

In either case, the attribution of rationality rests upon the precept that the handlers 

are acting to coerce opponents and not engaging in solipsistic violence. This is hard to 

measure, although as Abrahms suggests, the coercive logic of suicide attacks is disputable 

since realistic demands are rarely issued and almost never prior to the attacks (2008, 90). 

If the strategic logic of a suicide campaign was intended to maximize its coercive 

capacity this could be expected to happen more than it has. At the very least, initial 

suicide bombings would be followed with direct demands for policy concessions with the 

threat of continued attacks. Rather, it is more likely that suicide operations partially arise 

from internal group dynamics such as ideology, religious motivation, and the consistent 

need to engage the enemy and maintain momentum even when the specifics of timing 

and targeting may have little strategic value. For example, conventional knowledge 

indicates that indoctrination or 'brainwashing' is actively utilized by suicide organizations 

to recruit bombers. Instead Berman and Laitin suggest that “the combination of beliefs 
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necessary for a rational martyr is not so very unlikely,” and that would-be bombers could 

be attending religious services known to be screened by terrorist handlers as a way of 

signaling their willingness to die (2005, 11). In such a context, it is hard to imagine a 

terrorist group discontinuing suicide bombings even if there was evidence suggesting that 

it was ineffective at coercing the government, since community support would supply the 

necessary organizational momentum. In any case, the tactical logic of suicide bombing as 

an effective tactic clearly appears to be just one of many internal factors affecting a 

terrorist organization’s decision as whether or not to engage in a suicide campaign. Other 

incentives are solipsistic, member-driven, or simply reflect cultural factors (whether 

community-wide or within the context of the organization’s subculture) that predispose 

members to engage in suicidal violence. An instrumental framework can only explain 

part of the story, albeit an important one. 

 
When do Terrorists Enter the Mainstream? 

 
Cronin’s research suggests that a major factor in the decline of terrorist 

organizations is the inability to transfer the militant cause along generational lines (2006, 

19-24). In the specific context of domestic ethno-nationalist movements, this is 

particularly important, since their constituency and pool of potential recruits is locally 

determined. Cronin notes that the internal politics surrounding first and second-

generation memberships in terrorist organizations is highly sensitive and thus 

generational succession can trigger the decline into irrelevance or split of a group (2006, 

19-24). While terrorist groups that fade on a generational basis tend to have extremist 

political or religious ideologies, those based on strong territorial or ethno-nationalistic 
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basis are more likely to split or enter negotiations. These processes imply not only dissent 

over political objectives but strong social divides within the groups themselves and with 

their constituencies. By 1990, for example, the IRA had a new generation of sophisticated 

Sinn Fein leaders “probing future options and old assumptions” (Bell 2005, 306), but 

they were complemented by a new generation of young people who “abhorred the trinity 

of Provisional support – country piety, Gaelic parochialism, and Irish patriotism – [who] 

found the campaign horrid, the IRA evil, their pretensions outrageous“ (176), “not 

legitimate descendants of patriots but mad-dog murderers” (217). The splits which 

followed the GFA in 1998 were not merely the results of the PIRA's political calculations 

but a move designed to position Sinn Fein within evolving social norms. (Another 

powerful argument against the strategic logic of terrorism comes in the form of militant 

splinter groups such as the Real IRA, who must have been taken into account that any 

successor organizations would have almost nonexistent chances of attaining a united 

Ireland through continued terrorism.) There was considerable overlap between Sinn Fein 

and IRA memberships and constituencies and thus the matter became one of 

organizational survival of the overall Republican movement. Neither paramilitarism or 

politics seemed likely to grant the North to an Irish Free State, but disastrous incidents 

such as the 1998 Omagh bomb revealed that the remaining hardliners had a 

comparatively unrealistic conception of how best to continue the struggle.  

Hamas’s evolution into a political entity cannot be satisfactorily explained by this 

generational process. Importantly, Hamas suicide attacks continued until early 2005, just 

one year before it entered politics; the social capital acquired by martyrdom operations 

was also a significant form of propaganda utilized in their electoral strategy. As Gunning 
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notes, although paramilitary figures did not directly enter elections as candidates, “Hamas 

candidates in Nablus launched their campaign from the home of assassinated bomb-

maker Yahya ‘Ayyash, thus capitalizing on the symbolic capital of one of the [al-Qassam] 

Brigades’ most famous martyrs” (2008, 175-176). The Hamas decision to enter politics 

was conditioned by historic internal cautiousness about the efficacy of direct political 

involvement and fears that it could pollute the movement’s overall ideological purity. 

That Hamas entered politics at all signaled that it viewed the 2006-2007 Palestinian 

elections as a way to redefine the internal political arena in Palestine and considered the 

existing structure so devoid of legitimacy that its entrance could not affect it 

ideologically. From the perspective of Hamas hardliners, this decision became a major 

miscalculation because Hamas was now inherently tied to the processes of balancing 

governance with its paramilitary operations. It then becomes exceptionally important to 

attempt to strengthen moderate elements in Hamas, while simultaneously pursuing 

policies that attempt to convince the more recalcitrant faction’s membership of politics’ 

efficacy. The danger, as noted by Abrahms, is that many terrorists are motivated by social 

incentives and that forcing portions of a movement into insularity may not decrease their 

commitment to violence (as what happened following the split of the conservative PIRA 

elements into a number of marginal yet violent factions, resulting in the Real IRA Omagh 

bombing). Since Hamas is an organization primarily structured around social and 

religious solidarity, as emphasized in the prominent role of the Mujamma’ and its charity 

wings, this is a particularly salient risk. Relative extremists in Hamas’ Political Bureau 

and al-Qassam Brigades may “seek to prolong [their] existence, even when doing so 

impedes [Hamas’] official goals” (Abrahms 2008, 101). Abrahms further recommends 
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disrupting the social networks within terrorist organizations by sowing discord amongst 

its members as a way to cause organizational collapse and reducing the need for 

populations to seek refuge in extremist subcultures as a way of dealing with individual 

and social anomie (2008, 104-105). An effective strategy to rein in Hamas would thereby 

de-emphasize militarization and securitization responses and encourage the development 

of parallel moderate movements. As noted, Israeli policy towards the Palestinian 

Authority historically was to ensure domination of PA elites while simultaneously 

remaining stubborn on the peace process, resulting in a culture of corruption and 

inefficacy that allowed Hamas’s entry into the political arena. The ironic positive was that 

there was a period of time to reconcile Islamist and secular divisions in Palestinian 

society by encouraging mutual reliance and development. However, this path did not 

serve conservative Israeli or American interests, and the opportunity may have been 

temporarily lost. This cannot happen again given the risk of a further implosion of 

moderate Gazan political society, which could end in more suicide campaigns, more 

extremism, and further commitment to violent tactics in the resistance. 

With the demise of the LTTE without an effective parallel political program, 

discussion of the LTTE’s political evolution seems somewhat moot. It must be considered 

that neither the LTTE nor the government ever really had an interest in the peace process 

in the first place, instead mutually using these negotiations as periods in which to re-arm 

and prepare for the next phase of conflict. The valence moment in which political 

reconciliation between Tamil and Sinhalese society was possible seems to have been 

largely lost by the time LTTE cadres began attacking Indian peacekeepers in 1987. 

Subsequent negotiations appeared to dissolve when neither side was able to stomach the 
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unappealing properties of intermediary settlements. On the LTTE side, this rejection of 

settlements can be attributed to the organization's wholesale commitment to “combat 

mode,” and the lack of “endorsement of dialogue and negotiation as constructive 

measures for opponents to voice each others’ standpoints and to accept multiple 

authenticities” (de Silva 1995, 184). The major post-LTTE step that must be taken is to 

find a measure of political space in Tamil areas in which these decisions can be discussed 

peacefully. The Northern and Eastern provinces must construct a new political identity 

organically, complemented rather than imposed by the Sri Lankan government. Thus, 

some measure of devolution of power is important to resolving continued ethnic tensions 

and creating breathing room for Tamil society to reconstruct itself. It is also crucial to tie 

these measures to building constructive links with the larger Sri Lankan polity. Asoka 

Bandarage claimed that regional devolution is not a realistic approach because 

ideological and material support for Tamil separatism came “from the Tamil diaspora 

elite and the worldwide Tamil community, making the Sri Lankan separatist struggle a 

transnational phenomenon increasingly removed from domestic realities” such as 

growing Tamil populations across the island and the relaxation of discriminatory policies 

(2009, 219). By contrast, K.M. de Silva highlights that the authoritarian repression of the 

LTTE had necessitated some degree of devolution, since the geographic centers of Tamil 

separatism could not develop an independent civil society, democratic institutions, or 

structural conditions favorable to independent thinking on even an individual level. 

The democratisation of the northern and eastern provinces will require the 
establishment of a provincial council for the northern province. The elections to that 
provincial council will enable political parties and individuals to vie for positions in 
that council. And such a council will give the Tamils of the northern province 
opportunities in fashioning the development of that province; indeed, to become a 
force in the democratisation of the province. K.M. de Silva 2011, 248). 
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The Sri Lankan experience with terrorism is marked by both immeasurable 

tragedy and systematic miscalculation, as well as cynical manipulation of ethnicity, 

history, and politics by a chain of political, military, and social elites. The end result of 

this process was militarization and the suppression of independent sociopolitical identity 

for both the Tamils and Sinhalese. Future policy needs to examine critically the evolution 

of the Sri Lankan culture of violence and create open spaces through which critical and 

cosmopolitan thinking can be encouraged throughout all levels of society. 

 
Conclusion 

 
 Examination of our case studies has revealed that instrumental or strategic 

analyses of terrorist organizations and their attacks are insufficient to explore the deeper 

range of internal politics and decision-making which manifest themselves in terror 

groups’ operational activities. In fact, it can be argued that many of the conclusions 

reached by the instrumental framework are highly misleading and mischaracterize 

important, fundamental aspects of terrorist activity. Ethno-nationalist terrorist movements 

are commonly regarded as the classic prototypes of terrorist strategies and tactics, 

wherein the strategic and political efficacy of terror was birthed and modulated into the 

more analytically complicated and modern use of violence by transnational groups such 

as al-Qaeda. The strategic theory of political terrorism, however, has been unable to 

articulate coherent or functional counter-terrorism policies even in response to this 

prototypical stage of terrorism; since it focuses on parsimony, deriving its 

comprehensibility from the manner in which “the intentions of actors are inferred from 

their behavior according to logical rules,” it is unable to determine conflicting internal 
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pressures which in turn define the preferences of individual and group actors within a 

terrorist organization. It is limited by its assumptions and thus is forced to characterize 

illogical or strategically counterproductive actions by terrorist groups as the result of 

tactical miscalculation, even on the occasions when previous or concurrent processes 

have established logical antecedents. The result is that security and particularly military 

organs of governments, inherently tied to realist conceptions of conflict, base their 

patterns of response and reaction on theoretical assumptions that do not fully apply to 

terrorism. A clear example is the emphasis on deterrence (Crenshaw 1988, 18-19). 

Deterrence policy focuses on denial, comprehensive defensive measures against terrorist 

attacks, and retaliation, the threat of punishment in retribution for political violence. As 

demonstrated, however, these policies have proven ineffective in deterring terrorist 

activity. Defensive measures, even to the extreme, can only deflect some of the attacks 

some of the time. The construction of fortified military positions on the Northern Irish 

border and the separation barriers between Israel and Palestine merely motivated 

terrorists to develop more creative methods of attack. Similarly retaliatory measures that 

take the form of increased securitization (epitomized in direct military intervention) have 

been demonstrated to be inconsistent at best and reinforcing terrorist solidarity and 

communal support at worst. The escalation of the Sri Lankan civil war, retaliatory attacks 

by Hamas, and the inefficacy of the British military to enforce peace in Northern Ireland 

demonstrate that retaliatory measures can further distort conceptions of legitimate 

authority and legitimize violent political actions by non-state actors. 

Here the evidence clearly demonstrates the analytical superiority and efficacy of 

the organizational process framework. While the instrumental school views terrorism as 
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inherently political, organizational theory views the establishment and continuance of 

terrorism as the result of a complex web of internal group processes and incentives. 

Crucial to its success is its ability to integrate a large variety of interdisciplinary 

approaches in determining the varied preferences of actors inside a terrorist network. In 

fact, the organizational approach has the ability to include some of the political focus of 

instrumentalist approaches as one of the various factors that motivate terrorists. A focus 

on internal dynamics does not preclude seeing a terrorist organization’s political goals as 

an important factor in determining its preferences. Rather, it simply relegates the 

instrumental use of terrorism to the role of one of many differentiated and often 

contradictory propensities that institutionalize terror tactics within extremist subcultures. 

Organizational process theory becomes a systematic way of investigating the processes 

by which terrorism arises, evolves, and ends, instead of post-hoc rationalization of a 

consistent set of analytic assumptions to a thoroughly inconsistent array of varied terrorist 

organizations and actions. In doing so, it gives rise to a new generation of policy analyses 

and recommendations that address with the ‘terror problem’ in more creative and 

innovative ways. Modern terrorism analysis commonly takes the internal dynamics of 

terrorist organizations into account in determining counter-terrorist strategies. What is 

needed is to divorce the evolving field of terrorism research from outdated assumptions 

and models. This evolution will not discredit all of instrumental research – it will instead 

position instrumental and associated schools of strategic and rational-choice analysis 

within a wider framework. Doing so is a good step towards a more functional and 

coherent model of terrorism that recognizes a constant need for reevaluation of previous 

assumptions and theoretical approaches. 
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It is also important to realize that purely instrumental models of terrorism serve a 

variety of actors including those who inadvertently or purposefully contribute to the 

descent of civil conflict into internecine ethnic wars. A focus on terrorism as purely a 

political tool utilized by non-negotiable extremists rather than as evolving out of broader 

social movements serves to legitimize disproportionate responses to legitimate fears of 

social dissolution, physical harm, and economic turmoil that arise from ethnic conflicts. 

To borrow a concept from organizational theory, it is not unrealistic to assume that 

inflexible government officials and beneficiaries of securitization responses (such as 

hard-line elements within a national military) can derive a wide array of incentives and 

benefits from conflict responses that worsen significant aspects of the broader domestic 

context. In this way, the mechanisms by which governments and terrorist organizations 

operate are not fundamentally dissimilar. This is not a new conclusion, but an important 

one to take into account when considering the ways in which government responses to 

terrorist activity are developed. Analysis of terrorism then must be particularly careful to 

emphasize ways in which both governments and terrorist organizations can be made to 

break from harmful processes of path dependence. Understanding and promulgating that 

terrorism is a tactic used by varied actors (including governments) rather than a catch-all 

term for a specific classification of sub-state actor is an important step in regulating 

counter-productive, harmful, or abusive responses. 

In his analysis of the IRA, J. Bowyer Bell makes a significant observation: that 

“victory in pieces is an enormous obstacle to those who are inclined to analyze in 

absolutes” (2005, 52). This sentiment could not be more relevant to the development and 

evolution of analytical frameworks of terrorism in the modern era. Security and terrorism 
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specialists as well as government officials, conflict journalists, and NGO employees must 

be open to new ways of thinking and consistently seek new approaches to combat 

political violence. Old methods of analysis must be critically examined and 

problematized; organizational process theory is no exception. Its complex nature and 

reliance upon difficult-to-obtain internal information about terrorist groups complicates 

the efficient and articulate reporting necessary to coordinate effective counter-terrorist 

policy. As Özdamar argues: 

…the approach is inherently complex and far from being parsimonious; it doesn’t 
provide us with a context in which we can make general descriptions, find 
regularities or make predictions about terrorist behavior because it is assumed that 
most terrorist acts are random, and have sui-generic characteristics. (2008, 95). 
 
In this respect the instrumental approach has some value in initial appraisal and 

theoretical construction of terrorist activity. However, it is clearly insufficient to map a 

comprehensive understanding of terrorism. The organizational school provides a more 

analytically focused and integrative approach. Its complexity should be viewed as an 

advantage rather than a detriment. The strategic model asks “what political goals did this 

act of terrorism intend to advance?” Organizational theory instead asks “why did this act 

of terrorism occur?” 

Finally it is important to recognize that, regardless of whether terrorism analysis 

is grounded in instrumental, organizational, or other approaches such as sociological or 

psychological schools, these frameworks only provide a partial piece of the picture when 

approaching ethno-nationalist terror groups. As emphasized in this study, terrorism 

should be understood as evolving from a variety of broader sociopolitical movements, 

and the terror tactic itself is only one of many strategic options pursued by specific 

members of these countercultural mobilizations. Thus there is a general context that can 
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provide significant insights into tying terrorism analysis into systematic observations 

about the processes that generate political violence. Richardson, for example, developed a 

computer-modeling approach to the Sri Lankan civil war that emphasized the 

convergence of economic data, political trends, and indicators of unrest and violence to 

create an early-warning system for civil distress (2005). Contrastingly, Lustick’s 1994 

article on terrorism in the Arab-Israeli conflict did not utilize statistical analysis, but 

instead integrated contemporary counter-terrorism analysis with a broader historical and 

social-psychological perspective. These approaches provide extensive contextual data 

without which it is hard to generate clear understandings of the terror strategy. Unlike a 

terrorist organization, the field of terrorism analysis cannot afford to be single-minded, 

absolutist, or insular. 
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